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Design Theories and Ideas in Europe
Criticism of the Bauhaus Concept in the Ulm School of Design

Keisuke Takayasu
Osaka University
takayasu@let.osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract

In 1950, the Swiss designer Max Bill was invited to assist Inge Scholl in planning a new school of design in Ulm similar to the Bauhaus because of Bill’s experience at the Bauhaus and the modernist works he had developed from the 1930s to the 1940s in Switzerland. When the Ulm School of Design provisionally began its design courses in 1953, Max Bill became its first rector. When the new school building was officially opened on 2 October 1955, the school was expected to be a successor to the Bauhaus school.

However, in 1957, a conflict over educational principles became unavoidable; younger teachers, even Otl Aicher, the co-founder of the school, complained that Bill placed too much weight on art in the design education. In 1957, Bill left the school. New leaders such as Tomás Maldonado opposed certain Bauhaus concepts because they tended to believe more in the tenets of traditional art training. Therefore, in accordance with the complex requirements of the industrial society, younger lecturers encouraged a design education based on the latest scientific knowledge.

A similar reorientation was also seen in the Bauhaus. Hannes Meyer, the second rector, had attempted to exclude purpose-free art training so as to develop practical instruction using scientific approaches. This paper examines the historical significance of the functionalist reformation that took place in both schools with a focus on the fundamental problems with free art training as part of design education.

Keywords: Bauhaus, Gestaltung, Modernism, Free Art, Industrial Design.
Introduction

The ultimate purpose of this paper is to examine the meaning of *Gestaltung*, which was the representative concept for modern design in German speaking areas. As there has been a great deal of research on the history of the Bauhaus and its influences, this study seeks to understand the history of the design concepts and their effect on design education. For this purpose, special attention is given to the Hochschule für Gestaltung Ulm (Ulm School of Design) because of its positioning between Bauhaus concepts and those of the more contemporary institutions. This study reconsiders the modernist concept of Gestaltung by: 1) comparing the three Gestaltung schools; 2) examining Hannes Meyer’s Bauhaus reformation; 3) reviewing Max Bill’s contribution as the successor to Bauhaus; 4) discussing the establishment of the Ulm School of Design; 5) investigating the criticism of Bauhaus in the Ulm School; 6) outlining the Ulm Model; and 7) briefly reviewing design education after modernism.

Three Schools of Gestaltung

The names of educational institutions, departments, and subjects are important when tracing the changes in design concepts over time. In Germany from the late 19th century, Kunstgewerbeschule (schools of arts and crafts) was established all over the country. The Bauhaus, which started in 1919, had retained the practical workshop based training; however, it did not use the name Kunstgewerbeschule. When the Bauhaus moved to Dessau in 1925 when the school was being developed as a central institution of modern design, it adopted a new name, Hochschule für Gestaltung (School of Design) as a second name for the school. The German word *Gestaltung* literally means giving shape and refers to a modernist construction concept that is often used as an equivalent for the English word 'design.'

There are three schools of Gestaltung, each of which represents design education in each period. The first was the Bauhaus (1919-1933), the second, Hochschule für Gestaltung Ulm (Ulm school of Design 1953-1968), and the third, Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe (University of arts and design 1992-). What these three schools have in common is the active inclusion of the scientific technology in order to meet contemporary social requirements; however, there were also differences.

From the following questions, it is possible to examine the changes in Gestaltung and design education: 1. How was the term Gestaltung used in each school?; 2. What was taught as the basic Gestaltung or design common to all special fields?; 3. How was purpose-free art such as painting integrated in the design education?; 4. How was scientific knowledge such as psychology incorporated in the design education?; What discipline was then selected?; and 5. What departments or special fields were embraced under the Gestaltung banner?
Bauhaus

Established in Weimar in 1919, the Bauhaus did not adopt any of the names of its predecessors; the Hochschule für Bildende Kunst (Academy of Fine Art) or the Kunstgewerbeschule (School of Arts and Crafts); which clearly indicated that the Bauhaus was not interested in depictive art or decorative art; instead, the name “Bauhaus” was coined by Gropius to clearly show a preference for constructivist art. In 1926, a second name, Hochschule Gestaltung (School of Design), was attached to the Bauhaus in Dessau. The new school building expressed the conception of Gestaltung in its own appearance. The voluminous blocks of each unit are clearly assembled into the whole building. Gestaltung embraced the two modernist concepts of “composition” as artistic creation and “construction” as industrial production. The Gropius era balanced both these concepts.

In 1928, when Hannes Meyer became the second rector, the Bauhaus continued as a school of Gestaltung; however Meyer placed stronger emphasis on functional “construction” than on aesthetic “composition.” (Meyer, 1928, p.12) As a result, Meyer attempted to reform the Bauhaus by excluding purpose-free art such as painting, introducing scientific studies such as psychology, reinforcing architectural education, promoting cooperative projects, and becoming involved in city planning. Despite his beliefs, Meyer considered the artist teachers who had contributed to the basic design course, Klee and Kandinsky, by officially allowing them to conduct a free painting class, a class that even Gropius had not allowed. This exception exemplified the conflict regarding the inclusion of free art in design education.

Bauhaus Successor

Swiss designer Max Bill was also a key person in this conflict. While Bill was basically a Gestaltung man, he was a multi-talented modernist who painted and sculpted, designed prints, products, and buildings, wrote many essays, and developed design theories. He also acted as a bridge between the two schools of Gestaltung; he studied at the Bauhaus and about twenty years later became central to the founding of the Ulm School of Design. Bill studied at the Bauhaus from 1927 to 1928, which was when Gropius left the rector position and Meyer was appointed; therefore, Bill experienced the Gropius era in his first two semesters (Hahn, 2008; Bill, 2008). At the Bauhaus, he studied with Klee and Kandinsky in the free painting class and enthusiastically created paintings [Fig.1and 2]. Therefore, Bill possibly left the Bauhaus because of Meyer’s functionalism focus.

During the 1930s, Bill became representative of a geometric art called “concrete art,” and he applied his artistic composition experience to typographic composition; a development which became the foundation for postwar Swiss typography. Bill’s modernist perspective as a product designer was fully expressed in the Swiss Werkbund exhibition Gute Form (Good Design) held in Basel in 1949. This exhibition had about 80 panels and toured three Swiss cities, three Austrian cities, three Dutch cities, and six German cities, including Ulm (Müller, 2015), which was when Bill was noticed and invited to become one of the founders for the new school planned in Ulm.
The Ulm School of Design grew into a leading contributor to postwar German design; however, it had originally been planned as a political-journalistic school for the democratization of Germany as its origins were in the White Rose student-based resistance movement against the Nazi regime. The original White Rose Group members, Hans and Sophie Scholl were executed in 1943 for the distribution of flyers; consequently, immediately after the war, their sister Inge Scholl and their friend Otl Aicher established the Volkshochschule (Adult Education Center) in Ulm. This school was so successful that plans were made to develop the school into the university named after the Scholl siblings, with the 1949 school plan putting significant weight on political education (Seckendorff, 1989, pp.25ff.).

Otl Aicher had an artistic personality and political ambitions. In 1946, he began studying sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich. However, because he wanted to be involved in designing the built environment, he left the Academy after only one year. In 1948 he met Max Bill, who had studied in the Bauhaus and had been developing modern design concepts in Switzerland, a neutral country, during the war. In October 1949, Bill’s exhibition Gute Form came to Ulm, which influenced Inge Scholl into redesigning the school to be similar to the Bauhaus (Seckendorff, p.34).

In 1950, Max Bill participated in planning the new school based on his Bauhaus design experiences. Bill corresponded with Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius, and referred to the curriculum of the IIT Institute of Design, which was a successor to the New Bauhaus in the USA (Seckendorff, p.39f.). To secure financial support from the American foundation, it would have been unable to recruit the support of the Bauhaus second rector, Hannes Meyer, as Meyer had once been labeled a communist. Gropius’ model was, however, more acceptable to Bill as it was more tolerant of artistic creativity than the Meyer model which was hostile to purpose-free art. Even though the 1951 program for the new school of design did not include specific courses on...
political studies, it maintained the original purpose of democratizing the country by integrating political education into the general education. While Bill had gained permission by Gropius to name the school Bauhaus (Seckendorff, p.42), Aicher objected (Aicher, 1991, p.124), so the name was finally settled as Hochschule für Gestaltung, as this still included the Bauhaus concepts and its modernist traditions. The 1952 brochure stated that the school was a successor to the Bauhaus.

Max Bill was the first rector of the Hochschule für Gestaltung (Ulm School of Design), which began classes in August 1953 at the Adult Education Center. Bill believed that the students should first work on “purpose-free aesthetics” in their basic education so as to comprehend design principles through the geometric art (Bill, 1987, p.67). Except for Bill who taught the basic courses, from 1953 to 1955, lecturers Walter Peterhans, Josef Albers, Johannes Itten and Helene Nonné-Schmid, who were experienced in Bauhaus, taught design fundamentals in mostly intensive courses (Wachsmann, 1993).

Based on the Bauhaus model, Bill engaged an international teaching staff, which was the most anti-nationalistic part of the school. The main staffs were Bill (Switzerland), Walter Zeischegg (Austria), Hans Gugelot (Dutch descent, born in Indonesia), Maldonado (Argentina), Friedrich Vordemberge-Gildewart, a German artist who had been engaged in the international movement from 1920s to 1930s, and Otl Aicher, also a German who had had a difficult time under the Nazi regime. From December 1954, classes were taught in a new school building designed by Max Bill. In the official opening of the school building held on October 02, 1955, Gropius gave a speech looking back on the Bauhaus. This ceremony was reported as the actual founding of the Ulm School of Design by regional papers in West Germany, mostly with the Ulm school being introduced as the Bauhaus successor [Fig.3 and 4].

Criticism of Bauhaus

As the school settled into the new building in 1955, it was expected that the educational courses would go well; however conflict between rector Bill and the younger lecturers arose because
of Bill’s apparent aggressive governance, forcing Bill to resign in 1957 (Spitz, 2002). As educational policy was a controversial matter at the Ulm School, the reason for Bill’s resignation was reported as being because of differences in educational ideals. While Bill believed in the predominance of free art, he was unwilling to introduce the natural sciences; however, the younger lecturers thought that it was anachronistic to begin with artistic practice, claiming that design needed to incorporate the latest scientific knowledge. After Bill’s resignation, the Ulm teachers developed the “Ulm model” in which more weight was given to science than free art and which had a strong connection with industry (Aicher, 1975). The reformers claimed that they wished to dispense with a strictly Bauhaus model; however these policy changes were an echo of the Meyer era, as the problem of “free art” in design education was again at the center of the conflicts at the Ulm School of Design.

Even though Otl Aicher founded the Ulm School of Design with the assistance of Max Bill, from the beginning, there were differences in their dispositions. Bill had been familiar with free art since his time as a Bauhaus student, from which he had developed geometric art or “concrete art” as the foundation for his design works. In contrast, Aicher had dropped out of the Academy of Fine Arts because he was discontented with sculpting and because he wanted to change society through the development of social products. While Aicher appreciated Bill’s contribution to the establishment of the new school, he felt that Bill was an old modernist connected with the old Bauhaus and was still in favor of an artist-oriented school (Aicher, 1991).

Argentine Tomás Maldonado was invited by Bill in 1954 to become one of the early teaching faculty at the Ulm School of Design; however, Maldonado also objected to Bill’s artistic orientation. After Bill’s resignation in 1957, Maldonado took the helm. His lecture in September, 1958 in Brussels titled “New Developments in Industry and the Training of the Designer” was significant as he critically analyzed prewar modernism as the background to the development of the new policy at the Ulm School of Design. The text of this lecture was officially published in the journal “Ulm 2” (Maldonado, 1958). In the beginning, he declared that some ideas which defined Bauhaus ideology “must now be refused.” Certainly, throughout this speech, he recognized the historical importance of Bauhaus; however, he then claimed that the two ideas were no longer compatible for contemporary requirements.

Maldonado noted that the predominance of aesthetics in the Bauhaus movement corresponded to the overestimation of the need for purpose-free art in Bauhaus education. Most problematic he felt was that the artist designer fell into formalism by perusing the “formal purity” of simple geometry and briefly cited Hannes Meyer, who he admired as a functionalist who had been the “only one who saw the danger of the artistic formalism of the Bauhaus, the only one to denounce it publicly and courageously.” (p.29) Maldonado then discussed the American concept of “styling” to promote a frequent exchange on the surface to attract consumer attention. Now it’s clear that these seemingly opposite design practice poles of Bauhaus rationalism and American industrial design “styling” were essentially the same because of the predominance of aesthetics. Maldonado argued that “the aesthetic factor merely constitutes one factor among others with which the designer can operate, but it is neither the principal nor the predominant one. The productive, constructive, economic factors-perhaps, too, the symbolic factors-also exist. Industrial design is not an art nor is the designer necessarily an artist.” (p.31)
Second, Maldonado objected to the overemphasis on manual practice in Bauhaus education; students in the preparatory course should free their creative power, re-educate their senses and regain their lost psycho-biological unity. This idea of "education through doing" had originated in the late 19th century and was still a key consideration at the time. (p.39) "But this educational philosophy is in crisis," because "it is impossible today to act without knowledge" as is also impossible to know without doing. At the end of his speech, Maldonado claimed that there needed to be an active introduction of applicable knowledge under the motto of "scientific operationalism." (p.40)

Ulm Model

Studies at the Ulm School of Design lasted for four years; in the first year, students received basic education and in the following three years, they completed special education in each department. After Bill’s withdrawal from the school, the focus began to change. Until 1957, a basic education through artistic practice was common for all students to acquire the basic principles useful for all design fields. However, the basic education from 1958 more emphasized scientific methodology and included mathematical disciplines such as topology and semiotics because of its applicability to understanding the signs in society. From 1961, the basic education was conducted by the individual departments.

These changes in educational policy could be seen in the departmental name changes. The architecture department was first named Architektur und Stadtbau (architecture and city construction); however, in 1957, it became Bauen (construction) and in 1960, was renamed Industrialisiertes Bau (Industrial construction); that is, the more artistic concept “architecture” was replaced by a more industrial concept “construction.” This department was engaged in the standardization of materials to industrialize building processes. Similarly, the product design department was originally named Produktform (product form) by Max Bill; however, in 1958, the name was changed to Produktgestaltung (product design) to break away from the formalism that the artist designer could fall into as this department was focused on designing all kinds of instruments rather than luxury goods [Figs.].
The department of visual communication was first known as *Visuelle Gestaltung* (visual design); however, in 1956, it became *Visuelle Kommunikation*. This change of name indicated the philosophy that a designer should pay attention not only to the visual product but to the whole communication process. There was no name change, however, for the department of Information, which maintained its original concept as a political-journalistic school and had the original aim of developing non-genre specific mass media writing for newspaper and television (Oswald et al., 2015). The department of Film became independent of visual communication in 1962 when German film production was somewhat behind that of the French. This Film department was one of the first institutes for film education that put greater weight on documentaries for both film and television (Schubert et al., 2012).

The department of product design at the Ulm School of Design had the most students and was a major contributor to elevating the school’s reputation through its model product development. The department of visual communication was no less active in meeting the requirements of the information society and the department of information, and also the department of film, was instrumental in shifting interest from the product to information.

The Ulm School of Design was not only concerned with design education but was also involved in company design development. In 1958, specific development work was separated from education department as a Development Group, which was organized as a design office in the school to undertake company projects under the guidance of each lecturer and only accepted projects that matched the school’s rationalist policy; for example, group E2 designed Braun’s industrial products and group E5 developed Lufthansa’s visual signs. Students could work in the Development Group to earn money during vacation time, which was advantageous because of its strong ties with leading companies.

**After Modernism**

Despite its popularity, Bauhaus was short-lived. The Ulm School of Design also existed for only 15 years. As the school was privately managed by the Scholl Foundation, in the late 1960s, the financial situation become perilous. However, as political independence was crucial to the school, the leading members could not reach an agreement on the merger with University of Stuttgart, which was governed by the State of Baden-Württemberg; consequently, the school finally closed in 1968. The end of the Ulm School of Design corresponded with the end of a modernism that included the *Gestaltung* or rationalist approach to the living world.

In conclusion, it is worth quickly examining the Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe, which was established in 1992, together with Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe. Different from the Ulm school of Gestaltung, the Karlsruhe school of Gestaltung has never denied its identity as an art school, as its official English name “Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design” shows. However, the notion of art itself has changed, with its autonomy already in crisis. Art is no longer a self-sufficient activity, with most artists today being participants in social practice. Certainly, even though the school retains part of the old name Hochschule für Gestaltung, the name for the design departments have grown; for example, *Ausstellungsdesign* (exhibition design), *Kommunikationsdesign* (communication design) and *Produktdesign* (product design).
Design today demands less functionalism than in the modernist era because artistic creativity is widely considered to be an essential part of technological innovation. The modernist concept of *Gestaltung* was actually replaced by the contemporary concept of design.
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Abstract

Due to the image of efficiency and strength of modern Western architecture during the 20s and 30s, several Japanese architects adopted European rationalist architecture as a solution for their buildings, becoming the main promoters of what is known as the International Style in Japan. To comprehend modern architecture, they took several trips to Europe—mainly to German speaking countries—where they made connections with important figures like W. Gropious and L. Hilberseimer. Thus, their buildings are the result of European influences on Japanese architecture during the interwar period.

This paper will analyse the cultural, social and political conditions both in Germany and Japan in order to understand the underlying principles that made it possible for Japanese architects to approach new modernist theories and designs proposed in the West. The paper has the further aim of developing how this approach led to the introduction of modernism in Japan before the war ended, with the exchange of intellectual ideas between the two countries.

*Keywords: Bauhaus, CIAM, Teishinshō, Transnational, Interwar*
Introduction

Japanese architecture was under debate between a national style—instigated by the Emperor and military powers—and a growing wave to revive and update traditional aesthetics.

However, due to the influence of the intellectual art circles in Germany, a new modern idea of architectural design also emerged in Japan. Bunriha Kenchiku Kai (Secessionist Architects Group) tried to show the public an expressionist type of architectural design, following in the footsteps of Bruno Taut and his colleagues in Berlin during the late 1920s. The members of the association were from upper class families, so they could travel to Germany and see Bauhaus for themselves. Some of them even had the chance to interact directly with W. Gropius.

In addition to intellectual principles, there was a natural phenomenon that changed the way architecture was taught and designed in Japan. The Great Kantō Earthquake completely transformed the scene, as new structures capable of withstanding fire and seismic movements were needed. The institutions in charge of rebuilding Tokyo demanded new paradigms that could cover not only new social needs, but introduce new construction materials as well. The sources for these new architectonic models were taken from European cities and, thus, new post offices, hospitals and infrastructures began to grow in Japan, replicating the rationalist styles developed by the European masters.

Breeding grounds for a revolution in Japanese architecture in early Showa

Before any architectural revolution starts, there are factors already in motion that are leading toward the desired reconstruction. Political, cultural and social agents are inevitably related. As a consequence, when one of these factors is altered, the others also begin to evolve, in a process of feeding one another until the reigning models collapse and a new city model emerges. The pursuit and domestication of rationalism\(^1\) comprise the main theme of Japanese architecture during the late twenties and thirties. It is worth pointing out that this situation was absolutely the same as what was happening in other industrialised countries.

Nationalism and Japanese taste

In the beginning of the 20th century, the artistic revival of traditional tastes—or modernisation of sukiya—became the central point in university circles in response to the Westernised education taught by these institutions during the second half of the 19th century. Ernest Fellenosa, an American historian and supporter of Japanese national artistic heritage, was crucial to this trend, as he was appointed as the new director of the Tokyo Fine Arts Academy and Imperial Museum in 1888\(^2\). Right after a trip to Europe and the USA to learn from other educational methods, upon his return Fellenosa found that Japanese art had become too modern for his

---

1) Rationalism as referring to the architectural ideas and forms proposed in Central Europe, mainly developed during the Bauhaus period by its director Walter Gropius.
tastes. Hand in hand with Kakuzo Okakura, they developed a new education programme that would be the foundation for art education at Tokyo Imperial University for the first 20-30 years of the 20th century.

During this time period, a new emperor took control in 1914—the Taisho Period from 1914 to 1926 named after said Emperor Taisho—who tried to develop the Imperial Crown style, or teikan yoshiki, to reflect increased military power, in an exercise similar to what would be seen in Germany and Italy before WWII. The cultural and military image of the Empire was one of teikan yoshiki; not only within Japanese borders, but also in the increasing number of conquered territories. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Imperial Hotel, completed days before the earthquake, influenced the style so greatly that many elements used by the American architect were implemented in imperial constructions. The culmination of this style was the erection of the National Diet Building in 1936, and represented the final consolidation of Japan’s military government. At that time, it became the country’s second largest building and sessions of the House of Representatives and the House of Councillors are still held there today.

Great Kantō Earthquake

On 1 September 1923, the Great Kantō Earthquake devastated Tokyo, and a widespread area of at least 60 km around the Japanese capital. The magnitude of destruction was almost beyond imagining. In Yokohama, 90 percent of all homes were damaged or destroyed, while 350,000 homes met the same fate in Tokyo, leaving 60 percent of the city’s population homeless. In 1924, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government prepared a plan for the reconstruction of the city, providing an impetus to establish new building laws that would introduce new construction materials capable of resisting fire and seismic movements. The fact that the recently opened Imperial Hotel survived the earthquake relatively unscathed was a contributing factor in the institutions in charge of city reconstruction—like the newly created Dojunkai Housing Association of the Ministry of Communications—deciding to focus on building designs from the West that made use of new materials like reinforced concrete.

Shinkenchiku-sha and the first architecture periodicals

The oldest architectural journal Kenchiku-zasshi started to write about Western architecture in 1913. However, it was not until the mid-20s when architecture journals achieved notable

3) Okakura is a renowned figure outside Japan thanks to his publication “The Book of Tea” in 1906, a long essay linking the role of tea to the aesthetic and cultural aspects of Japanese life. His book is also famous among architects, just like F. L. Wright’s works were deeply influenced by it.


5) Japan occupied part of China–Manchuria in 1930—and by that time, Seoul, now South Korea, was part of Japan.


relevance, with *Shinkenchiku*, or New Architecture, becoming the most important source for architects who wanted to analyse European designs.

On the one hand, these architectural periodicals encouraged young Japanese architects to come to Europe and learn directly from the source. Hans Meyer or Walter Gropius, two of the three directors that ran the Bauhaus until its dissolution in 1933, made their first appearance in this periodical in 1927 and 1928, nurturing the dream of an illuminating trip to Europe.\[Fig.1\]

On the other, architecture periodicals also helped to introduce European avant-gardes ideals to the upper classes. Thanks to these journals, the richer were willing to embrace new architec tonic styles for their private houses and factories, similar to what they saw in the printed pages of *Shinkenchiku* and *Kenchiku jidai*, in a classic example of an iconoclastic desire for newness.

Exchanges on the old continent to confront the established orders

The apparent political similitudes between Germany and Japan, with both nations’ characters becoming increasingly defined by their military power, attracted the eyes of young Japanese architects. Of course, not everyone preferred the German vision of architecture and, like Kunio Maekawa\[8\] and Junzō Sakakura\[9\], preferred the French style. They both worked for Le Corbusier.

---

\[8\] Kunio Maekawa came to France between 1928 and 1930 and was the very first Japanese to work with the master. While working in his atelier, he was able to attend the CIAM congress and he also had the opportunity to work with and befriend Charlotte Perriand, Josep Luis Sert, Albert Frey and Alfred Roth, whom he wrote to whenever he could. He also met Richard Neutra during Neutra’s visit to Japan. On returning to Japan, he worked for Antonin Raymond from 1930 to 1935. He was able to manage this job with his own works, mainly competitions that would later draw the attention of young architects like Kenzo Tange, who worked for Maekawa in the late 30s.

\[9\] Junzō Sakakura started working at Le Corbusier’s atelier in 1931 after Maekawa’s departure, replacing him at the office for almost seven years, until 1936. As Sakakura became more trusted in the office, he rose first to job architect and then to chief of the studio. Students would come to him for advice when Corbusier was not about. Similar to Maekawa, he had the opportunity to relate to Charlotte Perriand, Josep Luis Sert and other European architects working in the office. Right after he had returned to Japan, Sakakura received the commission for the Japanese Pavilion for the 1937 Paris Expo. He had to return to Paris again, although this time he decided to stay away from Le Corbusier’s office.
in his atelier in Paris, as Jonathan M. Reynolds points out in his research on Maekawa\(^{10}\).

In addition, the Bauhaus School was one of the leading art institutions in Europe, if not the very first, which obviously drew the attention of young architects not only in Japan, but all over the world.

**German avant-gardes: mainstream societies**

The concept of avant-garde refers primarily to artists, writers, composers and thinkers whose work opposes mainstream cultural values and often has a trenchant social or political edge. Many writers, critics and theorists made assertions about vanguard culture during the formative years of modernism, which led to the rise of transcendental architecture figures including Walter Gropius, Ludwig Hilberseimer and Bruno Taut. A similar situation occurred in the French speaking world with Le Corbusier at the helm. However, the difference between how both cultures conceived of architecture was palpable, where the German faction was more rationalist and focused on Dutch constructivist models, while the inspiration of the French side was drawn from Paris related avant-gardes.

Thanks to the ambition of Gropius and his colleagues, who wanted to redefine the understanding of art design, the Bauhaus was founded in Weimar in 1919. The idea of creating a ‘total work of art’ or *Gesamtkunstwerk*, in which all arts—including architecture—would eventually be brought together was the main focus of the school. The Bauhaus became one of the most influential currents in design and architectural education.

**Bunriha Kenchiku Kai: replicating the Bauhaus**

The Bunriha Kenchiku Kai (Secessionist Architecture Group) was founded by Kikuji Ishimoto, Mamoru Yamada and Sutemi Horiguchi, among others. The three aforementioned architects were among the few who had the opportunity to come to Europe after finishing their architecture studies. According to Professor Ken Tadashi Oshima, Ishimoto was the first Japanese architect to study with Gropius in 1922; Horiguchi came to Europe in 1924 for a two year period, visiting leading German architects and even departing to Greece, probably following the path marked by Le Corbusier’s trip; and Yamada travelled to Germany in the late 20s to meet Gropius and attend CIAM II in Frankfurt\(^{11}\). During their trips, all of them were able to make connections with pre-eminent German architects. Even though WWII lessened their bonds, contacts between the Japanese architects and the masters were continuous in the beginnings of the 30s [Fig.2].

Upon returning, after their lessons in Weimar, Dessau and Berlin, the group tried to appropriate the lessons of the Bauhaus and replicate them in Japan. To do so, the group designed seven exhibitions between 1920 and 1928, which were held in several Tokyo department stores. Close to Expressionism in their beginnings, looking for a neo-national architecture expression, the group turned to a more rational or International Style of designs, in parallel to the path followed by the Bauhaus.

---


lowed by Der Ring\(^{12}\), the architectural collective at which Bruno Taut, Hilberseimer and Gropius developed their architecture theories for their later buildings\(^{13}\).

The main difference between the Japanese Secessionist Group and the European masters was the Japanese group's lack of concern about economics or social conditions, even though they both shared an opposition to prevailing artistic tendencies. Coming from relatively wealthy families, which let them attend Tokyo Imperial University, Bunriha Kenchiku Kai distanced itself from everything not directly concerned with the spatial or merely architecture discourse. However, the establishment of Bunriha greatly influenced the development of Modernism in Japan. By exploring new developments in European architecture and promoting these ideas within Japan's architectural community, the group became a valuable model and was used as a paradigm by other social institutions whose aim was to promote modernist architecture in Tokyo\(^{14}\).

**Ministry of Communications: vehicle for transnational models**

Apart from the modern path privately developed by the aforesaid architects, some institutions in charge of rebuilding Tokyo, such as the Teishinhō (Ministry of Communications), which was founded in 1919, sought to pursue rationality and progressiveness in its works for the post, telegram and telephone services. Teishinhō-related buildings were imagined to be the vehicles for a new architecture. It was here where the dream of a modern Japanese architecture was most

---


completely realised by combining functionalism and post and beam construction. These designs were taken from the German industry replicated in Japan in the search for a new Tokyo city.\(^{15}\)

Trying to achieve modern architecture for their infrastructures, the institution financed the trips of their chief architects, like Tetsurō Yoshida, to research Western facilities.\(^{16}\) As Hyon-Sob Kim explains, Yoshida seemed to be more interested in surveying the stream of modern architecture in Europe than just analysing broadcasting facilities.\(^{17}\) During the almost one-year-long stay in Europe, he met a number of the foremost architects in each country he visited, where Berlin was his base. It was a chance for him not only to learn from European masters but also to inform them about traditional Japanese architecture. Ludwig Hilberseimer and Hans Scharoun were interested in learning about the tectonic properties of Japanese architecture, and due to their many talks on this topic, they became friends with Yoshida, a friendship that lasted until Yoshida’s death in 1956 from multiple brain tumours [Fig.3]. The financial efforts of the Ministry to send its architects to Europe translated into a series of buildings that could be called the most modern in Japan. Airports, electrical facilities and post offices echoed rational and modern design. Tokyo’s Central Post Office was designed by Yoshida in 1931, and during Taut’s visit to Japan in 1936, he called it ‘the most modern building in the world’.\(^{18}\) Another example is Yamada’s Electrical Laboratory, built in 1932, which was the only Japanese building to appear in MoMA’s “International Architecture” catalogue\(^{19}\) in 1932. They attest to Teishinshō's

---

Fig.3 Ludwig Hilberseimer Archive, the Art Institute of Chicago. Jun Yoshida to Ludwig Hilberseimer, 22 September 1936


\(^{17}\) Ibid.


\(^{19}\) Term coined by Philip Johnson and Henry-Russell Hitchcock in the 1932 MoMA exhibition “Modern Architecture: International Exhibition”.
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commitment to modern architecture. These buildings, and others financed by this ministry in
the 30s, are a culmination and a demonstration of the influence of modern German architec-
ture in Japan in the interwar period.

CIAM IV: a missed opportunity

As we have seen, the personal connections were very strong between the young Japanese archi-
tects and the leading European architects in the late 20s.

In 1928, the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) or International Congresses of Modern Architecture was founded. Its aim was to spread the principles of the Modern movement, focusing on all the main domains of architecture. Maekawa, due to the connections he made while working at Le Corbusier’s atelier, was named as a member of the Japanese delegation of the CIAM even though the group no longer existed by then. In 1933, Ishimoto, who still maintained contact with Gropius, was nominated as the first delegate. However, neither architect ever established strong connections with the CIAM delegates, Swiss Sigfried Giedion or Dutch Cornelis Van Eesteren.

Despite the latter’s attempts to contact the Japanese delegation through Yoshida, his ef-
forts were fruitless since the young Japanese architect was still in Berlin in 1932. No response came from Tokyo delegates before the beginning of CIAM 4 in October 1933, whose main theme was ‘the functional city’. Several cities from around the world were mapped and analysed comparatively. Unfortunately, Tokyo was not one of them.

Japan’s participation at the congress would have entailed the country’s definitive embrace of the most critical European modernism, so that not only the architectonic forms would had been replicated, but the social concepts behind these new paradigms would also have been adopted. Unfortunately, that is not how history unfolded, and Japan’s definitive entry on the scene as an architecturally modern country would have to wait until WWII was over and CIAM 8 in 1951.
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Abstract

Although the Bauhaus’s second director, Hannes Meyer (1889-1954), as well as some of the graduates whom he taught, have been much discussed in previous literature, little is known about the architectural education that Meyer shaped during his tenure. He incorporated key concepts from biology, psychology, and sociology, and invited specialists from a wide variety of fields. The Bauhaus under Meyer was committed to what is considered a “scientific worldview,” and this study focuses on how Meyer incorporated this into his theory of architectural education. This study reveals the following points. First, Meyer and his students used sociology to design analytic architectural diagrams and spatial standardizations. Second, they used psychology to design spaces that enabled people to recognize a symbolized community, to grasp a social organization, and to help them relax their mind. Third, Meyer and his students used human biology to decide which direction buildings should face and how large or small that rooms and windows should be. Finally, Meyer’s unified scientific worldview shared a similar theoretical structure to the “unity of science” movement, established by the founding members of the Vienna Circle, at a conceptual level.
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Introduction

In 1920s Germany, modernist architects began to incorporate biology, sociology, and psychology into their architectural theory based on the concept of “function” (Gropius, 1929; May, 1929). The Bauhaus’ second director, Hannes Meyer, was one of them. Meyer redefined his functionalism theory by adding sociology, psychology, and biology, and taught architectural theory at the Bauhaus that attached importance to scientific analyses (Winkler, 2003). The special lecturers whom Meyer frequently invited to the Bauhaus accelerated this tendency (Winkler, 1989). On the relationship between sciences and architectural spaces, many researchers highlight the psychological, social, and biological factors in the design of Meyer’s ADGB Trade Union School in Bernau, Germany (Tomita, 2008). Moreover, science historians such as Peter Galison clarified that the Bauhaus had a close relationship to the “the unity of science” movement in that the latter was a thread within the philosophy of logical positivism that organized all sciences as a consistent system based on physics (Galison, 1990; Blume, 1993; Dahms, 2004). However, it has not been discussed how Meyer and his students translated the results of scientific analyses to architectural spaces. Therefore, this study reveals Meyer’s scientific worldview and how he incorporated it into the theory of architectural education that he espoused while at the Bauhaus through the analyses of the design method in Meyer’s representative work [Fig.1] as well as a project by Meyer’s students Philip Tolziner and Tibor Weiner [Fig.2]. In each section below, sociology, psychology, biology, and the unity of science in these two representative works are discussed on their theoretical background. Of particular interest are published

Fig.1 ADGB Trade Union School (1928-1930) by Hannes Meyer (“Zentralblatt der Bauverwaltung”. 51. Jahrgang 1931. Nummer 14)

Fig.2 Communal housing for factory workers of the socialist state (1930) by Philip Tolziner and Tibor Weiner, Sheet no. 2. (Bauhaus Universität Weimar)
and unpublished materials: the drawings and documents produced by Meyer and his students held in the Deutsches Architekturmuseum and Bauhaus Universität Weimar.

**The “Small Circle System”**

**Sociology in Meyer’s Scientific Worldview**

Meyer used sociology to design social organizations within architecture. In his representative work, the ADGB Trade Union School (1928-1930), a training school for the members of ADGB (der Allgemeine Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbund) in the pine wood forest of Bernau, near Berlin, Germany, Meyer designed the social organization of attendees by using a “small circle system” expressed in architectural form. In this project, the fundamental units (i.e., small circles) comprised five double rooms on one floor, accommodating 10 trainees. These were then stacked vertically to create a three-story building. Ultimately, four of these three-story buildings created the “big circle” that accommodated 120 trainees (Schnaidt, 1965). In short, in this project, Meyer designed a social organization by making groups of the same type of rooms.

To understand the relationship between social organization and architectural spaces, Meyer’s 1933 essay “How I work” (Wie ich arbeite) is indispensable. Within, Meyer explained his analyses and design method in the following four stages:

1. **Stage 1:** Diagrammatic representation of the building program, in which spaces of a similar kind are grouped together and the analytic features indicated (usually on a scale of 1:500 or 1:1000).
2. **Stage 2:** Standardization of all similar spaces and establishing standard “types” for all vitally important individual spaces (on a scale of 1:100 or 1:200). During this stage, the results of the overall analyses are collated.
3. **Stage 3:** Diagrammatic planning of the entire building program on a uniform scale (usually 1:500) showing organization and the most appropriate grouping of spaces as well as the connections between them.
4. **Stage 4:** Strict observation of the building organization plan, working from the aforementioned draft, considering all economic, technical, and architectural factors. The draft plan is drawn on the smallest possible scale and in a tersely standardized form.

This description can be considered a method with which to translate sociological analyses into architectural space. As such, the meaning of Meyer’s small circle system can be examined through the ADGB school.

Following Stage 1, where similar kinds of spaces are grouped together, Meyer adopted this idea in the design of the ADGB school to structure the trainees’ social organization by using the small circle system. Adhering to Stage 2, Meyer designed the standardized fundamental units as being small circles, or a double room, which lays down a standard type for all vitally important individual spaces. In Stage 3, Meyer determined the diagrammatic plan of the entire building program, which has a characteristic staggered form.

In the design process of this building, the small circle system was adopted consistently, and the fundamental structure was not changed, even over the course of three different plans: the competition plan (drawn April 1928), architectural application plan (drawn August 1928), [source: The ACDHT Journal, No. 2, 2017]
Sociology in Meyer’s Architectural Education

Meyer considered that sociology was an important consideration in the field of architecture, and thus introduced sociological analyses in his architectural instruction at the Bauhaus from the beginning of his tenure. His method of teaching is regarded as an early example of introducing sociological analysis into architectural education, alongside that of Bruno Taut’s at Technische Hochschule Berlin (Winkler, 2003). Otto Neurath (1882-1945) played a key role in the introduction of sociology to the Bauhaus (Schäfers, 2003). Neurath was a social scientist and scientific philosopher in Vienna, Austria, and his particular discipline did not discriminate between natural science and social science.

In some of students’ architectural works, many sociological analyses that are clearly fruits of Meyer’s architectural education are identifiable. Students were often tasked with drawing analytical diagrams and timetables of life (Tomita, 2016). One of the most significant student works during Meyer’s era was a communal housing for factory workers of the socialist state (1930) by Philip Tolziner and Tibor Weiner:

…it was tried to draw easy ascertainable basis and thought, which was the beginning point of our project: the new social order, the relationship among human beings and to nature, the condition of inhabitants’ daily routine.

(Tolziner, 1989)

Psychological Effect in Architectural Space

Psychology in Meyer’s Scientific Worldview

As mentioned in the previous section, Meyer created the entire social organization of the ADGB Trade Union School based on sociological analyses. In addition, based on psychological analyses, he designed a community building and the glazed corridors of the school as important spaces for the school community.

First, let us discuss the community building: it contains a main entrance, auditorium, and dining hall, and symbolizes the unity of the school community. At main entrance are three oil-fired chimneys as the heating system. They demonstrate practical functional form, while simultaneously symbolizing the labor movement: cooperative, trade union, and party (Nerdinger, 1989). The auditorium is square in shape. According to Meyer (1928), “Next to the (acoustic disadvantageous) circle, this square is the strongest possible expression of the unity, the social unity of a community.”

Second, we shall discuss the glazed corridor: it is the main path of circulation in the school. It connects the community building, dormitory building, and school building. Meyer designed the glass corridor by considering orientation and relaxation in mind (Tomita, 2008). According to his explanation of the competition plan (April 1928), Meyer explained a psychological effect wherein people subconsciously acknowledge social organization through the impression caused by the space composition (Meyer, 1928b); similarly, in his explanation of the execution
plan (May 1930), Meyer also explained a psychological effect that causes people to be in good humor upon viewing the landscape:

Public rooms providing facilities for exercise and recreation were designed in a variety of ways as part of the general plan to organize the psychological background of the 120 students. During rainy periods lasting several days, good humor was preserved by ensuring there were plenty of things for the students to do and that their view of nature outside continually changed. It was with this in mind that the main glazed corridor was designed on an incline with re-entrant corners and glass walls affording a view of the school as a whole while other windows brought the beholder into contact with nothing but forest and nature.

(Meyer, 1930)

To understand the background of these intentional psychological effects in the architectural space, Meyer’s memorandum for a lecture at Wien (Meyer, 1929a), at the invitation of the Vienna Circle members, is helpful. Meyer prepared a nine-page memorandum for this lecture dated 22 April 1929 and stated that he attached importance to psychological matters in architecture.

He initially described architecture as a life process involving three types of organization: technical–mechanical, economical, and sociological. He also highlighted the works of following architects: Ernst May, Walter Gropius, Martin Wagner, Leberecht Migge, Fugo Häring, Otto Haesler, and Martin Mächler. Meyer emphasized that architecture is not only technical/economical/sociological, but also a psychological organization, in an attempt to differentiate his definition from other architects. This definition can be seen in Meyer’s text Building (1928).

May and Gropius began to consider psychological aspects during the second Congrès internationaux d’architecture moderne (CIAM) conference in October 1929; however, Meyer’s attention to psychology was earlier than other contemporary architects, and Meyer was conscious of that.

Psychology in Meyer’s Architectural Education

Meyer invited psychologists Hanns Prinzhorn (1886-1933) and Karlfried Graf von Dürckheim (1897-1989) to the Bauhaus as special lecturers during his tenure. Prinzhorn’s lecture themes were “body-mind-unity” (leib-seele-einheit; also the title of his book) and “foundation of new personality psychology” (grundlagen der neuen persönlichkeitspychologie). Dürckheim’s lecture was mainly about Gestalt psychology, as revealed in the notes of Howard Dearstyne, a Bauhaus student (Dearstyne, 1930/31).

According to Winkler (1989): “Meyer evaluated cognitive function of modern science very highly, therefore psychology took a special palace in his thoughts.” This psychological effect is evident in the architectural spaces designed by his students.

In Tölziner and Weiner’s communal housing for factory workers of the socialist state, the architectural form’s minimum unit of social organization (a single dwelling unit) can be recognized easily, because the convex corners appear in both the corridor side and veranda side and are inclined on a North and South axis with gaps (Figure 2. Tomita, 2016).
Biological Analysis and the Bauhaus

Biology in Meyer’s Scientific Worldview

As mentioned in the previous two sections, Meyer’s designs focused on social organization and community space within the ADGB Trade Union School, and these were based on sociological and psychological analyses. However, two questions remain unanswered: how did the architect arrange the school buildings on the unique landscape, and how did he design the windows as interfaces between humans and the landscape? Meyer used humans’ biological needs to determine the direction that his buildings would face—as well as the size of rooms and windows—using calculations of sun position and lighting as well as ventilation. Specifically, Meyer designed the ADGB Trade Union School considering these biological aspects:

The facade of the living space is not turned to the sun through coincidence and peradventure; rather the dwelling’s orientation is calculated according to a biological methodology that strives to achieve the greatest possible solar illumination for all living quarters in this northern German clime. No bed without sun!

(Meyer, undated)

To understand more accurately Meyer’s intentional use of biology in architecture, consider also the influence from Konrad von Meyenburg (1870-1952), who was a business owner and inventor of agricultural machinery. Meyer’s biological concept was influenced by Meyenburg’s work in the 1920s (Winkler, 1989), primarily an essay titled “Culture of Planter, Human beings” in Bauhaus magazine (Meyenburg, 1927). Meyer then invited Meyenburg to be a special lecturer at the Bauhaus in 1929, one year after Meyer wrote a text titled Building (1928; the original used building [lowercase] throughout the text), using the term “biological” as follows:

building is a biological process. building is not an aesthetic process. in its basic design the new dwelling house becomes not only a piece of machinery for living in but also a biological apparatus serving the needs of body and mind.

(Meyer, 1928)

Thus, Meyer is noted the psychological and ergonomic aspects of human biology; at first, this biology concerned physical aspects, such as sunlight allocation and ergonomics in architectural design. This kind of biological consideration was quite common in architecture at the end of the 1920s and was used in the design of Meyer’s ADGB school primarily through calculations of sun positions and sunlit areas. Biology concerned with psychological aspects, however, was only considered in a broad sense, though it can be interpreted that Meyer’s biology has two meanings: biology in a narrow/physical sense and in a broad/psychological sense. The latter was characteristic of Meyer during this period, using the words “psychology” and “biology” for a piece in Bauhaus Dessau.

It was our hope to give added depth and richness to architecture by an analysis of the social situation and a careful study of all biological factors, special attention being paid
to the psychological factors involved in the way people organized their lives.

(Meyer, 1940)

In Bauhaus Dessau there are two overarching themes: social situations and biological factors. As such, psychological factors were subordinate yet notable points contained within these two concepts; therefore, it is understood that biology was a major premise of Meyer's architecture and that psychology was especially valued among the subordinate concepts.

Bauhaus Students

Biological analyses were also a key feature in Meyer's architectural education at Bauhaus, writing the following in Bauhaus and Society (1929b): "Its [new architectural theory of Bauhaus] creative media deliberately employed the results of biological research."

To reflect Meyer's architectural education, Bauhaus students also used biology to determine the direction that buildings would face as well as the size of rooms and windows, in addition to considering sun positions and ventilation. Hans Wittwer (1894-1952), a business partner of Meyer from 1926-1929, taught calculations of sun positions and ventilation in his architectural theory course for two years from its establishment in 1927 (Winkler, 2003). In fact, Meyer and Wittwer's drawings of the ADGB school competition project (1928) used calculations on the position of the sun and sunlit areas in exactly the same way as Bauhaus students had done in their drawings. Similarly, Tolziner and Weiner's communal housing for the factory workers in 1930 was based on the method taught in Wittwer's class (e.g., calculating the sun's position on summer and winter solstice days as well as spring and autumn equinox days in Saumur, France) (Tomita, 2016). Tolziner (1989) mentions, “We used the same planning technique that we learned in the architectural theory course and applied it in the architectural studio course, but we attempted a new solution method in the plans.”

Meyer’s Scientific Worldview

Meyer’s Scientific Worldview and the Unity of Science

As mentioned, Meyer designed the ADGB Trade Union School on the basis of sociological, psychological, and biological analyses. Since Meyer's individual scientific approach unified these themes into architecture, this is considered to be a unification theory among these disciplines. Meyer defined architecture as an aggregation of sciences, and architects as specialists that are tasked with organizing the sciences:

building is only organization: social, technical, economic, psychological organization [...] the new house is a prefabricated unit for site assembly and, as such, an industrial product and a work of specialists: economists, statisticians, hygienists, climatologists, industrial engineers, standards experts, heat engineers ... and the architect? ... he was an artist and has become a specialist in organization!

(Meyer, 1928a)

To understand the background of Meyer's intentional definition of architecture as organization, the reference to “Logical Foundations of the Unity of Science” (1938) written by Rudolf Car-
nap, a member of the Vienna Circle, should be considered. The “unity of science” movement by
the Vienna Circle and the Bauhaus mutually affected one another (Galison, 1990); for example,
in 1929, the special lectures by members Otto Neurath, Herbert Feigl, and Rudolf Carnap were
held at the Bauhaus; Meyer gave a lecture at Wien at the invitation of the Vienna Circle mem-
bers in 1929; and Carnap, in his “The Main Branches of Science” within “Logical Foundations of
the Unity of Science,” ordered the organization of sciences as shown in Figure 3 (top).

Initially, Carnap (1938) distinguished formal science and empirical science: “Formal sci-
ence consists of the analytic statements established by logic and mathematics; empirical science
consists of the synthetic statements established in the different fields of factual knowledge.”
Later, however, he divided empirical science into “physics” (a common name for the nonbiolog-
ical field of science) and “biology,” where physics included chemistry, mineralogy, astronomy,
geoology (i.e., historical), and meteorology, biology included physical biology as well as psy-
chology and social science. Carnap stated the following about psychology and social science:

[They deal] with the behavior of individual organisms and groups of organisms within
their environment, with the dispositions to such behavior, and with certain features of
the environment which are characteristic of and relevant to the behavior, e.g., objects
observed and work done by organisms.

(Carnap, 1938)

These concepts are similar to Meyer’s sociological and psychological characteristics used in his
architectural design mentioned in previous sections of this study; therefore, we reconstructed
Meyer’s scientific worldview based on the framework of sciences in “Logical Foundations of
the Unity of Science” (Figure 3, bottom). This reconstructed organization of Meyer’s scien-
tific worldview is also evident when comparing the two versions of his paper, “The New World”
(Die neue Welt), which was issued first in 1926 and then again in 1928 (Poerschke, 2014). Im-
portant differences between these two publications are shown by the underlined text in the
below passages:

Building is a technical process. Building is not an aesthetic process. The utilitarian func-
tions of houses sometimes contradict aesthetic constructions. In its basic and essential
design the house becomes a piece of machinery for living in... Thinking of building in
functional terms in all aspects leads logically to pure construction.

(Meyer, 1926)

building is a biological process. building is not an aesthetic process. In its basic design
the new dwelling house becomes not only a piece of machinery for living in but also
a biological apparatus serving the needs of body and mind ... thinking of building in
functional and biological terms as giving shape to the living process leads logically to
pure construction.

(Meyer, 1928; original text uses the lowercase)

The emphasis on technical functionalism in the 1926 version of Meyer’s paper is transformed to
the word “biological” in the 1928 version, a factor that was added to functionalism—in Meyer’s
view—at that time. The 1928 version indicates that Meyer noted psychological and ergonomic
aspects and provided a reconstructed organization of his original scientific worldview. Thus,
Meyer shared theoretical structure with the unity of science movement at a conceptual level.

Meyer’s Scientific Worldview and Bauhaus Students

According to Neurath, Meyer also instructed his students to refer to the general concepts of the “scientific conception of the world,” not only to biology and sociology. Neurath, who was also socialist activist, criticized Meyer’s architectural works, theory and teachings at Bauhaus in the magazine Der Klassenkampf (The Class Struggle) in collaboration with architect Josef Frank as follows:

From the seriousness of such belief, he [Meyer] attempt biological and sociological underpinning of architecture. Again and again he referred his students to science, not only technical, biological, and sociological discipline, but also modern scientific conception of the world in general.

(Frank and Neurath, 1930)

Since “scientific conception of the world” is also used as the title of a book by members of the Vienna Circle, it can be inferred that Nuerath’s words are alluding to the unity of science movement itself.

Tolziner and Weiner’s communal housing for factory workers clearly reflected this sentiment by Meyer, with Tolziner (1989) describing their calculations and design regarding a floor plan as follows:

“...there was an attempt at an expression to facely and visually take in all structural elements of the 'Calculation and Design Leading to the Resolution of Floor Plans for Integrated Dwelling Units,’ so that people could follow the process to achieve and prove the solutions to the problem.”

Thus, they reached an important and original solution that unified the individual scientific

![Diagram](Fig.3 The reconstruction of Hannes Meyer's scientific worldview based on the framework of organization of sciences in Rudolf Carnap's "Logical Foundations of the Unity of Science" (1938) (by Author))
analyses into architecture, using basic scientific principles taught during their architectural education at Bauhaus under Meyer.

Conclusion

This study reveals the following points. First, that Meyer used sociology to design analytic architectural diagrams and spatial standardizations. Second, he (and his students) used psychology to design spaces that enabled people to recognize a symbolized community, to grasp a social organization, and to help them relax their mind. Third, Meyer used human biology to determine the size and orientation of buildings, rooms, and windows, unifying the sciences of biology, psychology, and sociology in not only his works but also his architectural instruction. Finally, this unified scientific worldview was similar the framework noted in “Logical Foundations of the Unity of Science” and, on a conceptual level, shared a common theoretical structure with the unity of science movement itself. Meyer’s scientific worldview was reflected in his theory of architectural education at the Bauhaus as well as in his students’ works, as he incorporated key concepts from biology, psychology, and sociology, and invited specialists from a wide variety of fields to serve as guest lecturers. The Bauhaus under Meyer was committed to a scientific worldview.

Following the 1920s and Meyer’s work to pioneer a new structure for architectural education, he and seven graduates (including Tölziner and Weiner) went to the USSR to build city structures for the socialist state in 1930; another graduate went to Palestine to work on architecture for the Jewish state in 1931. Many of Meyer’s students went on to be concerned with city planning and architecture design around the globe. Meyer’s architectural education courses at the Bauhaus were unique in their approach as well as for their time and place, and both Meyer and his students manifested these scientific concepts and analytic methodologies in their global activities following their time at the Bauhaus.
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Abstract

This article looks back at the unclear history of city planning education in Spain and examines its relationship with the educational history of architects. Spain is a country that has developed the most urban planning experts including hundreds of town construction cases of colonial towns in the history of city planning since the Age of Exploration. Today, city planning and/or urban design education in Spain is part of the architectural education, which is generally incorporated in the superior technical school of architecture in technical university or general universities.

City planning experts have historically been equal to military engineers or architects, but it is quite unclear how the education of city planning was started and developed. This paper organizes the basic history of city planning education in 18th-century Spain especially focusing on one of the important academies of related fields, the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona (La Real Academia Militar de Matemáticas en Barcelona) which produced many military engineers and was responsible for the education of city fortification also. The paper tells that the educational content of military academy such as above was also linked to urban space improvement what would be civil town planning.

The case study of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona, observing the composition of the academy, its curriculum, instructors’ backgrounds, students’ notes, and so on, tells us that mathematics and geometry were deeply linked with military engineering and architecture. The education of mathematics, especially of geometry, was a basic knowledge to create reasonable and well-ordered construction of fortifications for engineers. The engineers related to the Academy played an important role on the fortification design of not only the Spanish colonial towns but also some important fortification projects of the towns in Spain. Moreover, as those engineers were also involved in urban public space development, it is obvious that the education on mathematics and geometry for engineers in the military academy played an important role on the development of not only military urban and architectural projects but also civil planning projects.
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Introduction

It is important to understand the historic formation of town planning education in early modern Spain, where a large amount of town planning was practiced in an era when the modern concept of “urban planning” had not yet been established. This paper aims to show the historical formation process of town planning education, looking at the academies that produced experts who were in charge of city planning enterprises, in the context of architectural education.

The principal institution for architects and engineers in 18th-century Spain was the academy, not in Madrid, however, but in Barcelona. The Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando was established in the mid-18th century, but before that, the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona had been established as an educational institute for military engineers in the 1720s.

The historical development of architectural education is important not only from the viewpoint of fine art education but also from the viewpoint of the architectural education of engineers. It is impossible to separate the basic concept of architectural education from the aspect of city improvement measures such as the civil engineering and urban aesthetic, that is, city planning education. The profession of architect, in addition to including the design of buildings, involved the restoration of buildings and the beauty of cities. Additionally, as seen in Spain and its colonial urban development projects, architects and technicians were experts responsible for the fortification design in the planning of roads, bridges, and plazas.

The 17th and 18th centuries were times when the modern concept of "urban planning" had not yet been established, but after the Renaissance, architects had treated knowledge of city planning as part of architectural theory, and architects had received such an education. The education process of architecture and city planning is not clearly understood; it is relatively easier to capture the education history of city planning by paying attention to expert educational institutions for professionals of military projects.

This paper focuses on the composition of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona, which was established as a constructional educational institution for military engineers in the 18th century; it further summarizes the basic knowledge of the historical development of city planning education for architects.

Engineers in their home country and colonial cities

Urban drawings created in the Spanish colonial period that show town space composition often include information about the related engineers, including names. The personal history of the engineers, upon examination, shows hints about how they absorbed the knowledge of drawing urban plans. For instance, the engineer Agustín Crame y Mañenas (1730-1780), who drew the urban image of Campeche [Fig.1], was a military engineer and was also a professor at the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona. As another example, Juan Martín

1) MUÑOZ CORBALÁN, Juan Miguel (coord.): LA ACADEMIA DE MATEMÁTICAS DE BARCELONA, El legado de los ingenieros militares, Ministerio de Defensa, 2004, p.185.
Zermeño (1700-1773), an engineer known for the Royal Fortress of San Fernando on the outskirts of Figueras, Spain, is also known for his success in colonial Cuban and Chilean cities.

Military engineers who were active in urban planning and urban improvement projects in both their home country and the colonial cities were high-ranking engineers called, among other titles, Ordinary Engineer, Extraordinary Engineer, Chief Engineer, etc. It is known that they were engaged in education at the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona or that, in many cases, they commonly were educated as an engineer at this academy and they were, so to speak, selected engineers. The Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona was expanding education in various fields, which will be explained in a later paper, but in this paper, we are focusing on the characteristics of educational institutions that are especially related to city planning.

City planning academies in Spain

Some improvements to educational institutions of architecture and city planning in early modern Spain took place in the era of King Philip II. The first notable example would be La Academia Real Mathematica (the Royal Academy of Mathematics), founded in Madrid in 1582 under the direction of Spanish architect Juan de Herrera and Italian military engineer Tiburzio Spanočchi (1541-1606). This institution imparted knowledge necessary for the planning of military facilities such as Euclidean geometry, navigation technique, and fortification, and it is thought that it also included education related to city planning. However, this institution did not last long and closed around 1625.

In 17th-century Europe, fortification theory by French engineer Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban (1633-1707) was remarkable. An outstanding example of a Spanish educational institution is the Spanish military academy in Brussels. However, this academy lost its function at the beginning of the 18th century. During the same period, the Spanish Royal started to plan the establishment of an educational institution for military engineers in Barcelona: La Real y Militar Academia de Matemáticas de Barcelona (Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona), that we focus on this paper.

Another institution, La Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando (Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando), was established in Madrid in 1752. There, under the influence of Italian education, expert education for arts, painting, sculpture, and architecture were started. In this style of architectural education, there was a basic concept of control of excessive baroque decorations and of reforms of ordinary architecture by the military architects.

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando grew as an educational institution for architects and civil engineers. This academy played a vital role in producing important architects and military engineers related to public construction projects in that century.

The Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona, on the other hand, was established before that of San Fernando in necessary under the situation of the city of Barcelona and Spanish Succession War, and academy in Barcelona was realized. In this institution, education for architects and military engineers was practiced not in terms of one of three representative arts, but from a viewpoint of architecture and city planning as science.

The formation of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona and its background

Before the establishment of the Academy

In 16th-century Spain, when fortification projects were being undertaken frequently, an Italian engineer, Tiburzio Spanocchi (1541-1606), was appointed as the director of Spanish fortification engineering; thus, Spain was dependent on Italian tradition and engineering. Such fortification engineering was practiced not only in the home country of Spain but also in its colonies. Another example of Italian influence is another Italian engineer, Bautista Antonelli (1547-1616), who was engaged in the fortification project of the Strait of Magellan.

Spanocchi established La Academia Real Mathematica (Royal Academy of Mathematics) in Madrid in 1582, together with Juan de Herrera (1530-1597), an architect and also a mathematician, under the royal instruction of King Philip II. It was established as an educational institution for experts such as geographers, astronomers, architects, engineers, military experts, and other mathematical scientists. Later, the academy put more emphasis on practical education than theoretical education, adding cosmography and navigation; it began to function as an institution for training the young people of the court.

Outstanding academics in these fields were gathered as faculty members. Among them was military architect Cristóbal de Rojas (1555-1614), who was a student of Spanocchi and also an assistant of Herrera, and another military engineer, Pedro Rodríguez de Muñiz, who specialized in math and the square root. Military architecture is a field centered on fortification, and it required knowledge of architecture and military technology. Mathematical knowledge such as geometry was also an indispensable factor for a rational architectural planning with high protection. Academia Real itself cooperated, in 1625, with Colegio Imperial de Madrid (Royal College of Madrid, or Reales Estudios de San Isidro), which was also founded in Madrid at the end of the 16th century, and was responsible for natural sciences education. Academia Real was

---

3) In Spain, Spanocchi practices fortification projects in such as Jaca, Pamplona, Fuenterrabía, and in the American colonies in the fortification of the Magellan Strait. MUÑOZ CORBALÁN, Juan Miguel (coord.): LA ACADEMIA DE MATEMÁTICAS DE BARCELONA, El legado de los ingenieros militares, Ministerio de Defensa, 2004, p.173.

4) CRISTÓBAL DE ROJAS wrote La Teórica y práctica de fortificación (Madrid, 1598), as one of the great achievements of La Academia Real Matemática. He had a concept that the most important thing as a military engineer was to fully understand geometry. Francisco Javier Sánchez Martín, Estudio del léxico de la geometría aplicada a la técnica en el Renacimiento hispano, Universidad de Salamanca, 2009, p.48.
at that time specializing in mathematical science, and collected educators from various specialized fields, but eventually closed in 1783 owing to a lack of facilities and management system.

The great development of artillery power in the 17th century made urban fortification more important than ever. Because of this, demands for strengthening educational systems of mathematics, military affairs, and architecture increased, and we can assume that the knowledge required by servicemen and engineers has been mixed. Military knowledge required by engineers that were engaged in urban improvement increased, as such military knowledge would be required for fortification projects in Spain as well as in its colonial cities.

In 1675, the Academia Militar de Bruselas (Military Academy of Brussels) was founded. It was an institution for professional education for artillerymen and engineers, established under the direction of military engineer Sebastián Fernández de Medrano (1646-1705). Many engineers were trained at this academy, and from this academy there were many dispatched to the colonial cities in America. The Royal Military Academy of Brussels was an important military academy in the Spanish fortification project, but when it fell to the French army in 1697, it declined, leading to its dissolution in 1706. However, this the academy directly influenced the organization and development of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona in the 18th century.

Establishment of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona

At the end of the 17th century, the Royal Academy of Mathematics in Madrid was set to relocate to Barcelona, and engineer Sebastián Fernández de Medrano was nominated as the general director; however, Medrano would pass away in 1705. Prior to his death, Medrano planned an outline of the future Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona and presented it to the king, and it was decided that the establishment of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona would be established following a Royal Decree by King Charles II on January 22nd, 1700. The education would follow the same policy as Brussels’ Academy under the guidance of general directors Francisco Larrando de Mauleón and José Mendoza y Sandoval, but the Academy’s activities were temporarily canceled because of the Siege of Barcelona of 1705 for a short period of time.

After that, engineer, Jorge Próspero de Verboom was appointed chief engineer on January 13, 1710, when the academy was started up again. As Verboom was one of the important disciple of Medrano in Brussels, Barcelona’s Academy would follow the policy of Brussels’ Academy.

Improvement of the educational environment

The academy did not open quickly, but Verboom arranged the educational environment with facilities such as the drawing room and faculty, student, and teacher’s lodgings, which were important for receiving education in geometry, drafting, and fortification planning, and on June 22nd, 1720, the Royal Military Mathematics Academy of Barcelona was officially opened. At this time, the general director, Italian engineer Mateo Calabro (1720-38, term of office), was appointed. After that, it became an educational institution for engineers and infantry, and later

---

Verboom was an engineer who was educated Medrano in Brussels.
only for engineers, lasting until its closing in 1803.

The academy developed and improved the teaching method for fortification planning and its appropriate scale, etc. The result was used in city planning of the Spanish colonies in America, and it is said that many of the architects on the new continent were produced in this academy. It is also said that Calabro promoted algebra, cosmography, astronomy, and navigation techniques, and made light of the practical contents such as fortification projects and drawings.

The directors who followed Calabro were engineer Pedro de Lucuze (1738-1779), then Miguel Sánchez Taramas (1779-1789), and Félix de Arriete (1789-1793). After 1724, the academy was located in a corner of the arsenal (weapons plant) of Barcelona's fortress, Ciutadella. The academy needed at least two large rooms and sufficient light. One of the two large rooms needed capacity as a classroom for 30 to 40 people to learn mathematics and geometry. The other was a classroom for drawing and fortification planning classes, which was calculated to be large enough for half of the students to be able to use.

The official rule of the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona, to be precise, was promulgated in 1739 as part of the Royal Ordinances. In addition to the nomination of one director and two assistants, it was also stated that one drawing director (overseeing all engineers) and a set of teaching materials and tools (two globes, a celestial globe, a protractor, a compass, a level, etc.) should be prepared. However, what is further remarkable is that the director was responsible for maintaining the level of the lessons, and for regulating the period and the contents of the lesson. In particular, the number of students was to be no more than 40; the age of the students had to be over 15 and under 30 years old, and they were to be endowed with aristocratic behavior and dignity. The Academy seemed to support those selected applicants to be able to get education in Barcelona to produce more excellent engineers.

### Academy’s educational program

The Brussels’ Academy, the precedent similar institution, had a two-year educational program. The first year was dedicated to general fundamentals, and the second year to a program for engineers and artillerymen. However, in this Academy of Barcelona, it was enhanced to be a three-year program.

There were four courses, each one of which lasted 9 months. The first two courses were used to acquire the knowledge required as an officer’s mission, and the other two courses to learn the requisite knowledge to be an engineer and an artilleryman. This program of 3 years total was aimed at learning all the pure mathematics, applied mathematics, culture for military personnel, and knowledge that was directly useful for engineers. The following table (Table 1) shows the eight categories of required subjects [Table. 1].

In this way, instructions to effectively impart the requisite knowledge for military engineers were laid out. However, as there were no materials to educate in the Castilian language, the leader was obliged to write the teaching content and the students were required to copy it. The general director was instructed to check the faculty’s teaching notes and the beauty of the drawing to be used [Fig. 2 and 3].
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Topics of study fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Subject : Arithmetic</td>
<td>Integral number / Linear algorithm / Fraction and ratio / Principle of proportion / Power and roots, and progression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Subject: elementary geometry</td>
<td>Elements of Euclid / Rectangle and division by diagonals / Properties of circles and straight lines and diagonals / Ratio and the properties of plane figures / Rectangular prisms and parallelepipeds / Pyramids / Prisms / Cylinders / Spheres / Conical curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Subject: trigonometry</td>
<td>Trigonometry / Drawing of plane figures / Inscribing and circumscribing circles and other figures / Deformation of plane figures / Use of tools / Area measurement / Volume measurement / Level measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Subject: Fortification studies</td>
<td>Polygonal fortress / Irregular fortress / Effective fortification planning according to the terrain / Reinforcement of fortresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Subject: Canon studies</td>
<td>Properties, composition, examination, and preservation of powder / Old and new cannons, drawings of mortars, canons, gun carriage, and other weapons / Battery of artillery and mortars / Landmines / Artificial fire, artillery equipment and fortress catalog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Subject: Space geography</td>
<td>Celestial sphere / Geography / Waterway / Navigation technique / Weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Subject: Mechanics</td>
<td>Movement of objects with weight / Mechanical devices / Irrigation / General overview on optics / Projection drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th Subject: Civil architecture</td>
<td>Decoration of buildings, beautiful appearance of building, strength and safety of construction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Educational categories of the Academy

---

Fig.2 Explanation of the citadel plan shown in Medrano’s book published in 1700.

Fig.3 Note by a student at the Academy of Barcelona (MUÑOZ CORBALÁN, Juan Miguel (Coord.): LA ACADEMI DE MATEMÁTICAS DE BARCELONA, El legado de los ingenieros militares, Ministerio de Defensa, 2004, p.80.)

6) The Ordinances of 1739 said that students were obliged to participate in the classes "with paper, ink, and pencils to copy down the classes".

7) Medrano published his book in 1700 in "El architec perfecto en el arte military" and was very effective in the education of the academies. Alicia Cámara (coord.), Los Ingenieros Militares de la Monarquía Hispánica en los Siglos XVII y XVIII, Ministerio de Defensa, Madrid, 2005, p.128. Verboom, the invited director of the Barcelona Academy was a disciple of Medrano during his Brussels Academy era and worked on Medranos publication of that book.
Academy’s education and city planning

Influence

In military education, technology and tools for attacks and defenses against cities, and related knowledge of the natural sciences, were required for military engineers. The greatest challenge that used such knowledge was the design of fortresses and fortified cities. There, not only were rational planning techniques of the walls planned, but also the urban space within the fortification were planned.

Many military engineers that studied in the Academy of Barcelona worked on city planning in the Spanish colonial cities in the Americas, such as the planning of Argentina city and Campeche. Many that studied in the Academy of Barcelona also did planning of fortifications in Spain itself, such as the Fortress of Figueres. Thus, the Academy of Barcelona was a very important institution for the education of city planning in 18th-century Spain.

Military and architectural projects

Graduates from the Academy were not simply involved in polygonal fortification planning, but also played an important role in creating domestic urban space development projects. The district of Barceloneta is one such remarkable example [Fig.4].

Barceloneta was an urban planning project, not a fortification project. After the Spanish Succession War, a fortress, Ciutadella, was to be constructed outside the walls of Barcelona and Barcelona citizens across a wide area of its construction site were expelled. A newly developed collective residential district was to be developed for those who were ordered to leave. Verboom, who originally came from Brussels, was responsible for the planning, but it was not brought to realization. Later, Juan Martín Zermeño was appointed to draw a different planning based on Verboom’s idea. Blocks were arranged in a rectangular coordinate system, and street blocks are slender. The basis of today’s Barceloneta’s urban space was illustrated using these concepts, and its construction started in 1753.

On the military side, Zermeño planned the fortification of Figueres [Fig.5], and its construction also started in 1753. This is a fortress of

Fig.4 The town planning of the Barceloneta district in Barcelona

Fig.5 The Fortification of Figueres planned by Juan Martín Zermeño (Plaza de San Fernando por Pedro Martín Zermeño, 1756 (Instituto de Historia y Cultura Militar. Ref.:GE-5/115)
a huge scale, a representative fortress project of Catalonia; Zermeño’s son, Pedro Martín Zermeño, also took over his father’s work. Thus, we can recognize that Juan Martín Zermeño did both military and civil architectural works.

Juan’s son, Pedro (1722-1790), was a military engineer, but one of his works is also a church, San Miguel del Puerto, in Barceloneta, showing his skills as a general or a civil architect [Fig.6].

Pedro also made the plans for Barcelona’s Ramblas [Fig.7]. This project also was planned around 1766 by Pedro Martín Zermeño, a military engineer, but it is a green area plan for citizens. This is an ideal urban space planning for civil society rather than a military project.

Thus, in addition to the fortification projects, military engineers naturally engaged in designing various urban development projects, public facilities, and general architecture as needed. Military engineers were familiar not only with the military projects, but also with the knowledge necessary for general urban planning. From these circumstances, we can infer that an education received at the Academy of Barcelona contributed to many of these areas.

The Academy of Barcelona produced engineers who were capable of undertaking all kinds of construction projects, including military facilities, urban planning, and general construction in Catalonia. What these have in common is the requisite knowledge for the realization of necessary order and safety in consideration of social space needs. Thus, we can assume that the Academy of Barcelona provided not just general but also professional knowledge and technique for engineers.
Conclusion

This paper looks at the Spanish institutions of the 18th century that provided city planning education; the focus is on the background of the establishment and educational contents of the most remarkable institution of the time, the Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona.

The Royal Military Academy of Mathematics of Barcelona was an educational institution to train military engineers with various fields of education such as arithmetic, geometry, fortification, algebra, cosmography, astronomy, navigation, etc. Among those fields, the education of arithmetic, geometry, and fortification were particularly important and related to one another. The students’ notes of the Academy show that knowledge of geometry is directly linked to the design of city fortification from the viewpoint of military defense and reasonable construction.

In addition, this paper also looked at the remarkable success of military engineers who engaged in the education of this academy and the military engineers who learned and graduated there. They played an important role in the construction of military facilities such as fortification projects in not only the Spanish colonial towns but also some important towns in Spain. It is also noteworthy that military engineers applied mathematical and geometrical knowledge to urban space development which is civil urban planning.

A further understanding of the progress of the educational environment on city planning in 18th-century Spain would be important to compare with the educational institutions of architects, and it will give us more details on the historic relationship between mathematical education and city planning education and architectural education. It will also be necessary to study the educational contents of related academies from the viewpoint of fine arts, such as the San Fernando Academy in Madrid, following these precedent military academies of mathematics.
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Abstract

Petr Tučný (1920-2012) was a Czechoslovak architect, an associate professor of design at several renowned universities and a respected designer. In 1950, Petr Tučný became the head of the Laboratory of Experimental and Applied Aesthetics at the University of Economics in Prague. His premise that “aesthetical experience is not only emotional enjoyment but a rather complex process” led him to pursue the interdisciplinary approach to tool-handle design based on medical research. Tučný’s scientific viewpoint was parallel yet independent from the famous School of Arts in Zlín (Czechoslovakia) led by the sculptor and pioneer designer Vincenc Makovský and later by the internationally acclaimed Czechoslovak designer Zdeněk Kovář.

When comparing Tučný and Kovář’s teaching methods in detail we can witness two different approaches in perceiving the designing strategy. While Kovář’s rather intuitive way of designing was based on organic aesthetics and kept a distance from the rational and technical perception of design and scientific progress, Tučný, on the contrary, evolved a strict interdisciplinary and scientific approach. The paper will illustrate two different viewpoints on the ergonomics of hand-tools. At the same time, it attempts to shed light on Tučný’s designing and teaching methods not only in the Czechoslovakia but also further afield (at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, at Halle University and at the Ulm School of Design).

Keywords: Petr Tučný, interdisciplinary approach, ergonomics, hand-tool, education, Czechoslovakia
Introduction

It was during the revolutionary spring of 1968, when a group of Italian students and activists occupied the Palazzo dell’Arte, the seat of Triennale di Milano, the world-famous exhibition of design and applied arts where the Czechoslovak architect and designer Petr Tučný became successful. At the 14th Triennale, Czechoslovakia decided to display prototypes of different manual working tools that focused on the relation between hand and object and were theoretically based on Petr Tučný’s studies. Tučný’s mock-ups and models of working tools, which took into consideration manual labour needs, appealed to left wing rebellious activists and thus they acknowledged him as their hero and leader. Eventually, Tučný was awarded a special Triennale ’68 Personal Award.

Petr Tučný (1920-2012) was a Czechoslovak architect, an associate professor of design at several renowned universities and a respected designer who also collaborated with, among others, the Belzer company. Tučný became involved in their product design and was responsible for a successful collection of working tools (in 1965, this collection was awarded the Design Award in the United States of America). He believed that good working tools could only come from an understanding of workers’ needs together with complex studies of the central nervous system, ergonomics, functionality and construction and form. His premise that “aesthetical experience is not only emotional enjoyment but a rather complex process” led him to pursue the effect of tool and machine on human behaviour. Most of his advanced studies were based on the assessment of complicated physiological processes in the human body. This paper attempts to shed light on Tučný’s designing and teaching methods not only at universities in Czechoslovakia but also further afield (at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, at Halle University and at the Ulm School of Design).

The Laboratory of Experimental and Applied Aesthetics

In 1939, when the closure of all Czechoslovak universities due to the German occupation interrupted Tučný’s studies, he and other students were sent to maintain the Bustěhrad railway. There, he experienced “with his own hands” the harsh impact of tough manual labour on the human body and started to be interested in designing tools that would protect the body, especially the fingers and hands, from the harmful effects of hard labour. Product design, especially fitting handles, would become Tučný’s lifelong concern and his professional interest.

In 1950, Petr Tučný became the head of the Laboratory of Experimental and Applied Aesthetics at the University of Economics in Prague. The laboratory focused on the empirical studies of aesthetic reactions and processes in the central nervous system during the appraisal of beauty. Tučný claimed that an aesthetic reaction, either positive or negative, results in measurable changes in the body’s organ activity. In his opinion, if a designer aims to influence people’s

1) From Petr Tučný’s memoirs, also in: Klivar, M. (1968), Triennále dnes a zítra [Triennale Today and Tomorrow], Rudé právo, 4–7.
2) Typescript, Petr Tučný’s private family archive.
feelings and aesthetics, he or she should not linger only on the external appearance. All technical aspects of a tool that affect our body and senses such as touch, sight, hearing or muscle control must be taken into consideration.

Consequently, since grey matter is a major component of the central nervous system of the human body and is involved in muscle control and sensory perception, Tučný decided to tackle this area of the brain. He performed numerous experiments with manual working tools in collaboration with leading physicians, such as professor Teissinger from the Institute of Work and Health, Prague, who investigated complex physiological processes and treated neurological disorders. Manual working tools were chosen as a basic example of the interaction between man and machine, with the aim of developing a highly efficient tool. Tučný aimed to prove that there are reciprocal relations between the dynamic stereotype of hand and brain. He assumed that if manual labour develops and maintains job-readiness and skilfulness, it also influences the brain and its complex functions, while the well-developed brain retroactively controls the creative manual activity of the hand.

Two Different Viewpoints on the Ergonomic of Hand-tools

Tučný’s scientific viewpoint was parallel yet independent from the famous School of Arts in Zlín (Czechoslovakia) led by the sculptor and pioneer designer Vincenc Makovský and later by the internationally acclaimed Czechoslovak designer Zdeněk Kovář. The educational methods at Zlín School of Arts (as well as at School of Arts and Crafts in Bratislava led by Josef Vydra) continued to spread the Bauhaus ideas and Ruskinian effort to connect life and art. The school in Zlín did not follow the traditional academic concept of belle arti teaching. On the contrary,

3) Many key Bauhaus personalities such as László Moholy-Nagy or Hannes Meyer were invited as the guest lecturers at the School of Arts and Crafts in Bratislava. When the Bauhaus closed in 1933, Josef Albers asked Josef Vydra for a teaching position in Bratislava. However, soon after he received an offer from Black Mountain College in North California, which he accepted. See Kolesár, Z., Two Bauhaus Inspirations – The School of Arts and Crafts in Bratislava and the School of Arts in Zlín, in: Jakubíček, V., Kolesár Z., Milek, V., Pomajžlová, A. (2015), An Island of Art in a Sea of Industry, Zlín: Regional Gallery of Fine Arts in Zlín in cooperation with Václav Chad’s Gallery in Zlín, p. 91.
the education system led students towards practical aesthetics and industrial arts. The main asset was the practical cooperation between students of the School of Arts in Zlín and companies or state institutions on specific design projects.

The teaching methods of Vincenc Makovský based on the sculptural approach that put emphasis on the final artistic form without any reference to economics or market requirements did indeed provide very important input and a starting point for Czechoslovak industrial design in general. Subsequently, Zdeněk Kovář refined and elaborated Makovský’s teaching methods but his humanistic and artistic approach remained noncognitive. When comparing Tučný’s and Kovář’s teaching methods in detail we can witness two different approaches in perceiving the design strategy. While Kovář’s rather intuitive way of designing was based on organic aesthetics and kept a distance from the rational and technical perception of design and scientific progress, Tučný, on the contrary, evolved a strict interdisciplinary and scientific approach influenced by the principle of “die gute Form”.

Tučný’s advanced way of designing was criticised by several theorists and art critics such as Josef Raban. Raban did not believe that the future of tool design would depend on science. So, he perceived Tučný’s competitive theories and published articles as personal insults against himself, Zdeněk Kovář and the whole School of Art in Zlín. For example, in the article about Kovář’s project for Tatra Kopřivnice (a Czechoslovak manufacturer producing well-known vehicles) Raban spoke out strongly against Tučný’s exact and interdisciplinary scientific approach: “So, a designer cannot get along without science? Do we really have to create artistic work based on scientific findings? Let’s see, the shape of the car that was designed by Kovář was far more elaborate than the other one based solely on scientific research and technology. In my opinion, a designer’s matured and cultivated taste results in projects that are not against recent research. Social praxis is the foundation, scale and goal for a designer who cannot and, thank goodness, does not have to wait until Petr Tučný’s interdisciplinary scientific approach sets the foundation and system of our discipline”.

With regard to the rapid progress of industrial design and science that had made great strides, Raban’s preconceived article that aimed to defend Kovář’s work and Raban’s own opinions appears biased and reactionary. Opinions and theories that used to be valid at the beginning of 1950’s were ten years later totally outdated. Form and design as a discipline changed dramatically towards rationalism and minimalistic forms.

Tučný believed that a designer’s attitude and formation must integrate clear thinking and responsibility for the high standard of a final product: “At first sight, design may seem to overflow with playfulness, cultivated forms and a humanistic approach. However, from an insider’s point of view, things are far more intricate. An effective design process requires understanding, responsibility, complex education and a capacity to integrate scientific knowledge into an emotional expression. During such a demanding process, a designer as a creator of new material and spiritual values, is obliged to respond to several simple yet crucial questions: what, how, when and who for?

5) What shall a final product fulfil? What material, technology, construction or economic circumstances shall be adopted? Who is the user and what are his needs? The question “when” includes a time factor in both dimensions, i.e. seasonableness and lifespan of the project. Typescript, Petr Tučný’s private family archive (year 1994).
The interdisciplinary approach to tool-handle design based on medical research was a challenging task for Petr Tučný. In his opinion, previous approaches and the use of traditional cylindrical handles did not incorporate enough knowledge to enable a useful and usable tool design.

It should be recognised that ergonomic principles had already been included in the design process (e.g. by the Institute für Griff-Forschung in Germany or by the above mentioned Zdeněk Kovář in the Czechoslovak Republic). There were also many other designers and theorists concerned with the ergonomic design and usability of working tools such as László Moholy-Nagy and Otto Kolb (Nagy’s colleague at the New Bauhaus in Chicago) as well as Thomas Lamb, an American industrial designer, whose anatomical studies of handles were presented at the exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1948.

However, Tučný discovered that it was not possible to derive the final shape of a handle from a simple plastic imprint of fingers flexed to clench an object during an appropriate action. The resulting power grip handle appears to be ergonomic at first sight, yet it does not adequately impact sensory organs on the surface of the hand. Workers use tools in limited monotonous positions through repetitive movements and the hand becomes a dull vice without creative employment and as a result grey matter is poorly stimulated.

Moreover, using tools that require substantial muscle force and stressful working postures can lead to discomfort, pain and cumulative trauma disorders. Consequently, inaccurate motor activity and reduced skillfulness influence the upper nerve system and create negative emotional sensations followed by harmful perceptions. The defensive reflex that arises from this may be repressed, but this action consumes a lot of nerve energy and influences the behaviour, working skills and the tonus of grey matter (i.e. alertness and skillfulness rapidly declines).

Seven Zones of the Hand

Tučný searched for different criteria to determine a fitting handle that would result in the optimal shape to increase the performance and comfort of the worker and stability of the working tool in the hand. He conducted a great amount of research which considered all aspects of manual labour including; a subjective comfort rating of a worker using a hand-powered hand tool, finger force measurement, efficiency of muscle and nerve activity. Knowing the task, workplace and condition of tools were crucial factors for the designer.

A deep knowledge of the anatomy and mechanism of the human hand was critical for Tučný’s method. He knew that a hand possesses plenty of sensory nerves that may supply vast sensory information. So, he created a mapping system defined by seven zones to identify the grasping strategies and studied the dynamic stereotype of the pressure distribution and contact forces. The below mentioned seven zones are activated actively or moderately during every ac-

---

6) Three years later, a collective exhibition Hand und Griff that focused on the problematics of working tools was organised in Europe (Vienna). Subsequently, the renowned British magazine Design published a series of articles analysing the ergonomic approach to product design. See: Tomley, C. G. (1952), The Problems of Handles, Design 39, pp. 8-13; Jones, J. C. (1954), Handles, The Ergonomic Approach, Design 72, pp. 34-58.

7) Tučný himself very often visited workers in situ – in factories, mines, engineering plants and so forth.
tion of a hand (whether controlling a machine or when developing fine motor skills during sculpting or playing a musical instrument):

1. Gripping ring
2. Zone of the second and third finger with dominant function of secondary orientation
3. Zone of the little finger with function of fine precision
4. Interglational space between fingers, essential for performing a power grip. It is also the most exposed part of the hand.
5. Hypothenar muscle, the ball of the little finger
6. Thenar muscle, the ball of the thumb
7. Well of the palm, least protected part of the hand

Based on the findings, he altered the ideal shape of the handle with improved ergonomics that resulted in very positive subjective reactions (including aesthetics reactions), new motion habits and better working results. Meticulous assessment and a number of experimental measurements resulted in the finding that the three-sided truncated squared timber is the most suitable form of a handle. Such a handle provides good grip, reduces the effort needed to use the tool effectively, prevents the tool from slipping out of the hand and minimizes the risk of laceration and work-related musculoskeletal disorders. On the contrary, handles with a circular cross-section were found to be completely inappropriate.

9] The three-sided truncated square timber handles were used in Tučnýís successful collection for the Belzer company. The same manual working tools were also presented at the already mentioned Milanís exhibition. At the Triennale di Milano, surprisingly and paradoxically, the Socialist Czechoslovak Republic officially presented the above mentioned project that was designed and financed under the auspices of the West-German private company. Due to the political and economic situation in socialist Czechoslovakia in the 1960s such products would not have been produced and as with most other promising ideas would have remained prototypes.
10] From 1950s to 1960s Tučný published a series of articles on the manual working tool aesthetic such as Tučný, P. (1952), K problematice výrobního výtvarnictví, Prague; Tučný, P. (1962), Teoretické základy technické estetiky, Prague.

Petra Nováková
Tučný’s Educational System: from General to Specific

At the beginning of the 1960’s, despite a limited possibility to get a travel permit, Tučný could travel abroad and spread his innovative design approach among students at various universities in Europe. (The Socialist Czechoslovak Republic allowed him to travel in exchange for foreign money that the state earned owing to his patents.) Between 1961 and 1962 he was appointed associate professor at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw (Poland). After that, he moved to Halle (Germany) where he became the head of the design department between 1963 and 1965. In 1965, through the intercession of the German Embassy in Prague, Tučný got the permission to leave Czechoslovakia for the famous the Ulm School of Design (West Germany). Following the Bauhaus tradition, the college of design in Ulm earned international recognition by emphasizing the multidisciplinary context of design. Tučný was appointed associate professor at the department of product design but unfortunately, the college was closed one year later as the result of cessation of grants.11) (Later on, between 1979 and 1989, Tučný taught design at the Hochschule für bildende Künste in Hamburg, Germany.)

The content of Tučný’s lectures was always tightly connected with his lifelong research into ergonomics of manual working tools and product aesthetics. Thanks to preserved lecture notes in Tučný’s private family archive we may follow the content of his lectures for graduate and postgraduate students from the 1960’s. Since product design and ergonomics are interdisciplinary subjects, students had to possess a wide range of knowledge and experience to acquire a holistic design approach. Graduate students were expected to work independently and success-
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fully solve artistic and technical problems. They were engaged in integrated, multidisciplinary projects and were expected to prepare a model documentation. The subjects of graduate design course were as follows:

- Experimental modelling
- Experimental drawing
- Structure analysis
- Visual communication
- Teamwork methodology
- Visual analysis (scale, proportion, colour)
- Final presentation of a project (visual documentation, verbal argumentation)

As a practising designer, Tučný put emphasis not only on traditional skills such as drawing or modelling, but also on effective communication and presentation skills. During his seminars he taught students how to work individually as well as within a team. Tučný considered these skills very useful for further collaboration with future clients such as private companies or institutions. Apart from practical skills Tučný included some theoretical subjects in postgraduate programmes, such as design philosophy, logic, semiotics, theory of structures and mechanical properties, methodology of industrial design, seminars on colours and lectures on chosen problems from economy, ergonomics, politology and sociology.

Postgraduate students acquired basic craftsman techniques during the first two semesters. Later on, during the third semester they were given a problem set to solve. The task was usually connected with a simple engineering object (hand-tool). Students were instructed to design a mock-up of a tool accompanied by a comprehensive analysis including a problem solving strategy. In the last semester students continued to work on other problems connected with the previous project or they were given a complementary task to solve. At the end of the course students presented their final project within the given problem framework (using anagrams, verbal argumentation and photo documentation). Overall, the system seemed to provide students with profound and complex knowledge and highly professional skills. Moreover, Tučný wanted students to acquire a specific way of thinking and philosophical outlook.

In the late 1960’s, based on teaching experience from Germany, Tučný wrote a methodological proposal for a new project of a postgraduate design school in Prague. Together with a group of renowned Czechoslovak architects, artists and designers he wanted to establish a special educational institution that would incorporate the study of architecture, industrial design, visual communication, applied and monumental sculpture and painting with management and social science. The aim was to educate new students of architecture and design who would closely collaborate on complex multidisciplinary design projects in the public sector. Unfortunately, this promising project remained only on paper (due to the lack of “political will”).

Among the participating architects were Karel Prager, Jan Šrámek, Věra Machoninová, Miroslav Masák, Karel Hubáček; designers Petr Tučný and Jan Kotík, artistic group Huť, artists such as Čestnír Kafka or Stanislav Libenský.
Conclusion

This paper was intended as an insight into Petr Tučný’s interdisciplinary and scientific approach in education and design process of hand-tools. His lifelong concern and professional interest in the design of manual working tools (handles in particular) led Tučný to study the effects of tools and machines on human behaviour. Meticulous assessment and a number of experimental measurements resulted in the finding that the three-sided truncated squared timber is the most suitable form of a handle. Tučný’s Laboratory of Experimental and Applied Aesthetics in Prague focused on empirical study of aesthetic reactions and processes in the central nervous system. Subsequently, Tučný applied universally valid results of his interdisciplinary research to an educational concept that he successfully presented at several European universities. However, back in the Socialist Czechoslovak Republic Tučný did not find enough support to spread his ideas and his methods, sadly, did not thrive there.
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Abstract

In the mid-eighteenth century, Edinburgh was confronted with an increase in population and an indication of new prosperity connected to social and economic, as well as cultural and aesthetic, progress. The Union of 1707 between the Scottish and English Parliaments was partly responsible for this social-cultural boom. With the emergence of new money and social demands, Edinburgh was in a position to finally begin improving arts, sciences, manufacturing, industry, and living conditions in Scotland. The improvement of Scottish industry and manufacturing became one of the major issues tackled by the leading circles of Scottish society, which led to the opening of the Trustees Drawing Academy of Edinburgh, the first publicly founded School of Design in Great Britain, in 1760. The aim of the Academy was to provide practical instruction under the guidance of experienced masters to fellow Scots who hoped to get a proper education in artistic skills and abilities for utilitarian arts in order to contribute, as a ‘designer’, to the advancement of Scottish industry and manufacturing.
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Introduction

In the mid-eighteenth century, the flowering of the Scottish Enlightenment, Edinburgh, the ‘capital’ of formerly independent Scotland, was confronted with an increase in population and an indication of new prosperity connected to social and economic, as well as cultural and aesthetic, progress. The Union of 1707 between the Scottish and English Parliaments was partly responsible for this social-cultural boom: that is to say, the dissolution of the national boundary between the two nations of Scotland and England finally began to pay off for Edinburgh in the second half of the eighteenth century. With the emergence of new money and social demands, Edinburgh was in a position to finally begin improving arts, sciences, manufacturing, industries, and people’s living conditions in Scotland.

In 1752, Sir Gilbert Elliot of Minto (1722-1777), an advocate for improvement of Scotland and one of the city commissioners appointed in Edinburgh in the following year, claimed that ‘... it is in prosecution of greater objects, that the leading men of a country ought to exert their power and influence’, asking

What greater object can be presented to their view, than that of enlarging, beautifying, and improving the capital of their native country? What can redound more to their own honour? What prove more beneficial to SCOTLAND, and by consequence to UNITED BRITAIN? (Elliot, 1752 August, p. 380)

The subject of improving Scottish industry and manufacturing was a major issue tackled by the leaders of the Scottish Enlightenment, leading to the opening of the Trustees Drawing Academy of Edinburgh, an art school founded in 1760 by the Honourable Board of Trustees for Fisheries, Manufactures, and Improvements in Scotland. The aim of the Academy was to provide practical instruction for fellow Scots who were involved in design for manufactures. The aim of this paper is to examine how the pedagogical vision of a ‘nation’ without political independence led to the institution of a School of Design in which design education was given primary importance, as it was considered to be very beneficial for advancements in Scottish industry, manufacturing, and ultimately living conditions.

The Select Society and the idea of encouraging utilitarian arts for Scottish manufactures

In 1827, Sir David Wilkie (1785-1841) discussed Scottish art in an address to young Scottish artists residing in Rome: ‘The younger students should be aware that no art that is not intellectual can be worthy of Scotland.’ (Bayne, 1903, p. 119) This observation was patently true when considering ways in which utilitarian art had been taught and practiced in Scotland since the middle of the previous century, for the tradition of design education in Scotland had originated in the intellectual circle of the Scottish Enlightenment, a remarkable age when every aspect of people’s lives was examined and discussed in the prospect of further advancements.

The focus for the eighteenth-century Scottish intellectual scene at its peak was the large
A number of societies and clubs that flourished in Edinburgh and encouraged animated discourse and debate. The most pioneering and influential of these was the Select Society, founded in 1754. It provided a place and opportunity for weekly discussions between the leading circles of the Scottish Enlightenment which ranged over philosophy, sociology, laws, religion, aesthetics and utilitarian arts. The Edinburgh-born painter Allan Ramsay (1713-1784), son of the poet Allan Ramsay (1686-1758), established the Society. In its issue of March 1755 *The Scots Magazine* reported on 'the institution and intention' of the Select Society, declaring that 'the meetings and transactions of the Select Society have for some time engaged the attention of the public' (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 126):

This society was formed the beginning of last summer. Its first meeting was on Wednesday the 23rd of May 1754, in the advocates [sic] library. The members composing it were at that time about thirty. The intention of these gentlemen was, by practice to improve themselves in reasoning and eloquence, and by the freedom of debate, to discover the most effectual methods of promoting the good of the country. (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 126)

*The Account of the Life and Writings of William Robertson* (1801) by Dugald Stewart (1753-1828) listed the names of the 133 members of the Select Society at the time of October 1759. Many of the members were major figures in the Scottish Enlightenment: David Hume (1711-1776); Adam Smith (1723-1790); Henry Home, Lord Kames (1696-1782), philosopher and judge in the Court of Session, and later Lord of Justiciary, best known today as the author of *Elements of Criticism*, published in 1762; 'father of modern sociology' Adam Ferguson (1723-1816); historian William Robertson (1721-1793), who became the principal of the University of Edinburgh in 1762; six times elected Edinburgh Lord Provost, George Drummond (1687-1766); and Dr. William Cullen (1710-1790), physician and professor of chemistry, and later physiology at the University of Edinburgh, who was also president of the Edinburgh College of Physicians between 1773 and 1775. The rapid increase in the number of members was explained by *The Scots Magazine*:

There appeared so much order, reason, and entertainment, in their debates, and many of the questions were so connected with the improvement of the country, that persons of the greatest eminence, both for station and abilities, were desirous of being admitted members. (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 127)

It was as an offshoot of the fervent, intellectual activities of the Select Society that the idea of encouraging utilitarian art for industry and manufacturing in Scotland first emerged.

In 1707, when Scotland paid the painful price of loss of political independence through its union with England, it nevertheless anticipated economic progress due to access to the English colonies. Yet Scotland hardly gained any economic benefits from the Union during the first half of the eighteenth century. Trade with England and its colonies yielded little profit; instead, the increase of the Scottish share of public expenditures and the failure of trade to benefit Scotland led the Scots to feel that 'England is the heart, to which all the streams which it distributes are refunded and returned' (Smollett, 1771/1998, p. 278). It was only in the second half of the eighteenth century that Scotland finally started to reap economic benefits from the Union.
It is interesting to see, though, that the landed classes viewed the slowness of economic progress from a slightly different perspective. Certainly they had been aware of the necessity to foster Scottish manufacturing and further advancing Scottish industries, but their outlook on economic progress was, in general, positive. Although economic progress in Scotland was far slower than had been expected, the leading circles of Edinburgh simply thought, ‘[I]f we (Scots) are far behind, we ought to follow further’, since ‘we enjoy the same Privileges of Trade with them (the People of our Sister Kingdom of England)’ (Phillipson, 1970, p. 143). Thus Alexander Wedderburn (1733-1805), a young Scottish nobleman and later Lord Chancellor of Great Britain from 1793 to 1801, wrote in the Edinburgh Review in 1755,

The memory of our ancient state is not so much obliterated, but that, by comparing the past with the present, we may clearly see the superior advantages we now enjoy ... (Wedderburn, 1755 July, p. ii)

The Select Society initially aimed to introduce a strong sense of competition in the arts, the sciences, and manufacturing in Scotland, one capable of stimulating creativity in both utilitarian arts and manufacturing. In its issue of March 1755, The Scots Magazine featured The Resolutions of the SELECT SOCIETY for the Encouragement of Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Agriculture and reported on the society’s plan to offer premiums for competitions:

That Arts and Manufactures may, by the proper distribution of premiums, be promoted, is a certain truth, founded in reason, and confirmed by experience.

By premiums, a spirit of emulation is excited in every artist; improvements become universally known; and merit receives the testimony of public approbation.

A more substantial benefit than mere applause, arises also to the artist. He whose merit has been thus distinguished, will find, that although the value of the premium he has gained be inconsiderable, the extraordinary demand for his goods will amply recompense his labour.

The SELECT SOCIETY, determined by these motives, appointed a committee of their number, to consider in what manner a design so laudable might be promoted ...

In the distribution of premiums, the first place, they thought, was due to genius; it was therefore resolved, that the first premium be bestowed on the discoverer of any useful invention in arts or sciences. (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 127)

While the pursuit of usefulness in and of arts, such as production of ‘the best printed and most correct book’ and the manufacture of ‘paper’, ‘printed cotton’, ‘linen’, the ‘art of drawing’, ‘worked ruffles’, ‘bone-lace’, ‘carpets’, etc., was strongly encouraged, the Resolutions claimed that ‘the art of painting in this country requires no encouragement’ (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 127). However, the Society felt that premiums should be given to encourage the ‘art of drawing’, since it was closely connected to the manufacture of printed cotton and linen:

Manufactures of PRINTED COTTON and LINEN are already established in different places of this country: in order to promote an attention to the elegance of the pattern, and to the goodness of the cloth, it was resolved, that, for the best piece of printed linen or cotton cloth, made within a certain period, a premium should be allotted.
The art of DRAWING being closely connected with this art, and serviceable to most others, it was resolved, that, for the best drawings by boys or girls under sixteen years of age, certain premiums be assigned. (Anonymous, 1755 March, p. 128)

_The Scots Magazine_ also reported that the Select Society intended to contribute ‘by every means’ in its power to ‘the encouragement of arts, sciences, manufactures, and agriculture’ through a society established to implement improvements in art, science, industry and manufacturing (Anonymous, 1755 March, pp. 127, 129). This society was named _The Edinburgh Society for encouraging Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Agriculture in Scotland_.

The names of the recipients of the premiums given out in 1755 were listed in the January 1756 issue of _The Scots Magazine_, which further reported that

The success that has attended this institution, has, we are informed, been suitable to the goodness of the design. In particular, it is said, the carpet manufacture has risen 1000 l. this last year; and so great a rise is thought to be owing to the premiums given by the society, which, though of small value, have had the effect to excite a spirit of emulation amongst the manufactures. As it is a matter of the utmost importance to this country, we shall from time to time present our readers with such accounts of the progress of this society as we receive. (Anonymous, 1756 January, p. 48)

The list of premiums for the year 1756, selected by the Edinburgh Society, was published in the magazine’s February 1756 issue (Anonymous, 1756 February, pp. 105-108). The number of premiums given out had increased notably because of ‘the good effects of the premiums given last year; having produced a larger subscription, the society has been enabled considerably to increase the premiums for this year, which it is not doubted will produce effects in proportion.’ (Anonymous, 1756 February, p. 108)

The Honourable Board of Trustees for the Improvement of Fisheries and Manufactures and the institution of the Trustees Drawing Academy

A few years after this, however, the Edinburgh Society for encouraging Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Agriculture in Scotland stopped giving out premiums in favour of establishing a School of Design, an educational institute for the art of design or _useful_ art, the aim of which was to advance Scottish industries and manufactures through turning out many talented designers. The Society had realized that the premiums had lost their cachet, for ‘although competitors for the awards regularly submitted their designs, the standard of attainment was low’ (Mason, 1949, p. 67). It was thus evident that a School of Design was necessary and ‘a Master was urgently required to teach the art of design’ (Mason, 1949, p. 67), and ‘[t]he need for such a school was appreciated by the Trustees’ Committee who on 24th January 1760 recommended an expenditure of £115 for “teaching and promoting the Art of Drawing for use of” linen and woollen manufacturers’ (p. 67).

The idea of opening a School of Design, which was to be ‘the first School of Design in the three Kingdoms established and maintained at public expense’ (p. 67), was also connected
to the activities of the Honourable Board of Trustees for the Improvement of Fisheries and Manufactures, a governing organization responsible for promoting and encouraging Scottish industries. The Honourable Board of Trustees had been established in 1727, and public funds, grants and financial aid had been invested in its activities by both the Crown and Parliament. As Scottish industries progressed, the Board's focus gradually shifted to the advancements of artistic skills and abilities of designers to be employed in the art of drawing for use in manufacturing; and, 'as a part of its obligation to the improvement of the Scottish textile industries', the Honourable Board of Trustees elaborated a plan to establish the 'Trustees' Academy for training Scots in skills of drawing for manufactures' (Brookes, 1989, p. 30). Not a few of the trustees of the Honourable Board of Trustees were party to the vigorous discussions which took place amongst the members of the Select Society, so that it is not surprising that an awareness of the necessity for design education for Scottish industries and manufactures was shared by the two organizations. Henry Home, Lord Kames, a member of both the Select Society and the Honourable Board of Trustees for the Improvement of Fisheries and Manufactures, is said to have been 'largely responsible for the establishment of the school' (Mason, 1949, p. 68).

The establishment of a School of Design was thus based upon both the need to improve artistic skills and abilities of Scottish artists to encourage Scottish industries and manufactures and the realization that a 'proper education,' conducted under the guidance of experienced masters, was essential for Scotland to be able to flourish economically.

In 1757, David Hume, being closely associated with the activities of the Edinburgh Society for encouraging Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Agriculture in Scotland, wrote a short but highly influential essay, 'Of the Standard of Taste'. The significance of this essay is that it was the first notable and earnest inquiry into aesthetics in which the authoritarian or canonical rules of classical aesthetics were formally challenged.

The essay bases its arguments on the concepts of 'experience' and 'individuality'. Hume expounds on these two concepts throughout the essay; for instance,

... though there be naturally a wide difference in point of delicacy [of the taste of beauty] between one person and another, nothing tends further to encrease [sic] and improve this talent, than practice in a particular art, and the frequent survey or contemplation of a particular species of beauty. When objects of any kind are first presented to the eye or imagination, the sentiment, which attends them, is obscure and confused; and the mind is, in a great measure, incapable of pronouncing concerning their merits or defects. The taste cannot perceive the several excellences of the performance; much less distinguish the particular character of each excellency, and ascertain its quality and degree. If it pronounce the whole in general to be beautiful or deformed, it is the utmost that can be expected; and even this judgment, a person, so unpractised, will be apt to deliver with great hesitation and reserve. But allow him to acquire experience in those objects, his feeling becomes more exact and nice. (Hume, 1757, pp. 274-275)

Hume emphasizes here the importance of one's own experience of 'practice' in a particular art, experience gained through surveying or contemplating 'a particular species of beauty' as an indispensable pre-condition on which one can 'encrease [sic] and improve' one's delicacy of the taste of beauty, viz., one's talent in arts. As one of the major founding members of the Select
Society, Hume maintained his influence on the conduct of the Edinburgh Society for encouraging Arts, Sciences, Manufactures and Agriculture, for this society was undoubtedly ‘the first organized effort at improving taste in Scottish visual arts’ (Brookes, 1989, p. 18).

Not only Hume, but Scottish Enlightenment thinkers in general, emphasised the indispensable role of ‘experience’ in acquisition of fine taste in the arts. Thus the Honourable Board of Trustees carefully searched for and appointed a ‘well-experienced’, ‘long-practicing’ artist in the field of useful arts as Master of the Trustees Drawing Academy.

John Mason (1949) gives a full account of the success of the academy’s first Master, William De La Cour (Delacour) (1700-1768), a French-born painter and decorative artist:

According to the Regulations governing the school, de la Cour taught three days in the week from 3 p.m. until 7 p.m. His students were charged one guinea per quarter. All except those nominated by the Trustees who were taught gratis. The course of study lasted for four years. At the end of each year, the Master of the school submitted his annual report showing the names of the students, their ages, designations, places of residence, and dates of admission and of leaving. (p. 68)

The Honourable Board of Trustees must have been very pleased by the fact that, under the guidance of De La Cour, the school flourished and that ‘[w]ithin four years of its institution its influence had spread’ (Mason, 1949, p. 68). Following the death of De La Cour in 1767, the Trustees ‘relied on’ the assistance of Robert Adam (1728-1792), the greatest Scottish architect of the second half of the eighteenth century, also known as the most fashionable and successful architect of the day, to procure ‘a master skilful in design in general and the drawing of Patterns for the manufactures & c in particular’; and ‘before the middle of November 1768’; De La Cour’s successor, Charles Pavillon (1726-1772), was formally appointed. Following Pavillon’s death in 1772, Alexander Runciman (1736-1785), ‘the well-known painter, who, born in Edinburgh, had served an apprenticeship as a coach painter, and for five years had studied in Italy’ (Mason, 1949, p. 69), was appointed as the third Master of the Trustees Drawing Academy. His appointment was the result of a careful consideration of each candidate’s teaching ability, and the Honourable Board of Trustees was convinced that, by appointing Runciman, who himself had experienced apprenticeship in a useful art, the Academy, as an educational institute aiming for lifting up the standard of useful artistic skills and abilities for manufactures, would benefit greatly. The Honourable Board of Trustees, however, was soon let down, for, according to John Mason (1949), under Runciman’s mastership ‘the usefulness of the school declined’ and ‘[s]tudents were admitted who made “drawing only an amusement”, (p. 69).

It was in such a state, several decades after its establishment, that the future of the Academy was discussed: ‘whether it should be discontinued and whether the interests of designing might not be better served by awarding premiums for the best patterns submitted in open competition were debated’ (Mason, 1949, p. 69). The Minutes of the Honourable Board of Trustees of 23rd January 1786 states that ‘A Report from the Secretary relative to the Board’s Drawing Academy’ [Fig 1-6] was read by Robert Arbuthnot, Secretary to the Honourable Board of Trustees (Boswell, 1791/1833, vol. 1, p. 329), that day, and that Arbuthnot asserted that:
Natural genius without the advantage of a proper education will seldom or never enable an Artist to excel. He must be assisted with advice, and by good models being shown to him. Without knowing those mechanical rules of art which have as it were been established, and are now sanctioned by the General practice of all Artists, genius may long labour to little purpose. Hence the use of a master whose mind is stored with the knowledge of the true principles of art, and who has taste to select and combine whatever is beautiful and pleasing in it. (Minutes, 1786, p. 112)

The same Minutes record that, in this meeting, ‘the several letters’ referring to the question of whether the Academy should be discontinued or not were ‘read to and duly considered by the Board’ (Minutes, 1786, p. 113). According to the Minutes, ‘[t]hey were of opinion that the Academy ought to be continued’ (Minutes, 1786, p. 113). Those who had long experience in utilitarian arts, such as Robert Adam, John Stirling, who ‘was largely concerned in the printing of linen and cotton’, and Robert Fulton of Paisley, ‘one of the largest manufactures of flowered silk and thread gauzes’, were ‘all of opinion that the Academy could serve a useful purpose to manufacturers and house furnishers’ (Mason, 1949, p. 71).

Greatly influenced by these experts in useful arts, the Honourable Board of Trustees resolved to continue the Academy, on the condition of re-emphasising that the ‘conduct of the Academy ... would “render it of real utility to the ornamental manufacturers,” and prevent the
abuses which [had] hitherto prevailed’ (Mason, 1949, p. 71). The Minutes, dated 6th February 1786, record the regulations agreed upon on that day, to achieve properly ‘the object’ of the Academy, that is ‘to promote and diffuse “an elegant taste” among manufacturers’ (Mason, 1949, p. 71). The determination of the Board of Trustees to re-establish the Academy as a serious School of Design, not one for dilettantes, is made clear through the following regulation:

That students could only be admitted on the authority of the Trustees, and those only who could produce evidence that they followed or intended to follow the occupations of an ornamental manufacturer, of a house decorator, or a furniture manufacturer, or that they intended to become designers for such trades. (Mason, 1949, p. 72)

Furthermore, the method by which the appointment of Master of the Academy was made was also clarified. Later the Academy created various classes such as ‘pattern drawing’ in 1835 and ‘colouring’ and ‘ornamental and architectural drawing’ in 1837: for each these classes a Master

---

Fig.7-10 Testimonials in favour of J. A. Bell, architect, now a candidate for the office of master of the School of Design and Ornament: established by the Honourable the Commissioners of the Board of Trustees for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures in Scotland, Edinburgh: Publisher not identified, 1843?, pp. 1, 7, 8, 13. (Special Collection, The Centre for Research Collections, The University of Edinburgh)

Fig.11-14 Testimonials in favour of Alexander Christie, candidate for the office of master of the School of Ornamental Design of the Honourable The Board of Trustees for Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures in Scotland, Edinburgh: Printed by Thomas Constable, 1843, pp. 1, 7, 9, 13. (Special Collection, The Centre for Research Collections, The University of Edinburgh)
with considerable experience and skills was to be appointed. As early as 1845, classes established by the Academy included: ‘antique’, ‘life’, ‘colour’, ‘anatomy’, ‘architectural design’, ‘ornamental design’, and ‘frescoes’.

The Centre for Research Collections of the University of Edinburgh (The Trustees Drawing Academy of Edinburgh later became the Edinburgh College of Art in 1907 and has been a part of the University of Edinburgh since 2011) holds in its collection the records of how applications for those masterships of the Academy were made in the middle of the nineteenth century, including a number of testimonials for each candidate [Fig. 7-14]. The Centre also has in its collection teaching materials used at the Academy in the early 1840s which reveal the Academy’s dedication to teaching and promoting the art of drawing for use in manufacturing and to the education of designers who were able to further advance the progress of industry in Scotland [Fig. 15-24].

Fig. 15-24 Plates for teaching design, from the library of the Drawing Academy of the Board of Trustees for Manufactures in Scotland (Paris: 1841). (Special Collection, The Centre for Research Collections, The University of Edinburgh)
Closing Remarks

‘By striving to improve the art of design’, by instituting the Trustees Drawing Academy, and by ‘providing facilities for the instruction of artisans in the elements of pattern drawing and directing their activities to the creation of manufactures revealing artistic taste and elegance’ (Mason, 1949, pp. 95-96), the Select Society, The Edinburgh Society for encouraging Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and Agriculture in Scotland, and the Honourable Board of Trustees for Fisheries, Manufactures, and Improvements in Scotland all played central roles in the post-Union development of Scottish industry.

The Scottish Enlightenment philosopher Adam Ferguson once wrote that ‘the virtues of men have shone most during their struggles, not after the attainment of their ends’ (Ferguson, 1767/1966, p. 206). The institution of the Trustees Drawing Academy, through its pedagogical vision and patient campaign for education in design in order to further the advance of manufacturing and industry in post-Union Scotland, manifested the virtues of mid-eighteenth century Scots, who were willing to struggle to achieve a long-anticipated industrial prosperity. The Academy’s institution, reformation and improvement of design education was an essential part of the progress of Scottish society and the struggle to demonstrate Scotland’s own imagination and creativity after the national boundary between England and Scotland had been abolished.
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Abstract

The middle of the nineteenth century saw the burgeoning of various educational institutions for the working class. The precursor of these was the Working Men's College which opened in October 1854. Before its opening, to their delightful surprise, Victorian art critic, John Ruskin, offered his teaching Drawing class. The College's opening coincided with an interest in applying practical art and design to manufacturing, which had led the government to establish educational schemes and schools for art. First, the Normal School of Design in London was opened in 1837. And after the Great Exhibition, the Department of Practical Art of the Board of Trade was established in 1852. Ruskin protested against their educational schemes to connect art directly with manufacturing, and their idea that some limited pedagogy could teach students good design. Consequently, his teaching at the Working Men's College gave him a great opportunity to propose and put into practice his criticism against the government's art education. This paper will investigate the meaning of teaching “art” to and for the working class in relation to “practical” art, focusing on Ruskin's teaching at the Working Men's College and the influence of his teaching.
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Introduction

Reform in elementary education was juxtaposed with the implementation of the long-discussed idea of adult education. The middle of the nineteenth century saw the establishment of various educational movements and institutions for the adult working class, such as the University Extension Movement, the Working Men’s College (1854), Ruskin College (1899), and later, the Workers’ Educational Association (1903). The purpose of their activities was to provide working class people with the systematic and full-fledged curriculum of higher education which, so far, had been allowed only to the privileged class. This educational system should be distinguished from sporadic lectures held in mechanics’ institutes, or public educational schemes to nurture professional workers. Interest in applying practical art and design to manufacturing had already led the country to open the Normal School of Design in London in 1837. And after the Great Exhibition, the Department of Practical Art of the Board of Trade was established at Marlborough House in 1852 under the leadership of Henry Cole and Richard Redgrave. Their scheme was called the “South Kensington System” and remained influential until the beginning of the twentieth century. Art teaching in the aforesaid working class educational institutions was destined to seek out its position and contents in the curriculum for the working class, and the meaning of the study of art in its relation to industry had been a major issue. This paper will look at the early days of art teaching at the Working Men’s College, which was conducted by John Ruskin as its central figure, and its relation to practical art education promoted by the government.

Art Teaching at the Working Men’s College

The Opening of the Working Men’s College

The idea of establishing the Working Men’s College began with a series of meetings first organised by a Lincoln’s Inn barrister, John Malcolm Ludlow. Ludlow was inspired by the Paris February Revolution in 1848 to think about the privileged class’ duty to the poor. The newly-appointed Chaplain of Lincoln’s Inn, and a Christian Socialist, Frederick Denison Maurice soon joined Ludlow, and they started the meeting in 1849. Soon others such as Charles Kingsley, Thomas Hughes, and Frederick James Furnivall attended a series of meetings, and they launched such educational activities as the opening of an infants’ school during the daytime and teaching boys and men at night. Furnivall confessed that “[f]ew of us had any idea of the widespread misery in the workmen’s homes around us, and fewer still knew how the slop-system had been at work lowering wages, destroying the honourable trade, and forcing women and children into their fathers’ work” (Furnivall, 1860a, p. 145). In order to create a Working Men’s Association, they asked for the cooperation of a Chartist tailor, Walter Cooper. Thus, they formed the Society for Promoting Working Men’s Associations and built the Hall of Association where classes and lectures were offered to working men and women. These activities led to the foundation of the Working Men’s College (WMC). First they formed the Committee of Teaching and Publication with Maurice as its President.
On February 7th, 1854, Maurice submitted a 12-page printed statement outlining the plan for the new College. The statement contained the following points: that the College put "human studies as the primary part of our education"; that "we were not bound to confine our education to our own associates, but that we should promote their interest better if we produced a scheme which should be available for the working classes generally"; that "the education should be regular and organic, not taking the form of mere miscellaneous lectures, or even of classes not related to each other"; that "the teachers, and, by degrees, the pupils, should form an organic body, so that the name of College should be at least as applicable to our institution"; and that "the College should, in some sense or other, immediately or ultimately, be self-governed and self-supported" (Furnivall, 1860a, p. 146).

Based on Maurice’s statement, they planned out the curriculum. According to the minutes of meetings starting in May 1854, they had already discussed which subjects to offer and had corresponded with several people asking them to take part in teaching. Music and Drawing had been already listed as the proposed subjects. Each subject had several names of probable instructors who "were willing to take part in the block of teaching" listed. For Music and Drawing, we encounter the names of Nicholson, Louis, Penrose, Evans, Terry, Wilson, "& Ruskin" as seen in [Fig. 1]. Interestingly Ruskin’s name seems to have been added later on the minutes, probably after they received his offer to teach at the College.

It would appear that the Committee never asked Ruskin to take up their Drawing class, or rather, they had never expected Ruskin, the renowned art critic who had already published Modern Painters I and II, The Seven Lamps of Architecture and The Stones of Venice I, II, and III, to join their teaching staff. Furnivall, who had already developed a friendship with Ruskin, sent the Circular hoping to get his subscription, and it was no doubt a delightful surprise that Ruskin proposed to teach a Drawing class at the College. It is uncertain when and how Ruskin sent his offer to Furnivall, but the minutes recorded that he attended the first Council of Teachers held on October 28th.

Not only did Ruskin join the teaching staff, he also willingly let the College use his writings to generate publicity. On Oct. 30th, a day before the opening, the guests who attended the full meeting of the College were handed a copy of the chapter "On the Nature of Gothic," a eulogy of working men and their creativity, from Volume Two of The Stones of Venice, as an introduction of sorts to the College’s ideals. Furnivall (1860b) recollected:

---

**Fig. 1 From the Minutes of Meetings in Relation to the College for Working Men. May 1854 (no exact date)**
As our visitors came up the stairs, each received a copy of Mr. Ruskin’s eloquent and noble chapter on the Nature of Gothic Architecture, and herein of the Functions of the Workman in Art, which he and his publishers kindly allowed me to reprint, for the purpose of showing what sort of fellow one of our Teachers was. (p.168; emphasis in original)

Thus the Working Men’s College was officially opened on the following day, the 31st of October.

John Ruskin and Art Classes at the Working Men’s College

Both Music and Drawing classes had been previously arranged for Wednesdays according to a meeting in May 1854. But the class schedule for the First Term (November to Christmas, 1854) shows that Ruskin taught Drawing class on Thursday from 7 to 9 o’clock in the evening but Music class was not on the list.

According to a Ruskin’s biographer, Tim Hilton (2002), Ruskin’s motive of teaching Drawing at the WMC might have been personal. Hilton asserts that Ruskin liked to “work quietly at an elementary level, far from public renown” (p. 204). While his position as an art critic became firmly established with a series of writings on art and architecture, he was also facing a private crisis at the time. In July 1854, a judge declared the marriage of Ruskin and Effie to be nulled and their marriage virtually came to an end. Ruskin sent several letters to Furnivall around this time on this matter. Ruskin’s interest in the Working Men’s College suggested that he needed to turn a new page in his life.

It is believed that Ruskin was distant from the principal, F. D. Maurice. Maurice had a different religious viewpoint from that of Ruskin and was likely to be indifferent about teaching art. Furnivall mentioned that the French class and the Drawing class had attracted the most students in the series of lectures and classes held at the Hall of Association (Furnivall, 1860a, p. 145), and it can be concluded that Drawing was incorporated into the curriculum for its probable popularity and appeal to the future students.

In one of the earlier addresses to the WMC students, however, Maurice (1859) named “Art” as the foremost subject working men should study, admitting his ignorance in this field and the difficulty of including this subject in the curriculum, as follows:

With which of our studies, then, do I propose to begin? Some of my friends on the Council, in trying to lay down a chart of our studies, found Art the province which it was most difficult to include, or at least to assign to its proper latitude and longitude. Now, from my point of view, Art presents itself before other topics. Why? Because I am considering what each study has to do with you, how it comes into contact with your life. Now the words Artisan, Artificer, Artist, may be very distinct indeed. But they must have some close connection with each other, and it must be very desirable to trace out that connection, even for the purpose of finding out the difference. From this point, then, I should take my start. (p. 6; emphases in original)

Here notice should be taken not only of the fact that Maurice praised the importance of Art in the College’s education, but also of the role of studying art that he advocates; that art should
enable the students to trace out their own identity as working men. Based on the defining of “Art” as skill in the practical application of knowledge or learning, his remark has close affinity with the government educational scheme regarding art.

Interest in applying practical art and design to manufacturing led the country in 1837 to establish and sponsor the Normal School of Design in London, a vocational training school for improving the design of British commodities. They also ran provincial centres with local institutions. The successful Great Exhibition in 1851 led to both the founding of the Department of Practical Art of the Board of Trade at Marlborough House and the construction of the Museum of Ornamental Manufactures (which later became the Victoria and Albert Museum) in the following year. In 1853, the Department of Science and Art was established. The central figures in these activities were Henry Cole and Richard Redgrave, who tried to enact an educational system to nurture art masters who could teach at elementary schools. Consequently, they created the “National Course of Instruction,” which was the official art training scheme. With this, elementary drawing examinations were introduced into public day schools.

The “National Course of Instruction” was eventually known as the South Kensington System, since the Department of Science and Art moved from Marlborough House to South Kensington in 1857. It was a rigid, mechanistic course emphasising hand skills for purely utilitarian purposes. It followed printed examples of “flat diagrams in hard outlines” which was copied by the students diligently and, instead of natural objects, they used ornamental casts. There were 23 Stages of Instructions and sometimes about half of the students stopped at Stage 2 and couldn’t go beyond that (Haslam, 2005, p. 145). It was “self-financing as well as self-perpetuating through an elaborate system of competitions, prizes, examinations, and payment by results” (Hewison, 1996, p. 10).

It is clear that some of the students who took Drawing classes at the WMC had been taught under the government system (Hewison, p. 9), and the original plan of the WMC had been to keep its tie with the Government Schools. The biggest reason for that seems to have been the lack of equipment necessary for conducting Drawing classes. The minutes of a meeting dated June 6th recorded a suggestion for the class. It reads “Mr. Dickinson [Lowes Dickinson] suggested that the students in Drawing be remitted to the Government Schools of Design in order to avail themselves of the appliances there existing for the prosecution of such studies” (Minutes, 1854-1855).

For the WMC, having Ruskin as a teacher not only raised the reputation of the College, but also solved the problem of appliances and facilities. Joining the faculty, Ruskin provided the College with specially made high-quality drawing paper, easels, and all sorts of materials. Furthermore, he made arrangements for a third-floor studio with two small rooms knocked into one to be available to students who would like to draw or study during their free time (Haslam, p. 149). Ruskin’s role at the College was not limited to teaching; he was also one of its major benefactors. For example, he donated to the library a variety of books of all genres including quite a few volumes of art books, and to the College Museum a collection of minerals, including the beautiful set of Alpine specimens, which might have been used in his Drawing class.

For the Second Term, starting January 9th, Lowes Dickinson and Dante Gabriel Rossetti
Chiaki Yokoyama joined Ruskin in teaching Drawing. In the end of January Rossetti separately started the Monday class of the Figure Drawing (later, the class schedule for the Fourth Term reads “Drawing [The Figure,—after Nature, and Casts from Nature.]”) while Ruskin and Dickinson taught Elementary and Landscape Drawing. In the Fourth Term Modelling classes were added on Tuesdays taught by Thomas Woolner and on Fridays by Alexander Munro, both of whom were affiliated to Pre-Raphaelite Movement (with Woolner as its original member) and close to Rossetti. Rossetti recommended Woolner and Munro to the College and the popularity of the Drawing classes probably paved the way for inserting this new field of art into the curriculum. In the earlier days of the College, the Drawing classes were not offered during summer since Ruskin and other teachers were out of town. Still, Drawing and Modelling rooms were open every night and the class schedule tells that “the Teachers may attend the Drawing-classes on Thursdays [Ruskin and Dickinson’s], and the Modelling-classes on Tuesdays [Woolner’s], if they are in town, but no attendance of Teachers is guaranteed.” This suggests how enthusiastic Ruskin was about teaching at the College. In the Second Term of the Second Year, Thursday’s class was divided into Dickinson’s on Tuesdays and Ruskin’s on Thursdays. According to Robert Hewison (1996), Ruskin taught only the beginners, “some of whom had no knowledge of
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Fig. 2 Table of the students enrolled in the first five terms at the Working Men’s College
drawing at all, and he set only very basic exercises in black and white" (p. 8). After the students acquired some confidence and competence, they were to be taught by Dickinson and then sent to Rossetti, who introduced colour and taught figure drawing.

No doubt those art classes were very popular among the students. Maurice mentioned in the First Annual Report (1855) that "[n]o classes have been more successful than those on Drawing; in none has the progress of the pupils been more marked" (p. 3). The table showing the number of students enrolled in the first five terms proves their popularity (Maurice, First Annual Report, p.3).

Although Modelling classes had just started, there was the anticipation that they would gain more popularity. Ruskin, however, did not welcome this prospect. Furnivall (1860c) recollected as follows:

In the fourth Term, Modelling was introduced among our art-students, and was taught by Mr. Munro and Mr. Woolner, the one as noted for the grace and loveliness of his sculptures as the other for the vigour and character of his. The kitchens at the College were turned into modelling-rooms, men appeared smudged with white clay, and the class went on well for a few Terms; but it made so many of the Drawing Class pupils lazy at their drawing, that Mr. Ruskin told them they must either draw or model,--they had shown him they had not time for both; soon after which the Modelling Class collapsed. (p. 189)

This anecdote presents further proof how serious Ruskin was about his teaching. After the Modelling class was dropped from the curriculum in the Second Term of the Fourth Year, 1858, however, Woolner and Munro both stayed on the Council of Teachers, probably voluntarily helping those who would like to pursue their interest in modelling.

Going against “South Kensington”

Drawing for Looking Properly

The fact that Ruskin was strongly against the South Kensington System is well-known. Drawing classes at the WMC presented a great opportunity for him to practically express his criticism against the government-led utilitarian art education as well as to propagate his teaching among the underprivileged. First, he virtually cut the College’s tie, which had been originally proposed by Dickinson, with the Government Schools of Design, by arranging the facilities and equipping appliances he believed to be the proper tools for art teaching.

Second, the skill of drawing was, for Ruskin, to develop “Sight,” or the perception to look at things properly. With this ability, “we can see things as they are” (Ruskin, 1905/1858, p.180). His purpose was not to turn working men into professional artists or designers. Rather, he believed that everybody should learn how to draw in order to perceive our environment correctly and by doing so enrich his or her life. In his speech to new students at the WMC in 1860, Ruskin is recorded as having remarked as follows:
My own class, he said, has the special characteristic of being, in common phrase, the most *useless* of any in the College: none bears less immediately on practical life. But the true use of learning to draw is that it refines and increases the pleasure we take in looking at common things. The root of all healthy life is not the desire to change one’s circumstances, but the power of getting the greatest amount of enjoyment out of the circumstances one is in. The power is increased by anything which increases our perception of what is beautiful, and here the Drawing Class tells. ("News," 1860b, pp. 177-178; emphasis in original)

His art teaching was part of “liberal” education and intended not only for students in the WMC, but for the general public, and is something that remains pertinent even today.

In his book *The Elements of Drawing* written based on his teaching at the WMC, he condemned how the Government Schools of Design, where students copied from flat diagrams with hard outlines, and used ornamental casts for their study tools, were “all too much in the habit of confusing art as applied to manufacture, with manufacture itself” (emphasis in original). Good design cannot be created by merely copying or imitating good design. “Obtain first the best work you can, and the ablest hands, irrespective of any consideration of economy or facility of production” (Ruskin, 1904/1857, p. 12). In Ruskin’s class, students were made to draw from natural objects, not two-dimensional model examples. And instead of starting with an outline, which was the approach taken in South Kensington, Ruskin made students first pay attention to local colour and shade. We can imagine how students who had become accustomed to copying from flat diagrams were perplexed by Ruskin’s first exercise of drawing a white leather ball suspended by string. In this way, students were intended to learn that adding shade gave the appearance of projection.

**Against Competition**

In addition, Ruskin did not believe in having any rigid rules. He paid special attention to each student’s ability and strength. Consequently, he was against the elements of competition and examination which were incorporated into the South Kensington System. In another talk to the students, Ruskin explained why Drawing class should be distinguished from the rest of the College classes in its management:

Referring to the examinations which are to be held on other subjects, [Ruskin] said that nothing of the kind could be attempted in his class; that any sort of competition in art-work was invariably pernicious, leading men to strive for effect instead of truth. It was impossible, moreover, for a teacher to be sure that in his own instructions he did not give an advantage to one student over another; he found it, he said, impossible to conquer the temptation to bestow most help on those whom he saw making the most use of what he taught them. This kind of premium was the only thing in the shape of a prize which could find its way into the Drawing Class. ("News," 1860a, p. 67; emphasis in original)

Some of those who made “the most use of what he taught them,” such as William Ward, George Allen, and J. P. Emslie, eventually became artists themselves and helped Ruskin in his publica-
This argument should be developed in the broader contexts of national art education with its goal to improve the design of British commodities to compete in the international market. When a parliamentary committee examined Maurice and Ruskin, there arose a lively discussion concerning the effects of competition between foreign and English workmen, as well as the relative positions of workmen in England and other countries. Based on his experience in the WMC, Ruskin answered the questions posed by the committee. To the question: “It is your conviction that we may look at this vast extension of trade and commerce and competition, altogether as an evil?” His answer went: “Not on the vast extension of trade, but on the vast extension of the struggle of man with man, instead of the principle of help of man by man.” And to the next question: “You did not intend to cast a slur upon the idea of competition?” Ruskin emphatically answered: “Yes, very distinctly. I intended not only to cast a slur, but to express my excessive horror of the principle of competition, in every way” (“Art instruction for the people,” 1860, p. 130). His abhorrence of the teaching of “practical art” was founded not only on aesthetic and educational motives but also on his criticism of national capitalistic intentions.

The entry for April 9th, 1860, of the minutes of meetings reads as follows:
A letter was read from Mr Edward J. Elliot offering to teach a class gratuitously on two evenings in the week the elements of Architecture & Civil Engineering—and also a letter from Mr Ruskin in reply to a letter from the secretary, stating that he thought if Mr Elliot [sic] consented to say nothing about design the offer should be accepted.
The Secretary was instructed to express the thanks of the Council to Mr. Elliot for the offer of his services and to state that there were so many points to be considered in introducing a new subject of study into the College that they were unable to return an immediate answer. (Minutes, emphasis in original)

Ruskin’s condition that Mr Elliot “say nothing about design” can be easily understood based on the premise of his criticism of practical art education. The College must have also inferred what Ruskin insinuated and the name of Mr Elliot never featured in the class schedules.

After the Working Men’s College

Drawing classes had thrived receiving Edward Burne-Jones, Ford Madox Brown, Val Prinsep, W. Cave Thomas, and Arthur Hughes as instructors. Nevertheless, fundamental changes had been taking place. Ruskin taught classes regularly until May 1858 and then intermittently until 1862. Eventually, Ruskin’s classes were taken over by Ward, Allen, and other former students “under the direction of John Ruskin, Esq. M.A. Oxon.” And yet, Ruskin continued his relationship with the College and gave several lectures there.

Probably the true end of his connection with the College came in the Fourth Term of the Sixteenth Year (from May 23rd to July 23rd, 1870) when the “Water colour, Ornament and Perspective Class” was to take place. In October 1871, the “Ornament and Architectural Drawing” class started and the class schedule in October 1877 has a notice stating that the College Art classes “will attend the Examinations of the Science and Art Department,” marking the WMC’s joining of the government scheme.
By then Ruskin had also started a new project involving art education. In 1869, he was elected as the first Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford, and in 1871 he opened the Ruskin School of Drawing (now the Ruskin School of Art) in Oxford. He strongly believed drawing should be an essential part of his university teaching because "practical skill" should go hand in hand with aesthetic theory.

Conclusion: “Drawing Changes Lives”

Stuart Macdonald (1970/2004) asserts that “[Ruskin’s] view had little influence upon the official courses in Schools of Art and public day schools” (p. 265), and Ray Haslam (2005) has admitted that “Ruskin’s contribution to the development of art education in Britain, especially to practical studies, has tended to become obscured” (p. 145). Nonetheless, Haslam emphasises the complexity and diffusion of his influence even in the contemporary art education (p.157). One example is the Big Draw (formally The Campaign for Drawing), which is a millennium offspring of Ruskin’s concept of art education. With the motto “Drawing Changes Lives,” they maintain that “[b]y developing this skill we gain a deeper understanding of our surroundings and learn a truly universal language” (http://thebigdraw.org/drawing-changes-lives). Here we can hear a clear echo of Ruskin’s belief that drawing enables us to look and understand our environment correctly. And also we can see another aspect of drawing; a tool to communicate with others and be a part of community. It offers yet further proof of how Ruskin’s influence has been diffusive.
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Abstract

In this paper I will discuss the “Open Form” theory advocated by the Polish architect, designer, and sculptor Oskar Hansen, and a theory based on Hansen’s ideas called “common space, private space,” which was developed by Grzegorz Kowalski, a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts, Warsaw. Kowalski’s studio, called Kowalnia, has produced many students that went on to successful international art careers. I will also discuss the design theory passed down by Kowalnia and other didactics.

Hansen’s innovative “Open Form” concept was opposed to much of the architecture that was prevalent at the beginning of 20th century. It was based on predetermined “closed forms,” and envisioned imaginary residents occupying a building. Hansen’s presented a new, unprecedented model, which focused on the needs and desires of individuals within groups based on “open forms” that incorporated people’s opinions and gradually changed according to various events and shifts. Recognizing that there is no such thing as an expert architect versed in all fields, the “Open Form” theory proposed that the essential guiding force behind architecture ought to be the active and organic involvement of its users. This theory was expanded beyond architecture, and applied to all aspects of art theory.

Keyword: Design theory, Open Form, Contemporary Art, Poland, Participation, Community

1) The Polish word for a blacksmith is kowal, and kowalnia means a smithy.
2) After the demise in 1959 of CIAM (the International Congresses of Modern Architecture), the conferences that stood at the forefront of modernist architecture, last actually convened in 1956. Team 10 emerged, consisting of young CIAM alumni. Hansen was one of the Polish members of Team 10, which engaged in mutual exchange and had a wide-ranging influence on young architects of the day. Kurokawa Kisho and Kikutake Kiyonori in Japan were also in line with these trends, presenting the manifesto Metabolism 1960: Proposals for a New Urbanism at the World Design Conference in 1960. “Metabolism” originally refers to an organic process, but at the time, against a backdrop of dramatic economic growth, cities were rapidly developing and there was a need to deal with their expansion, and Metabolism proposed doing so by applying the principles of organic life to large-scale urban planning that would underpin the future of society. Although the plans for a growing, metabolizing megalopolis were too huge to see realization, the significance and importance of the ideas continues to be recognized over half a century later, and are enjoying a reappraisal today. Hansen also proposed a grand urban plan that called for zoning the entirety of Poland, but this also was too radical to be put into practice. However, his thoughts and stances went on to influence many artists afterward, and interest in him and his partner Zofia Hansen is also enjoying a renaissance.
Introduction

In this paper I will discuss the “Open Form” theory advocated by the Polish architect, designer, and sculptor Oskar Hansen, and a theory based on Hansen’s ideas called “common space, private space,” which was developed by Grzegorz Kowalski, a professor at the Academy of Fine Arts, Warsaw. Kowalski’s studio, called Kowalnia, has produced many students that went on to successful international art careers. I will also discuss the design theory passed down by Kowalnia and other didactics.

The Didactics of Oskar Hansen

Oskar Nikolai Hansen was born in 1922 in Helsinki. His father was a Norwegian with Polish roots and his mother was Russian. He settled in Vilnius with his family in 1923. During the Second World War, Hansen was an active member of the underground Polish Home Army (AK). He moved to Poland in 1945 and started studying at Warsaw University’s Faculty of Architecture in Lublin. He got scholarship from French government and studied in Paris from 1948 to 1950. During his stay in Paris he worked at the studios of Fernand Leger and Pierre Jeanneret, cousin of Le Corbusier. He also met with outstanding artists, including Pablo Picasso. In 1949 he took part in the International Congress of Modern Architecture in Bergamo, where he criticized Le Corbusier for going commercial by designing textiles instead of cities. Then he received an invitation to the CIAM international summer school in London in the same year, and visited Henry Moor's studio. In 1950 Hansen returned to Warsaw and Jerzy Soltan, whom he met in Paris, asked him to be an assistant in the Faculty of Interior Design at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts (ASP). From 1952 he created his own curriculum as part of the Solids and Planes Studio (initially at the Faculty of Interior Design under Soltan), and from 1955 he did the same at the Faculty of Sculpture. In 1981 he succeeded the Interdepartmental Faculty of Integrated Fine Arts at the Warsaw ASP, and in 1983 he retired.

Hansen’s predecessor was Wojciech Jastrzebowski (1884-1963), who taught the Composition of Solids and Planes in the prewar academy. After the war he was the professor in the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, Faculty of Interior Design, and cofounder of the Institute of Industrial Design. Hansen and Jastrzebowski both taught a visual language which students could use. We can find many similarities in their didactics. For example, Hansen’s “Single-Profile-Composition” would have relation to Jastrzebowski’s “Single-Silhouette-Composition.” In one of Hansen’s late 1950’s practices, students were required to “compose any profile, for example earthenware, interior, terrain section or abstract.” In such way Hansen tried to encourage students to think more abstractly and creatively. For example, in the case of the apparatus for “Rhythms” the students created “see-through clearances,” framing the image of surroundings by shifting black-and-white slabs. Hansen wrote that “the keyboard device was easily operated, permitting the

---

a) The Polish word for a blacksmith is kowal, and kowalnia means a smithy.
b) Ibid. p.262.
student to emotionally create uni- and multisequential rhythms and their (photographically) the successive phase, facilitating more detailed problematization."

Hansen wrote his Open Form Manifesto in 1959 and presented “Open Form in Architecture” at the CIAM congress in Otterlo in the same year. According to him, Open Form is “a composition of spatial sub-text - it will become a multi-layered phenomenon, constantly alive” and “the conventions of the open composition will imply the activity defined (as) “passe-partout” to the changes taking place in space”. We can say that Open Form is a kind of philosophy and decide our attitude towards reality. In this context we would be able to find the similar idea of Constructivism which was realized by Polish avant-garde artists, Katarzyna Kobro and Władysław Strzemiński. Hansen’s Open Form applied their idea to society and tried to form its structure. Hansen always stressed the humanistic elements in the architecture.

Workshop of Grzegorz Kowalski

Among Hansen’s students was Grzegorz Kowalski (1942-) at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. Soon after graduating from the Academy in 1965, Kowalski began working there as an assistant to Hansen. He inherited a sculpture studio in the industrial design department from his predecessor, and in the 1980s also took over another sculpture studio in the sculpture department. Kowalski also carried on the legacy of his former professor’s “Open Form” concept, which led to his development of his own practices termed “Common Space, Private Space” (known by the acronym OWOW, for the Polish Obszar Wspólny, Obszar Własny). Kowalski implemented these practices at the studio of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw beginning in the mid-1980s. The students and the instructor were seen as having equal rights, and engaged in a communication process using not words but visual signals, gestures, and other nonverbal means. Each of the participants had a defined “private space” of his or her own, and also engaged with the “common space” shared by all. The course of the process was not determined in advance, but depended on the joint creativity of the participants, which all recognized and mutually supported while carrying out a process of alternating actions and reactions. This creative process was not directed towards some final goal, but rather a vibrant process of communication itself was emphasized. Participants also agreed in advance not to engage in destructive activities.

“Common Space, Private Space” was carried out for the first time during the semester

6) ibid. p.166.
9) Oskar Hansen, “Forma Otwarta”.
spanning 1981-82, in the industrial design department of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. In 1980, Poland had been swept by surging calls for democratization, sparked by large-scale demonstrations at the Gdańsk shipyards and centered around Lech Wałęsa and the organizing of the independent self-governing trade union Solidarity, but the following year, 1981, Jaruzelski became the prime minister and concurrently First Secretary of the Communist party, and declared martial law throughout Poland on December 13 of that year. Tensions were at a boiling point. As university classes were suspended along with the declaration of martial law, the implementation of “Common Space, Private Space” actually went into practice when classes recommenced in early 1982. The studio functioned as a kind of refuge, isolated from the hostile outside world of political tensions and suppression of free expression, and in Kowalski’s words, “We integrated in the atelier against the unpleasant reality of the martial law. Its character was that of a meeting of underground activists, slightly catacombish.” In the process of interacting together and ascertaining their positions with respect to one another, the participants learned to keep their egos in check and adopt an attitude of humility. They arrived at the realization that for creativity to work, it must have a receptive audience. An unpredictable creative process is made possible by the presence of the other, who answers actions with reactions, whether these signify acceptance or rejection—the presence of an audience that responds to or transforms these actions.

Artur Żmijewski (1966-) studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw from 1990 through 1995, and participated in the activities at Kowalski’s studio (known as Kowalnia) beginning in his second year, while Pawel Althamer (1967) was at the Academy from 1988 to 1993, and began jointly exhibiting works with colleagues from Kowalnia starting in 1991. The “Common Space, Private Space” practice at Kowalnia was highly significant, exerting a major influence on the work of many artists who participated. This was dramatically manifested at the first W Samym Centrum Uwagi / At the Very Centre of Attention exhibition, held from November to December 2005 at the Center for Contemporary Art, Warsaw. It was the first in a series of eight exhibitions held from November 2005 through July 2006, focusing attention on the work of artists who debuted from 1989 onward in Poland, and aiming to explore the current state of Polish art. Three artists who were alumni of Kowalnia, in other words who had studied under Kowalski at the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw, were selected: Żmijewski, Katarzyna Kozyra (born 1965), and Althamer. Kozyra presented a video installation entitled Punishment and Crime, while Althamer and Żmijewski served as curators, inviting fellow former Kowalski students who had been at the Academy between 1988 and 1996 to the Center for Contemporary Art, where they replicated the group practice of “Common Space, Private Space” as they had done at Kowalski’s studio, in the exhibition [s]election.pl. Kowalski himself was also invited to organize the exhibition Common Space, Private Space: The Kowalski Studio 1989-1994, which featured extensive photographic, film, and other documentation of the OWOW activities at

12) Sienkiewicz, ibid. p. 80.
13) Both [s]election.pl and Common Space, Private Space: The Kowalski Studio 1989-1994 were part of the first exhibition of the series, At the Very Centre of Attention, W samym centrum uwagi, CZĘŚĆ 1, Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej na Zamku Ujazdowskim w Warszawie, 3/11 - 18/12/2005.
Artur Zmijewski and Pawel Althamer

For the [s]election.pl exhibition, it was not Kowalski but Althamer and Żmijewski who drew up the framework of activities. These activities, which in the past were carried out in the sealed-off, sheltered, and virtually cocoon-like context of the Academy of Fine Arts studio, were here presented at a public venue and viewable by general audiences, in other words revealed to broader society. The chain of non-verbal communication that unfolded at the Center for Contemporary Art gradually took on a more chaotic air. Each of the artists invited by Althamer and Żmijewski to participate in [s]election.pl, all Kowalnia alumni, were in turn free to invite any guests they wanted, and the result was what Żmijewski called “cataclysm” or “the raw ingredients of reality”\(^{14}\). For example, invitees included kindergarten children, gymnasium students, sex workers from an escort agency hired by Jacek Markiewicz (born 1964), and female students from a beauty school. In particular the kindergarteners were indifferent to the rules of the game, and became purveyors of pure destruction, with the other participants then turning destructive as well. Faced with the destruction of the delicate chain of actions and reactions based on the activities formerly performed in the studio, many of the participants decided to withdraw from [s]election.pl, Kowalski himself among them. As described earlier, one of the important, fundamental rules of Kowalski’s “Common Space, Private Space” was the prohibition of destructiveness. This was seen as a crucial prerequisite for mindfully maintaining the flow of the communication process. However, Żmijewski believed that if we prohibit destruction, we will be unable to learn about it. He stated that “We repress anger and aggression but obviously they always come back, this time as demons”\(^{15}\), a point that Kowalski acknowledged to some extent, saying of Żmijewski’s endeavor, “You did touch upon the highly important question of taming aggression, the natural urge for destruction and generally on suppressing evil”\(^{16}\).

At the eleventh “Common Space, Private Space” (2006-2007), all participants had to make film documentation. This made participants into observers and they began to act being aware of the camera. In 2008 the new faculty of media art and stage design had created and Kowalski opened his atelier there.

Conclusion

Influenced by Hansen’s “Open Form,” the experimental practice of “Common Space, Private Space” that developed at Kowalski’s studio in the Academy of Fine Arts was reconnected to society and revitalized as social design theory through the incorporation of elements of the

\(^{14}\) Sienkiewicz, op. cit., p.114.

\(^{15}\) Sienkiewicz, loc. cit.

\(^{16}\) Sienkiewicz, ibid., p.116.
real world based on the new ideas introduced by Żmijewski. This new framework was carried on thereafter. For example, at the “Creating Through Collaboration: Space. Body. Camera” summer master workshops programme for artists held at the Center for Contemporary Art, Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw in summer 2014, in the first half Kowalski conducted a workshop in the studio, during which participants engaged in nonverbal communication in a space being filmed by a camera, making full use of intuition and imagination, using physical improvisation, and carrying on a chain of action and reaction using visual language. Half of the attendees were Polish and the others from abroad, and the program included a theoretical section, in the form of an evening lecture series in which theorists such as art historians and anthropologists discussed and debated primarily in English. The participants stayed communally in a dormitory provided next to the studio, cooking together, dining, talking, and inspiring one another. During the second half, Żmijewski took on the role of leader, and participants were asked to carry out actions similar to those of the first half, but in public places. These included large shopping centers like IKEA, subway stations, underground passageways, theaters, museums, cemeteries and churches, with the meanings and experiential qualities of the actions varying depending on the location. Here, as well, Żmijewski incorporated elements of reality into the workshop, investigating whether the practice of OWOW remained valid when taken out of the sheltered confines of a laboratory-like environment and pursued in the public sphere. Then engage various activities in society using visual communication based on Open Form theory by Oskar Hansen.
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Abstract

Graphic design history, a relatively new academic discipline, needs to reposition its current narrative, which emphasizes formal properties, as future graphic designers are required to understand complex social relations. A new approach blending the social aspects of craft into graphic design education will contribute to shaping the thinking of future design practitioners around a social need. Craft rooted in social interaction has positioned the philosophy of modern craft as a democratic and political activity. This includes William Morris's ideas on social reform and his espousal of crafts as a response to the disorder of the Industrial Revolution. Also, the vernacular, one of the elements in the history of craft referred to by Paul Greenhalgh (1997), could provide another alternative narrative in graphic design history survey courses. Unfortunately, the tie between craft and design has nearly dissolved since design separated from craft in the later nineteenth century (Greenhalgh, 1997). Likewise, the content of survey courses, including Meggs's History of Graphic Design, reflects how the concept of graphic design is more loosely tied to craft than it is to fine arts. But, the growing awareness of social design—which has the primary objective of design positively impacting society—implies a need for adding a new perspective to graphic design history survey courses that cultivate ideas about designers'social motivation in practice. In this respect, by adopting aspects of craft emphasizing social value, the narrative of graphic design history would provide design students with the opportunity to consider the influence of designed artifacts on the human condition and society.
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Introduction

Unlike art history, graphic design history has been recognized as an academic field for only three decades, which implies that narrative methods of graphic design history still need to be developed (Clark & Brody, 2009; Dhillon, 2012; Margolin, 2015). Although graphic design shares a vocabulary with the history of art, which uses a developed language and methodologies, designed artifacts should not be limited to being analyzed in only visual terms like fine art pieces. Partially, this is because of the characteristics of graphic design, which is focused on communication, requiring design theory and practice to be aware of a context where complicated social and political situations are involved. This suggests that the history of graphic design surveys needs to understand not only the form of a designed artifact but also the meaning of it in or to society (Aynsley, 1987).

Examining the narratives in survey texts about graphic design history for use in design classrooms would provide an opportunity to understand the past, present, and future of both the visual communication design discipline and practice (Conway, 1987; Huppatz & Lees-Maffei, 2013). The canonization of graphic design works found in the narrative structure indicates what attributes people in the graphic design field should consider for the future. For example, if the graphic canon puts special stress on the aesthetic quality of the piece, design students might be more likely to give weight to the stylistic value of their design works. The attempt to examine the narratives in graphic design survey texts involves challenges due to the ambiguous scope of graphic design because of its loose tie to materials, which makes it unlike other art and design fields (Aynsley, 1987). Technological progress is followed by changes in the social context that continue creating or reshaping both physical artifacts and intangible artifacts (Dhillon, 2012). In the realm of contemporary visual communication, the vast majority of communications are not physical print communications anymore, making way for new intangible digital media such as interaction design that mainly rests on the human perspective in context in order to improve human well-being. The new technological changes suggest the need for alternative narratives to foster social visions that create meaningful values, which would be commonly shared in a community. Authors of graphic design history narratives should help future design theorists and professionals better understand the social roles of graphic design in the world.

In this sense, the craft vision for a better society could align with today’s design narratives that attempt to address the social needs of the broader population including minorities. Craft rooted in social interaction has positioned the philosophy of modern craft as a democratic and political activity, reflecting William Morris’ ideas on social reform espousing the crafts as an answer to the disorder of the Industrial Revolution in the nineteenth century (Cooke, 2007). The new interdisciplinary approach blending the social model of craft into graphic design history education will contribute to shaping the thinking of future design practitioners toward social need.

Jung Hyun Kim
The scope and perspectives of graphic design narratives

Since the term graphic design was first introduced by American book and type designer, W.A. Dwiggins, many authors of graphic design history publications have tried to clarify its uncertain boundaries (Dwiggins, 1999; Livingston, 2003). One of the pioneering publications about the field of graphic design history was written by Philip Meggs in 1983 (Meggs, 1983). The so-called “Bible” of graphic design history, Meggs’s History of Graphic Design, has played a role as a main reference in visual communication design education (Meggs & Purvis, 2016). According to Margolin (2002), it is known for being the first design history to gain notoriety and be used as a text in design history classes. Meggs’s history is now considered important in that it significantly helps to define the graphic design discipline as well as serving as a principal reference for teaching. Both roles imply its strong impacts on forming future designers’ values and attitudes.

Philip Meggs’s scope of description moves from prehistoric times to the current information age, with more than half of the book covering the twentieth century in terms of its aesthetic movements. Meggs and Purvis (2016) advocated the “farsighted view” to define the scope of the subject of graphic design in the survey (Margolin, 2002, p.191). This view stresses human communication that drives the nature of graphic design. This approach extends the narrative comprehensively, incorporating human interactions since prehistoric times. Meggs’ farsighted view, however, is more inclined to describe how the visual formation of artifacts is located in technological change and mechanical progress than how it is rooted in human interactions (Margolin, 2002). In the article “Narrative problems of graphic design history,” Victor Margolin (2002) argues that the conflation of graphic design history under the “farsighted view” entails the discontinuity between today’s design practice and prehistoric communicative actions, because current graphic design professions did not directly grow out of cave wall paintings or early writings on stones (p.191).

The “short-sighted view,” on the contrary, supports the idea of graphic design as a new activity that has existed since the outset of the industrial revolution (Margolin, 2002, p.191). The approach describes graphic design as a professional practice, as in Richard Hollis’s Graphic Design: A Concise History (Barnard, 2005; Hollis, 2002; Margolin, 2002). The description of graphic design as a profession involves the institutionalization of a canon adhering to high standards of quality, which could cause the exclusion of some graphic design practitioners (Margolin, 2002). This brings controversies surrounding the position of the vernacular artifacts made by nonprofessionals in graphic design history (Margolin, 2002).

Even though vernacularism is a visual communication method that is sometimes employed by professional designers, only a few graphic design narratives delve into the beneficial connection between design and the vernacular (Margolin, 2002). For example, Tibor Kalman, an influential graphic designer during the mid 1980s is well known for his vernacular design based on his sense of localism, which was mainly generated by the general public, and not much by professional designers. However, in graphic design narratives, examples of the connection between design and the vernacular mostly resort to demonstrating vernacular design as a part of stylistic expression related to the nostalgic retro look. This needs to changed, because ver-
nacular expression by ordinary people has become common in new media that engages participatory culture (Howard, 2008). It suggests that a shift positioning vernacular creativity in graphic design narratives is necessary in the current design context, which will require an understanding of collaborative social interaction among users (Burgess, 2006).

According to Drucker (2009), Meggs's approach towards artifacts is dominantly form-oriented and distinguished from the perspectives of other graphic design historians, including Richard Hollis whose survey focuses on narratives of the local cultures and social context rather than on aesthetics. In recent years, more surveys have adopted the narrative structure emphasizing design activities and context rather than an object's description. Likewise, some surveys comment on the designer's obligation to offer the public visual communication messages that help them understand social conditions and attitudes (Drucker & McVarish, 2013).

Contrary to this idea, many surveys still focus on the visual aspects of graphic artifacts, along with their expressivity and aesthetic principles. This analytical approach can diminish graphic design's human communicative activities. Considering the fast-changing stylistic trends of graphic design, the current iconic design objects can be quickly transformed into antiquated and useless things. In other words, the canon built on the aesthetic principles would contain less worthy objects only a few months later. This suggests that a graphic design narrative that focuses on visual trends could be overwhelmed by the proliferation of low-valued objects, which lack timeless value applicable to the design process. This possible scenario suggests that more design survey texts may need to adopt a narrative inviting social interactions as meaningful criteria for determining successful graphic design. Understanding today's design culture and practice requires considering the social environment and having empathy for human actions (In Resnick, 2016). The narratives should lead to the questions of how graphic artifacts contribute to the establishment of communities of knowledge and its social implications and values.

The crafts' social vision as an additional narrative in graphic design surveys

The historical craft vision for a better society could be seen as tightly aligned with impulses evident in certain strands of contemporary design practice to address the social and environmental needs of a broader population, including minorities (Margolin & Margolin, 2002). Specifically, the British Arts and Crafts movement of the late nineteenth century and in particular the ideology of William Morris, are good examples of craft's social visions. Morris espoused craft as social reform, "against the social, moral, and artistic confusion of the Industrial Revolution" in the nineteenth century (Meggs & Purvis, 2016, p.187). Since the Industrial Revolution between 1760 and 1830, technical improvements caused the abrupt transition “from the medieval to the state of the applied art” (Pevsner, 1991, p.43). Morris's counteractions from the Great Exhibition of 1851 that displayed machinery artifacts with poor aesthetic quality entailed the revival of handicrafts, along with the corresponding values embodied in medieval society and craft. The distinctive feature of Morris's protest was his deep understanding of the social implication of craft and his social duty as not an artist but a craftsman-designer (Pevsner, 1991). Instead of taking the side of “the philosophy of Art for Art's sake,” Morris's decision to take the craftsman-
designer side stressed the crafts’ function to reveal a social message rather than an artistic expression (Pevsner, 1991, p.152). The restoration of decorative honesty by Morris represented the social concern related to his ideal of making a better society. Likewise, examining such notions of the social and moral implications of craft could help design students reflect on how graphic design objects might operate within a society.

The moral value of crafts, the essence of “the well-being of society,” echoes the honesty of materials used in graphic design artifacts, which becomes essential in sustainable design for positive social impact (Greenhalgh, 1997, p.33). Morris’s statement, “I don’t want art for a few, any more than education for a few, or freedom for a few” reflects not only the avant-garde aspect of the Arts and Crafts movement that rejected middle-class taste, but also the communicative aspect that involves a broader inclusion of more diverse social groups (Pevsner, 1991, p.22). Unfortunately, it was ironic that the emphasis on handcrafts revealed that universal access to objects by all users was still limited. Delicate handcraft items of high quality were too expensive for people who were not in the middle class. However, Morris’s core vision of enhancing the quality of life for a better society still resonates with socially focused strands in today’s graphic design philosophies. Morris was strongly concerned with the relationship between the maker and the user, highlighting how the makers’ intent involves a product’s “morality in terms of the feelings of those who produced it and of those who use it” (Stansky, 1985, p.33). This relationship pushes past old boundaries of graphic design to include all people as well as aligns with the designer’s relationship with clients or consumers. A very responsible graphic designer, as a message maker and an agent of social change, could share the belief of the Arts and Crafts movement that considered “the shoddiness of everyday objects” as “a moral failing” (Drucker & McVarish, 2012, p.152).

Regardless of their scope, almost all graphic design narratives include The Arts and Crafts movement as a means to introduce its enormous influence on publication design. But, the description of its heritage, the craft ideal, shared among many societies and communities that united for the common good in the late 1880s and 1890s is found in a neglected state in many narratives. For example, in Meggs’s survey the section about the Century Guild, which was founded by Arthur H. Mackmurdo and strongly inspired by William Morris with the aim of preserving craft authenticity, concentrates on the search for a new design aesthetic and typographic achievements, excluding the part explaining the influence of social and political values in the Century Guild. Similarly, descriptions of graphic design’s relationship with crafts’ social value in movements such as Art Nouveau, the German Jugendstil movement, the Vienna Secession, etc. are largely neglected.

A survey that does not connect crafts with their social value may interfere with a reader’s comprehensive view and understanding of the underlying philosophy of historical movements. Therefore, it is important to discuss how societies and communities pursuing the rhetoric of the Arts and Crafts movement achieved and eventually diluted the social value and philosophy of craft. Providing the context of how the ideas of social reform motivated members in societies and communities would help future designers understand how design practice can accomplish new visions of society.

A design historian, Paul Greenhalgh (1997) described the three elements of crafts as the
politics of works, the vernacular, and decorative arts. According to Greenhalgh (1997), thinkers and makers, who were motivated by the social and moral values of the Arts and Crafts movement, brought these elements together in the late nineteenth century. Above all, William Morris was a central pioneer, who accomplished the politics of works by carrying out a social vision that encompassed the political ideal of the centrality of human rights (Greenhalgh, 1997).

In addition, the vernacular, one of the elements of crafts referred to by Greenhalgh (1997) in the history of craft, could provide another alternative narrative in the graphic design history survey that is also connected to the social model of craft. The vernacular means the particular regional culture in which a locality is collectively produced. Vernacularism has been considered a cultural phenomenon since the Gothic revivalists in the early nineteenth century rejected urbanism's encroachment on authentic virtues (Greenhalgh, 1997). The phenomenon was symbolically significant to William Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement, given Morris's attempts to guard "the rural and handmade aspects of craft production" (Greenhalgh, 1997). Later, the vernacular was welcomed among anti-modernist groups, who wanted to preserve heritage. It was denounced by Modernists, and by the 1970s, in the postmodern age, the vernacular was utilized to extend a design potential. (Greenhalgh, 1997; Margolin, 2002).

As mentioned earlier, vernacularism tends to be undervalued in graphic design narratives. In terms of the vernacular, Meggs's survey demonstrates vernacular design as a part of stylistic expression:

The term vernacular design refers to artistic and technical expression broadly characteristic of a locale or historical period; it closely relates to retro design. Vernacular design is the paraphrasing of earlier commonplace graphic forms, such as baseball cards, matchbook covers, and unskilled commercial illustrations and printing from past decades (Meggs & Purvis, 2016, p.506).

However, highlighting only the formal element of vernacularism in a text survey can prevent design practitioners from perceiving the vernacular as an interactive design process. What is also missing from Meggs's survey is the growing phenomenon of "vernacular expressions," that is, the participatory action in today's media culture (Gürsimsek, 2016, p.331). Ironically, this democratic phenomenon, led by the ordinary media audience, is associated with Meggs's premise of graphic design as visual communication, which is strongly tied to the social connection inherent to craft. Survey courses should embrace critical discussion of diverse vernacular design that ranges from its historical formation and progress to the social interaction encouraged by new media. As seen with Tibor Kalman, who considered himself a social activist trying to achieve good design based on social responsibility to the surrounding culture, the concept of the vernacular might offer new insights into designers' works that lead to more minority groups getting involved in graphic design (Heller, 1999).

Interestingly, the decorative arts, the last element of crafts defined by Greenhalgh (1997), involves the disenfranchised status of crafts in art history. Unlike paintings and sculptures, the functionality and practicality of crafts have given them unstable ground in the hierarchy of fine arts, since the Second World War (Shubert, 1993). Due to the rise of Romanticism, the creative thoughts formed by cognitive activity, which once were seen as an inseparable part of creative
practice, began to be separated from physical activity (Greenhalgh, 1997). Since then, the “way of seeing things” in the realm of fine arts has become superior to the “way of doing things” in crafts (Greenhalgh, 1997, p.41).

Likewise, the content of surveys reflects how the concept of graphic design is more loosely tied to craft than it is to fine arts. For example, Meggs prioritizes not graphic design’s relationship with craft but with art, emphasizing the stylistic progress of fine arts such as the influence of modern art styles like cubism, futurism, dada, surrealism, and photography. In addition, Meggs gives less weight to the heritage of The Arts and Crafts movement than to the entire chapter about the influence of modern art. The fact that the greatest portion of the book is about the modern and contemporary periods after the end of World War I could account for Meggs’s emphasis on the relationship between graphic design and fine arts. Undoubtedly, assessing formalism or aesthetic properties in design practice is important because of such assessments’ strong influence on boosting sales in the market. However, today a “social model” of design practice that calls for designers’ responsible actions keeps emerging as opposed to the “market model” that caused unbridled capitalism (Margolin & Margolin, 2002, p.25). Accordingly, Meggs’s narrative should propose design’s common ground with craft, which is associated with social needs that could later help shape social agendas in graphic design practice.

Conclusion

Rooting craft in social interaction has positioned modern craft as a democratic and political activity (Cooke, 2007). Likewise, designers’ notions of social reform can position them as active agents to pursue the wellbeing of society. Two of the elements of crafts proposed by Greenhalgh (1997) —the politics of works and the vernacular—can benefit the design field by offering a lens to question social and political contexts critically. The growing awareness of social design—which has the primary objective of design positively impacting society—expands design studio classes gradually from the commercial practice-based model to a social cause-based model (In Resnick, 2016; Margolin & Margolin, 2002). This shift in the class model that cultivates citizen designers who have moral and social responsibility implies a need for adding a new perspective to the graphic design history survey that cultivates ideas about fulfillment of designers’ social motivation in practice (Heller & Vienne, 2003). In this regard, the new approach blending the social aspects of craft into graphic design education will contribute to shaping the thinking of future design practitioners toward a social need. A possible pathway is to focus on the social value and philosophy of craft in the graphic design history narrative, which can become an alternative approach that contributes to envisioning design for social needs.
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Abstract

Design education in India in a broad sense started in the mid-nineteenth century at three art schools in Madras, Calcutta, and Bombay. Another school was founded in Lahore in 1875. Although established during the colonial period, these schools are important for the history of art and design education in India and Asia also. The Madras School of Art was started in 1850 by Alexander Hunter. With the opening of the industrial section, it renamed the Madras School of Art and Industry. In 1852, it became the Government School of Industrial Arts. The Calcutta school was established in 1854 as the School of Industrial Art by the Society for the Promotion of Industrial Art. The South Kensington School of London supported it and selected Henry Hover Locke for the post of the first principal of the Calcutta school. It was renamed the Government School of Art in 1864, as the Government Schools of Design in Britain had started to be renamed Schools of Art since 1853. Locke stressed on imparting art education along the lines of South Kensington where academic naturalism became predominant. Earnest Binfield Havell served the Madras school as superintendent from 1884, and moved to the Calcutta school in 1896. He put emphasis on the Indian style of art instead. Havell also studied at the South Kensington School, but less academic and more familiar to the Arts and Crafts. The other historical art school is Sir J. J. School of Art founded in Bombay. Although histories of the Government Schools of Design were written in Britain, schools established in India were rarely included. By including these Indian schools in this history, we can get a broader view of the history of design education in the nineteenth century.
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Introduction

While Asia has its own unique traditions and a long history of art, the idea of art education came from Europe in the mid-nineteenth century; from Britain to India and from Spain to the Philippines. Although art education was introduced almost simultaneously in both regions, several art schools in succession were founded in India, while only a few academies or schools of art were founded in the Philippines in the early nineteenth century.

From the mid-nineteenth century, art schools supported by the British Government were founded in major Indian cities such as Madras (Chennai), Calcutta (Kolkata), Bombay (Mumbai), and Lahore (Pakistan’s Punjab region) focused on industrial arts. Some of these schools were renamed “school of arts” and renamed again as “school of arts and crafts”, which was one of the reasons nineteenth century art education history in India is unique and important in global design education history.

These changes in India were related to similar changes in art education in Britain in the nineteenth century. The first Government School of Design was founded in London in 1837, renamed the Central Training School of Art in 1853, the Normal Training School of Art in 1857, and the National Art Training School in 1863. In 1896, it was reformed and renamed the Royal College of Art, with the Central School of Arts and Crafts being founded by the London Country Council in December of the same year.

Although European academic art education mainly based on life drawing was introduced in most art schools in India, some British teachers sought to develop art education methods based on traditional Indian art and industrial arts. Unlike the British art schools established in major Indian cities, some other art schools founded by the Maharajas (Indian princes) attempted to cultivate local art traditions. This study compares the histories of the four major Indian art schools in Madras, Calcutta, Bombay, and Lahore (Pakistan since 1947). By comparing them with a few important schools and institutes in the former British Commonwealth (former territories of the British Empire), the historical significance of Indian art and design education in the nineteenth century is enumerated.

In this paper, we will focus on not only educational content but also the name of schools and their gradual changes. Although the name expresses contents as well as organization, few publications in art and design history are fully paying attention to the change of their names by sometimes using newer ones to describe the history of the preceding period.

Madras (Chennai)

On May 01, 1850, the Madras School of Art was established by Alexander Hunter (1816-n.d.), Resident Surgeon of the Madras Presidency, as a private art school. Although a Scottish portrait painter, James Wales (1747-1795) had initiated training a few students at Shaniwarwada in Pune in 1792 at the request of Peshwa Sawai Madhavrao (1774-1795), this came to its end within a few years due to the death of both James Wales and Sawai Madhavrao in 1795 (Macquarie Archive). Therefore, this was the first art school founded in India and one of the first in Asia.
Born and raised near Edinburgh, Hunter had been a pupil of the Royal Scottish Academy and a draughtsman in the dissecting room of the Edinburgh Infirmary. He was also a pupil at the Life Academies and Schools of Design and Modelling in Edinburgh and Paris (Dewan, 2002). Although he was undergoing more important training to become a surgeon, his studies at these academies and schools indicate that training in different specializations such as art, technology, and medicine were more interrelated in the early nineteenth century. On completing his studies in Edinburgh in 1837, his father secured for him a medical appointment in India.

The Government School of Design was founded in London in 1837. When the Madras School of Art opened an industrial arts section after its foundation, the term “design” was added to the school’s name. The development of the first art schools in India was closely associated with the Government School of Design in Britain. While undertaking his medical duties in India, Hunter began experimenting with pottery production and was also interested in developing local resources into local industries. The local techniques he learned were developed into a pottery production program in the industrial arts section of the Madras School of Art.

The name of the art school was altered several times. On the inauguration of the industrial arts section in June 1851, it was amended from the Madras School of Art to the Madras School of Art and Industry. In 1852, after being taken over by the government, it was renamed the Government School of Industrial Arts and has since been referred to also as the Industrial School of Arts, the Madras School of Art and Design, and the Madras School of Arts and Crafts. In the twentieth century, the name changed again to the Government School of Arts and Crafts, Madras, to the Government College of Arts and Crafts, and to the Government College of Fine Arts, Chennai, at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

In 1865, Robert Chisholm (1840–1915), the British architect pioneering the Indo-Saracen style in Madras, was appointed head of the Madras School of Industrial Arts. After Hunter’s retirement in 1873, Chisholm became superintendent of the school. After his retirement in 1884, Ernest Binfield Havell (1861–1934) became superintendent. Havell began his career in South Kensington and studied at the National Art Training School, where his interest in Indian crafts developed. Although the Government School of Design had been renamed the
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Central or Normal Training School of Art and then the National Art Training School and was progressing toward academic naturalism, an interest in decorative arts and crafts was also developing in Britain and Europe in the 1880s. Havell was twenty-three when he became superintendent and, during his decade long tenure, he started developing art education based on Indian rather than western models.

After Havell’s departure from Madras in 1896, William Snelling Hadaway (1872-1941) became superintendent in 1907, and continued Havell’s focus on more traditional Indian art. Hadaway had studied at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts. He specialized in book illustration, jewelry, and metal design. In the 1870s, the influence of British art education was also spreading in the US, especially in Massachusetts, where Walter Smith (1836-1886), also a South Kensington school graduate, became professor of art education and Massachusetts State director of art education (Smith, 1872). Smith had been an industrial arts education pioneer and had disparaged academic naturalist art education; however, in the early 1880s, when academic art education was becoming cherished again and the influence of William Morris (1834-1896) was also gaining ground, he faced increasing criticism. Both Havell and Hadaway belonged to this new generation of the Arts and Crafts movement proponents. Morris was a pioneer of both the Aesthetic Movement and the Arts and Crafts Movement. Both Britain and India were shifting from industrial arts education to art education and/or arts and crafts education in the late nineteenth century.

Calcutta (Kolkata)

The Government College of Art & Craft in Kolkata is one of the oldest art schools in India. It was founded at Garanhata, Chitpur as the School of Industrial Art on August 16, 1854, as a private art school. In 1864, it was renamed the Government School of Art, and in 1951 it became the Government College of Art & Craft.
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by Shri Jogesh Chandra Bagal. In the introductory chapter, Chandra Bagal discussed the origins of the Mechanics Institute, Calcutta.

The institution in its origin had a distinct character of its own. But the movement for its start may be traced much earlier than when it first came to the light of day. The Mechanics Institute or Institution was founded in Calcutta on the 26th of February, 1839 to provide for young men, preferably of the Eurasian brand, training in mechanical arts. (...) The prominent Europeans and Indians formed a committee of management for the institution. (...) The institution began with promise but could not carry on long for want of public support. We hear nothing of it in the late forties. (Bagal, 1964)

The first mechanics’ institute was founded in Scotland in 1821 as the School of Arts of Edinburgh, with a second being established in Glasgow in November 1823. The first mechanics’ institute in England was the Mechanics’ Institute of Liverpool founded in July 1823, with a further institute being founded in London in December the same year. In Canada, the Montreal Mechanics’ Institute was founded in 1828, and the York Mechanics’ Institute was founded in Toronto in 1830. In Australia, the first mechanics’ institute was established in Hobart in 1827, with the Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts opening in 1833. While the mechanics’ institutes in the UK, the USA, Australia, and Canada are partly kept as libraries or recorded in documents, those in India were not well-documented.

Although the names of the first mechanics’ institute in the world, the School of Arts of Edinburgh and one of the first mechanics’ institutes in Australia, the Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts, were similar to those of art schools in the nineteenth century, there was a clear difference between the two in the west. Mechanics’ institutes were intended as educational establishments for primarily adult education in technical subjects for working men; therefore, in the nineteenth century, schools of arts in the west were referred to as schools of mechanical arts rather than schools of fine arts. The School of Arts of Edinburgh later became a large public university, Heriot-Watt University, which does not have a department of art or design. The Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts still teaches some programs comprising public lectures and courses and has a lending library and other activities based on its adult education mission;
however, there are no major art or design courses.

As Chandra Bagal wrote, there was also no clear distinction in India between the fine arts and crafts and the fine arts and mechanical arts. The term “industrial arts” was used in the names of most major art schools founded in India in the nineteenth century. Before the foundation of the Calcutta school, there was a Mechanics Institute or Institution in Calcutta founded in February 1839 for providing mechanical arts training for young men. As the Mechanics’ Institutes were educational establishments originally founded to provide adult education to working men in mainly technical subjects, they were often funded by local industrialists as they would ultimately benefit from having more knowledgeable and skilled employees. While similar organizations were sometimes simply called Institutes, none were art schools. However, when Alexander Hunter established the Madras School of Art, the institutes and art schools were partly interrelated or similar until the mid-nineteenth century.

The committee for the Society for the Promotion of Industrial Art wrote to Richard Redgrave (1804-1888), superintendent of the National Art Training School (former Government School of Design) in London early in 1864 requesting for the selection a suitable candidate for appointment as principal for the School of Industrial Art. For this, Redgrave selected Henry Hover Locke (n.d.-1885). In June 1864, Locke reached Calcutta and took charge of the school, which subsequently came under the control and supervision of the Director of Public Instruction. After this, the status of the committee changed to a mere advisory or consultative body (Bagal, 1964). In Calcutta, Locke stressed the imparting of art education along the lines of the South Kensington school in London (Ghosh, 2015). He remained principal of the Government School of Art until 1882.

After Locke’s death in 1885, the post of vice-principal was created, to which an Italian artist, Olinto Ghilardi (1848-1930) was appointed. Ghilardi was the mentor of Abanindranath Tagore (1871-1951), who studied at the Government School of Art in Calcutta. E. B. Havell was then appointed superintendent of the Government School of Art, Calcutta, commencing his post a day after his arrival in Calcutta on the 5th of July 1896. Havell was principal of the Government School of Art, Calcutta from 1896 to 1905, where he developed a style of art and art education based on Indian rather than western models along with Abanindranath Tagore, a..
nephew of the poet Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) who was going to establish Visva Bharati, today’s Visva Bharati University, in Santiniketan, West Bengal.

Bombay (Mumbai)

In Bombay, or Mumbai, the School of Art and Industry or the Sir J. J. School of Art and Industry was founded on March 02, 1857 by a Parsi-Indian merchant and philanthropist, Sir Jamsetjee Jeejebhoy (1783-1859), who was impressed by the quality of the craftworks at the Great Exhibition held in Hyde Park, London, in 1851. He decided that there needed to be a school for art and industry in Bombay to train Indian craftsmen. The school started with elementary drawing and design classes at the Elphinstone Institute, but its main purpose was to provide instructions in painting, drawing and design, ornamental pottery, metal, and wood-carving and turning. Complicated machinery was indispensable and training was provided by master craftsmen who could manufacture artistic craft products and preserve the traditional skills and techniques of Indian crafts (Sir J. J. School of Art, The Glorious 150 Years of Sir J. J. School of Art, Mumbai). The School of Art and Industry operated as an experimental school during the lifetime of Sir Jamsetjee Jeejebhoy (Sir J. J. School of Art, Story of Sir J. J. School of Art, Bombay).

A journalist and art critic, Joseph Archer Crowe (1825-1896) was offered the post of overseeing the Bombay School of Art and Industry. After studying painting in Paris, Crowe returned to London in 1843 and started his career in journalism while pursuing a parallel career in art history. He worked for the Daily News and was Paris correspondent from 1849 to 1852. During this time, he was also appointed editor of the Bombay Gazette and Bombay Standard and the Illustrated London News sent Crowe to cover the war in India (c. 1855-56). Although he was selected and trained in England to be appointed as the first superintendent of the school and relocated to Bombay in 1857, the role did not materialize. In July 1857, an expert painter and engraver, George Wilkins Terry (n.d.-n.d.), was appointed as the school’s first drawing master and he started taking full time classes in 1860. He became so popular that the school was called “Terry’s school.” As the number of students increased, the need for an assistant became apparent.

In 1865, Terry visited London to search for expert teachers for the school and found John Lockwood Kipling (1837-1911), John Griffiths (1837-1918), and Michael John Higgins (n.d.-n.d.). In the UK, the Department of Science and Art was established, and, in 1853, the Government School of Design was renamed the Central Training School of Art and then, in 1865, as the National Art Training School. By this time, it was focusing on teacher-training to supply art masters to the department’s network of art schools at home and abroad. In 1866, the London school moved from Mar-
lborough House to South Kensington and, in 1864, Henry Hover Locke was sent from South Kensington to Calcutta. In the following year, Kipling, a specialist in architectural sculpture, Griffiths, a specialist in mural painting, and Higgins, a specialist in ornamental ironwork, were all sent to Bombay. In Bombay, Kipling's son, Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was born in December 1865. William Terry retired in 1877 and, three years after his retirement, John Griffiths was appointed superintendent in 1880.

As Deepali Dewan pointed out, one of the central contradictions in colonial art education curriculum was the co-existence of mandatory naturalistic drawing classes and training in traditional Indian art (Dewan, 2002). However, naturalistic drawing lesson was very popular in these major cities in India, especially at Sir J. J. School in Bombay. In 1877, the number of student in its drawing school was 111, while that in both architectural and decorative departments was only nine. The departments of pottery, wood engraving, metalwork, etc., were separated and fine art became a more important central objective of the school. The name of the school became Sir J. J. School of Art (Story of Sir J. J. School of Art, Bombay). Draftsman's class was attached to Sir J. J. School of Art in 1896 and reorganized as a course to make it suitable for training in architecture in 1913. It became Sir J. J. College of Architecture. Sir J. J. Institute of Applied Art started operations in the buildings of Sir J. J. School of Art in 1935.

Lahore

In 1875, the Mayo School of Industrial Arts, named in honor of the recently assassinated British Viceroy of India Lord Mayo, and the Lahore Museum were founded in Lahore, Punjab. John Lockwood Kipling, who had been teaching in Bombay, was made the first curator of the Lahore Museum and the first principal of the Mayo School of Industrial Arts. The Mayo School of Industrial Arts was restructured as the National College of Arts, Pakistan, in 1958.

By May 1873, Kipling had decided to apply for the post of principal at a new school of art in Lahore. Kipling had married Alice MacDonald (1837-1910) in 1865 and moved with his wife to India, where he had been appointed as a professor of architectural sculpture at the J. J. School of Art and Industry in Bombay.

Alice was the elder sister of Georgiana MacDonald, who had married Edward Burne-Jones, a painter and best friend of William Morris. Although it was 1887-88 when the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society was organized and the exhibition and movement formally commenced, Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Co. had been established since 1861; therefore, the Arts and Crafts Movement had essentially started in London without its future movement's
Unlike Henry Hover Locke or Walter Smith, Kipling, who had studied at a few art and design schools in the early years of the South Kensington system, was a proponent of fine arts and crafts as well as design. In 1866, a younger sister of his wife, Agnes MacDonald, married Edward Poynter, another painter, who served as principal of the National Art Training School from 1875 to 1881 and president of the Royal Academy of Arts at the end of the nineteenth century. Kipling was an advocate of both the academic and anti-academic schools of art. As a specialist in architectural sculpture, he taught sculpture, architecture, drawing, and design in Lahore, a historical, traditional city in Punjab, until 1893.

Some other art schools in Nineteenth-century India

There were also some other art schools established in nineteenth-century India. Aided by Thomas Holbein Hendley (1847-1917), the Jaipur School of Art was established by Maharaja Ram Singh II (1835-1880) in 1866. Unlike the three British government schools of art in Madras, Calcutta, and Bombay, where the main focus was drawing, a western skill, the Jaipur School of Art was established to promote more local technical and industrial arts (Tillotson, 2006).

According to Giles Tillotson, the Jaipur durbar felt that the art schools of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay focused too much on drawing, which they considered a western skill. Although they endeavored to promote more local industrial arts, they also received support from a European surgeon, Dr de Fabeck (n.d.-n.d.), who was a Rajasthani art enthusiast and who also agreed to direct the Maharaja School of Art in Jaipur.

Valentine Cameron Prinsep (1838-1904), who had been born in Calcutta and was a painter and friend of Burne-Jones and Edward Poynter, visited the school in Jaipur in 1877. He was impressed by the mechanical skills and handiwork rather than the students’ drawing abilities (Tillotson, 2006). Unlike the three government schools of art, there have been few historical studies on the local or Maharaja schools even though there are some other important art schools in various cities across India.

Conclusion

In 1961, based on a report by Charles and Ray Eames, the National Institute of Design, one of the first design research and educational institutes in India, was founded in Ahmedabad by the Indian government. However, design education in India in a broad sense started in the mid-nineteenth century at the three art schools founded in Madras, Calcutta, and Bombay, with a further school being founded in Lahore in 1875. These schools were also the first art schools or industrial art schools in Asia. Although they were established during the colonial period and basically managed by the British government, they were very important to the development of art and design education in India and Asia.

While the Madras School and Calcutta school moved to traditional art, the Bombay school taught mainly western art. Although many teachers who came from Britain were graduates of the South Kensington school, their ideas about art and design changed over the genera-
tions from industrial arts to fine arts in the 1860s-70s and from fine arts to the arts and crafts in the 1880s-90s.

The history of art and design education in India is closely related to that of Britain. While the history of art education in British has long been studied, the study of the history of art education in India is only now developing. However, to more deeply analyze the history of art and design education in the nineteenth century, comparative studies from major English-speaking countries are necessary. Through a comparison of the histories from UK, US, Canadian, Australian, New Zealander, Indian, and South African art and design education, we can understand the global, intercultural and interdisciplinary development of each country’s art and design education.
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Abstract
Kazumasa Ogawa learned photography with his eyes fixed on the West, getting to know the latest photographic techniques and making the acquaintance of Japanese students of influential status while he was in the United States. William Burton describes Ogawa’s life as a “Young Japan” who found his way of living by learning the Western technology. The Photographic Society of Japan also developed by interacting the West and it mainly consisted of foreigners and Japanese members of the upper class. They shared photographic knowledge and works regardless of nationality or profession. Western culture was recommended to the aristocracy as something to be learned, as members were expected to be good role models for others. Therefore, the Photographic Society emphasized the nobility of photography in order to promote it. In May 1893, it held the Exhibition of Foreign Photographs, the first exhibition of photographs from other countries, demonstrating the latest technology and the artistic nature of photographs. The exhibition was requested by a British photographic association, which stimulated pride in photography in Japan. Photography appealed to both the upper class and other classes in Japan, demonstrating that enlightenment had spread throughout the country’s classes.
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Introduction

Japan aggressively adopted Western culture in the 19th century, when the Meiji Government (明治政府) took over political administration from the Edo Shogunate (江戸幕府). This presentation is going to focus on the photographer Kazumasa Ogawa (小川一真, 1860-1929) and his association with the Photographic Society of Japan (日本写真会) to discuss how Western culture was introduced and practiced through the creation of connections.

Photography as a Key to Connecting with the West

The first photo studio in Japan was opened in Yokohama in 1859 by an American merchant, Orrin Erastus Freeman (1830-66), and he trained the first Japanese photographer (Benett, 2006, p. 58). Later, Japanese photographers also started to have disciples, but it was not until Ogawa went to the United States that the Japanese started to go abroad to learn the skill.

Ogawa encountered photography when he was fourteen. His English teacher, Kennon, showed Ogawa his camera and lent him A History and Handbook of Photography (1876), by Gaston Tissandier (1843-99), an English textbook (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 30-31). Ogawa encountered photography through a Westerner instead of learning it from Japanese photographers, and he started to learn it in English. Learning photography may have been an experience of the Western world for him, so when he decided to study photography to become an expert, he valued his acquisition of English.

After his graduation, Ogawa opened his own photo studio in Tomioka, a thriving silk-spinning city thanks to a famous factory, the Tomioka Silk Mill. Although his photographs cost 75 sen a piece, which was quite expensive for the factory workers, who earned about 2 yen (200 sen) a month, they were unusual enough to make good souvenirs. Ogawa had enough money after two years to be able to afford a dark box, which cost 150 yen. He also won a prize at the second Domestic Industrial Exposition in 1888 (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 32-36). It can be said that he could make a living without considering the West.

However, after three years of running his studio, he closed it and went to Tsukiji Daigakko (築地大学校), a mission school that mainly taught English. While he brushed up on his English, he made the acquaintance of other photographers and heard about photography in the West (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 38-40). Confident in his English and with his dreams about Western photography, he went to Yokohama and worked as an interpreter. Finally, in 1882, he got an opportunity to petition Captain Philip H. Cooper (1844-1912) to hire him as a sailor on the USS Swatara, with the aim of working in photo studios in America (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 47-48).

He worked at a photo studio run by Ernst F. Ritz and G. H. Hasting and learned photography while earning $3.50 a week (Ozawa, 1994, p. 51). However, he could not earn enough money for lessons or equipment. Asakuma Futami (二見朝隈, 1852-1908) learned of Ogawa’s situation and hired him for his photo company, Choyosha (朝陽社). There, Ogawa introduced the latest techniques he learned in the States, such as the quick shooter, in the magazine Shashin Shimpo (写真新報) (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 54-57). It is likely that this experience formed one
of his ways of introducing and connecting the latest Western technology to Japan. In fact, he revived *Shashin Shimpo* after the bankruptcy of Choyosha, which was caused by embezzlement by an employee and brought about a financial crisis during Ogawa’s study in the States (Ozawa, 1994, p. 57).

It was Shinsuke Mihara (三原親輔, year of birth and death unknown) who saved Ogawa from his financial troubles. He introduced Ogawa to Hiroitsu Sakakibara (榊原浩逸, year of birth and death unknown), and Sakakibara asked his former feudal lord, Nagamoto Okabe (岡部長職, 1855-1925), to support Ogawa. Okabe was willing to help Ogawa and sent money with an encouraging message (Ozawa, 1994, pp. 55-61).

In this way, thanks to all the support from friends and people he met there, Ogawa rapidly acquired the latest photographic skills, despite his difficult financial circumstances. He learned not only the latest photographic techniques but also made connections with other Japanese students who were studying abroad. In this period, most of those students were publicly funded. The costs were refunded or entered into the services of the officials after their return home (The Educational Department, 1972, p. 231). Briefly, those who studied abroad with public funds were candidates for future official posts. In fact, Okabe worked as an Administrative Vice-Minister of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Consequently, connecting with them influenced Ogawa’s social status and photography in Japan. What he acquired from the foreign experience became an essential foundation for his activities promoting photography in Japan.

**The Enlightenment Perspective in Ogawa’s Story**

William K. Burton (1856-99) was a professor at Imperial University whose *Modern Photography* has gone through seven editions. He was a good friend of Ogawa and published an article about him in a British magazine, *The Practical Photographer* (Checkland, 2002, p. 183). “A Japanese Photographer: The Difficulties That Had to Be Overcome in Former Times in the Land of the Rising Sun” told the story of a young boy whose father was a retainer of Lord of Castle Oshi but who lost membership of his ‘proud military class’ after the Meiji Restoration, which reformed the previous federal systems. The period is which young Ogawa was to find his way of life comprised “the years when a great portion of ‘Young Japan’ was first turning eager eyes to the West, and was looking to adopt Western civilization” (Burton, 1913, p. 63). Burton appears to describe Ogawa as an impoverished aristocrat who found his way into Western technology and enhanced his social influence, considering him representative of the “Young Japan.”

It is worth focusing on how Burton refers to Kuichi Uchida (内田九一, 1844-75), who was a famous photographer of the time. Burton explains how Uchida sold his expensive photographs and photographic goods with detailed prices and how he made it difficult to learn photography through his high lecture fees and his secretiveness about his skills. He comments on Uchida’s business strategy that he “must have made considerable hay whilst the sun of those times shone.” “The sun of those times shone” is the time before Ogawa’s “Young Japan” came to the fore. In contrast to the Ogawa of “Young Japan,” Uchida is one of “‘The Difficulties That Had to Be Overcome in Former Times in the Land of the Rising Sun.”

Burton mentions that Uchida was “the oldest photographer in the country, who had
learned it in the very old times from a Dutchman” (Burton, 1913, p. 63). He repeats the term “old” and conveys that Uchida’s photographic technique was acquired in “very old times” and from the Dutch. By contrast, Burton notes that Ogawa learned the skill through “a book on photography in the English language.” Burton gives the impression that the old skills from the Dutch were outdated and expensive, that new technology was coming through the English language, and that “Young Japan” achieved great success by it. The success of Ogawa came from a Western creation and from using things from Britain, such as the English language and Burton, who was from Britain. It would made the reader of the magazine feel that Britain “enlightened” Japan, in the OED’s sense of the word: “To supply with intellectual light” and “To inform, remove (one’s) ignorance of something” (OED, 1989, pp. 265-66). Uchida kept Japanese photographers in “ignorance,” but Ogawa was supplied with Western photography, the “intellectual light,” by British or American photographers rather than old Dutch or old Japanese photographers.

The Establishment of the Photographic Society of Japan

This enlightenment partly contributed to the setting up of the first association of photography in Japan, the Photographic Society of Japan, established in 1889. The founder of the group was Charles Dickinson West (1847-1908) who was a professor at Tokyo Imperial University and a co-worker of Burton. According to the annual meeting report of 1890, the aims of the society were to “foster the interest of Amateur Photographers” (The Photographic Society of Japan, 1890, p. 2) and to “arouse greater interest amongst professional photographers, in the Scientific and the Artistic aspects of their work than they have, as a body, seemed to show in this country, as yet; — not by any means to the neglect of their Commercial interests” (The Photographic Society of Japan, 1890, p. 3). The latter citation indicates that some people in Japan were afraid of the negative effect of sharing photographic knowledge and information on “Commercial interests.” It recalls Uchida in the Burton article, depicted as someone who kept his techniques secret so that customers had to pay quite a high price to learn them. In short, the society had as its goal to break the old system of photography in Japan.

The annual reports of the society were written in both Japanese and English. In the first revived volume of Shashin Shimpo, edited by Ogawa, West mentioned that “those kind of associations prosper actively anywhere in Europe. Therefore, I believe there are significances to have the group” (Okatsuka, 2014, p. 481). Making photographic groups like those of Western countries meant following the Western way of boosting photography. There were 65 members of the society in the first year, 33 of whom were foreign nationals; the group retained its internationalism over the years [Fig. 1]. The president of the group was Viscount Takeaki Enomoto (榎本武揚, 1836-1908), who had the highest social ranking of the membership. There were four vice presidents: Hiromoto Watanabe (渡辺洪基, 1848-1901), the first chancellor of Imperial
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University; Dairoku Kikuchi (菊池大麓, 1855-1917), a professor at Imperial University; Okabe, who was a close friend of Ogawa; and William Sturgis Bigelow (1850-1926), a doctor and researcher into Japanese art and Buddhism. Although Burton was a secretary and West, one of the founders, was just a committee member, since they worked at the same university as Watanabe and Kikuchi, both had a strong influence on photography. According to the membership list, members had a variety of professions, such as photographer, merchant, captain, post officer, hotel owner, prefectural agent, and worker at a water service.

As for the Japanese members, Ogawa deployed his energies in activities that included demonstrating photographic methods or reporting on the activities of the associations in his magazine. Tokichi Asanuma (浅沼藤吉, 1852-1929), a merchant who had been dealing in photographic equipment from early times and had made a fortune, joined the association. Seibei Kajima (鹿嶋清兵衛, 1866-1924), a son of a business magnate, was also an important member. Burton wrote an article about him and described him as “the most enthusiastic amateur that it has been my privilege to meet anywhere” (Checkland, 2002, p. 184). His article was published in The Photographic Times on August 17, 1894.

While foreign members were varied in occupation, Japanese members were limited because of the high annual subscription of 2 yen and the high price of the photographic equipment. Consequently, a large number of them were of the upper class, who could afford the expense. Many of them had foreign experience, because there were Imperial instructions for them to be good roles models for the lower classes by positively absorbing Western culture (Ogawa-bara, 2006, p. 103). Learning Western culture was an obligation and for a good cause, and so the Photographic Society offered them the opportunity to learn it and to fulfil their duty. Foreign members of the association were welcomed by the influential classes, and it was an important task for the members of the association to promote photography to those classes.

The Exhibition of Foreign Photographs

The Photographic Society of Japan held meetings and introduced new photographic technologies and products. They also went on shoots and held demonstrations. Among their activities, one of the most notable events was the Exhibition of Foreign Photographs in 1893. This was the first exhibition of photos from foreign countries: 296 pictures from the London Camera Club and other photos from the United States and China were displayed in the old building No. 5, the building constructed for the National Industrial Expo. The fifth exhibition of the Meiji Association of Art (明治美術会) was held at the same time. Shun Uchibayashi points out that the Photographic Society of Japan decided on the site, expecting Prince Taruhito Arisugawa (有栖川宮熾仁親王, 1835-95) to visit the exhibition because he was the president of the art society and there was a possibility of his coming for the award ceremony (Uchibayashi, 2015, pp. 95-6). In fact, Tokyo Asahi News reported that Empress Shoken (昭憲皇后, 1849-1914) visited the exhibition (“Kougou Heika Ueno Gyokei,” 1893). Ogawa had taken photos of her; the funeral of her husband, the Emperor Meiji (明治天皇, 1852-1912); and her son the Emperor Taisho (大正天皇, 1879-1926). It is possible that the exhibition enabled Ogawa to get closer to the royal families. The visit of the Imperial family would have been persuasive for the upper class to take
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reported that the exhibition had two great achievements. One was to demonstrate the advances in photography outside Japan. In particular, works that were printed with bromide papers surprised the audience, for the Japanese had mainly used albumenized papers up to then. Ogawa recalls that he had previously thought that a bromide print was “dazzling and beautiful because it develops all in black, but it also made it less sublime and attractive because its colour is what is called cold colour” (Ogawa, 1893, pp. 49-50). However, when he saw works on bromide paper, he realized that “it has far wider range of colour variation” (Ogawa, 1893, p. 50) than he had imagined. He concluded that “the works from Britain are great models from the aspect of design and techniques” (Ogawa, 1893, p. 49). This suggests that the exhibition validated the technology’s capacity for expression and that Britain was the leader to follow.

The other great achievement of the exhibition was that it displayed “great models” of “design,” demonstrating the high artistic quality of photography. Shashin Shimpo commented that the photographs “drew attention to artistic point and raised artistic thought among photographers. Therefore, it is the best way to see these pictures in modern Japan where technology is developing” (Ogawa, 1893, p. 49). The exhibition sowed the seeds of artistic photography.

The Exhibition of Foreign Photographs brought Kajima to the fore; he was inspired by it to create a new photographic group in 1893, named the Greater Japan Photography Critique Society (大日本写真品評会) (Bennett, 2006, p. 238). All members of the Kazoku (華族), the Japanese nobility, became honorary members. Besides big names in Japanese photography, such as Kimbei Kusakabe (日下部 金兵衛, 1841-1934), many members of the Photographic Society of Japan, such as Asanuma, Burton, and Okabe, joined the group. Akiko Okatsuka suggests that some of the honorary members became a part of Kakokai (華光会), a photographic club for Kazoku that was founded later (Okatsuka, 2014, pp. 484-85). In this way, the Exhibition of Foreign Photographs influenced the way photographers saw pictures.

Kakokai published a coterie magazine called Hana no Kage (華影), which had a column, “Inga Hyo” (印画評), meaning “Reviews of Printings.” The reviewers were Ogawa and Seiki Kuroda (黒田 清輝, 1866-1924), an oil painter and a professor at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts. Atsushi Tanaka indicates that Kuroda treated photographs like paintings, as expressive works in which the photographer had calculated its composition, shading, and printing. In fact, Kuroda knew little about photography, but his perspective on nature was considered a sound principle for taking pictures (Tanaka, 2014, pp. 469-70). In this way, photography in Japan gradually came closer to the fine arts and deepened their relationship, especially after the exhibition. Ogawa was the first photographer to be elected as an official artist of the Imperial Household, alongside Kuroda who was the Imperial Household oil painter.

The Request from the London Camera Club

As seen above, the Exhibition of Foreign Photographs had a strong influence in many ways, but what is notable here is that the event was held because of a request from the London Camera Club. According to the annual record, the fact of the matter is that the Photographic Society
of Japan paid for all the transport, the venue, and the frames, and that the Japanese society lent the pictures to be exhibited. Its financial burden was so heavy that some members were concerned about a lack of funding, but they decided to charge an entrance fee and use group funds to make up for the shortfall ("Shashin Tenrankai," 1893, pp. 4-6). Shashin Shimpo often cited articles from British magazines about their latest techniques, productions, events, and associations. In addition, the most frequent writer of the magazine, who introduced the latest knowledge, was Burton. Consequently, it is possible that many readers of the magazine, that is, people who were interested in photography, had an image of Britain as being at the cutting edge of photography. Because the most advanced country had then decided that Japan should present its prized works, this show of confidence in the photography of Japan was worth bearing the economic liability.

Shashin Shimpo argued that the exhibition was held “to allow the wider public to see photography and to commit to advancing it.” It was another way of demonstrating to the public that “one could enjoy [photography’s] sublimeness” besides through publications ("Shashin Tenrankai," 1893, p. 4). Receipt of the request from Britain could offer powerful support for the claim that photography would connect the world, and it suited the needs of Japan, which wanted elegant models to follow. The exhibition was intended to preach the “sublimeness” of photography to the “public” while also aiming to enhance the perception of photography in Japan. Briefly, it appealed to both the upper class and other classes. Although the entrance fee limited the base of audience, it still played an important part in introducing a Western culture that was enjoyed mainly by the upper class, but also by the masses, since everyone could enter once they paid the fee.

Conclusion

Ogawa learned photography with his eyes turned to the West. He acquired the latest techniques and networked with Japanese students of influential status in America, and it provided the foundation for him to be a powerful photographer and to promote photography. Burton describes him as a boy who had lost his power as a result of the ending of the old system but who started to rise along with Western technology. He presents Ogawa as the symbol of the “Young Japan” rather than of the “New Japan,” which implies that Japan should be taught by adults. In other words, Burton’s article is a story of enlightenment from the West. The Photographic Society of Japan provides a good example of this enlightenment. It was the point of connection between foreigners and Japanese who were interested in photography. Most of the Japanese members belonged to the upper classes, and they were encouraged to learn Western culture. The Exhibition of Foreign Photographs is notable as an event of enlightenment. Displaying the latest photographs from outside of Japan demonstrated the potential of the new technology and the artistic nature of photography. It stimulated the pride of Japanese photographers and enabled them to exhibit photography to all classes. Enlightenment spread as the connection between different nationalities and social classes was made.

The Photographic Society of Japan and Photographic Enlightenment from the West
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Abstract

Sugiura Kohei, a leading Japanese graphic designer, describes in his book, *Nihon no Katachi, Asia no Katachi*, his experience of overlapping a decorative pattern he saw at a temple of Tibet Buddhism in Bhutan with a picture of a kite he was looking at in a catalogue. He has been interested in the multilayered symbolism found in the Asian countries, and has introduced to the Japanese audience the Asian traditional culture through innovative exhibitions and exhibition catalogues.

At the same time, Sugiura has been active in India since 1981. He was first invited to the Industrial Design Centre (IDC), Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) in Mumbai under the aegis of UNESCO’s Development Programme as a Visual Communications expert to advise on design pedagogy. He delivered lectures and workshops in 1981 and 1983. Kirti Trivedi, a design tutor at IIT visited Sugiura in Japan as a UNESCO Fellow in 1981 and returned to Mumbai with plans to further the Visual Communications Programme.

More than three decades on, Trivedi and Sugiura continue to collaborate, forming a pan-Asian creative alliance. Both designers reflect on their own traditional art forms and produce a narrative of similarities, of deep-rooted and established historic links that formulate an ‘Asian’ present. The paper explores this contemporary pan-Asianism in action based upon the two local traditional design cultures globally connected.
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Introduction

Sugiura Kohei, a renowned graphic designer born in 1932, describes in his book, *Nihon no Katakchi, Asia no Katakchi* (Japanese Forms, Asian Forms, 1994), his experience of overlapping a decorative pattern he saw at a temple of Tibet Buddhism in Bhutan with a picture of a kite he was looking at in a catalogue. It was a shocking discovery to him to find such similarity in them beyond geographical borders (Sugiura: 1994, 194). Since then, he has been even more interested in the multilayered symbolism found in the Asian countries, and has introduced to the Japanese audience the Asian traditional culture through various media including innovative exhibitions.

This paper focuses on how Sugiura nurtured his enthusiasm for Asian design, and how he has understood and made sense of the characteristics of Asian design. Also, he has built practical relations with Asia through his educational activities, in particular with Kirti Trivedi in India since the 1980s to the present day. Trivedi and Sugiura’s collaboration highlights a long-term shared commitment to develop design thinking that is distinctly Asian. The spirit of pan-Asianism within artistic and design production, as well as education has a long tradition dating back to the early twentieth century. The underpinning political agendas, however, have changed over time, reflecting Asia’s relationship with the West. The paper argues that their collaboration can be viewed as a step to deconstruct the past pan-Asianism represented by Kakuzo Okakura, to de-centralise the discussion of Japan’s ‘oriental orientalism’ and ‘self orientalism’ in the post-war period, and to find a way of understanding Asia as synchronous as well as diachronic accumulation of transnational and translocal cultures.

Asian Awakening at Ulm School of Design

Sugiura is notable in that while most contemporary Japanese leaders in most of the fields including academics and artists looked to either Europe or America for models rather than looking into Asia itself, he was quite early in realizing its significance. But he also looked to Europe once. In fact, the beginning of his awakening to Asia was his experience of design education at then the most innovative centre of modern design education, the Ulm School of Design in West Germany, from 1964 to 1967. He was naturally astonished to learn all the brand-new approaches to discuss design, such as cybernetics, semantics and information theory, as he felt the rest of the world was living almost 10 to 20 years behind Ulm School in design theories and education.

But this did not lead him simply to admire and blindly follow the European movement. There he was faced with a very different logic. To him, everything in Germany had to be answered in either a yes or no, and there was no possibility of in-betweenness. He was puzzled as he believed that things cannot be so clearly divided as the Western patterns of argument forced him to. During his stay in Germany he even got the nickname, ‘PERHAPS’, because people thought he always avoided seeing things in either black or white. Avoiding clear-cut logical decisions came from his belief that ‘it is the easiest thing to say either yes or no, as life is much
deeper’ (Sugiura, 2010: 256-259). And this made him reconsider the contemporary society in which the Western ways of logical thinking prevailed. He talked on the Western-Asian differences endlessly with some other designers from Asian countries also studying there. This was his very first material relationship built upon Asian-ness.

Having deeply felt the fundamental difference between Europe and Asia at the Ulm School, he returned to Japan. He soon began to expand his practical relations with Asia, through receiving students from India and Korea. They were students of trainee designers he had made very good friends with at the Ulm School where they had studied and discussed ideas together.

His next definite move was to travel across Asia. He visited India for the first time in 1972, and was completely taken away with the richness of its visual culture. Significantly, he has always been conscious that by going to India he would deepen the understanding of Japan as well as India. He began energetically producing books and holding exhibitions on the pan-Asian design history based on his experience and research. For example, he published *Asian Cosmos and Mandala*, in the 1980s and also organized an exhibition with the same title (Sugiura, 1982). The exhibition’s main significance was to reunite the esoteric Buddhist teachings born in India, and now surviving in Tibetan cultural spheres and Japan after one thousand years. Here he began his journey of inquiry from India’s ‘Gusharon (abhidharma Storehouse Treatise)’, his goal was Mt. Fuji in Japan, and the road of the journey was the geographical process of idealization of Mount Meru (considered in Buddhism as the mountain located at the centre of the world) prevalent in Asia. The exhibition was composed of two parts: Cosmos and Mandala [Fig.1]. Cosmos represented the vertical image of Asian space, and Mandala represented the horizontal image, and where the two axes meet, the whole three-dimensional image of the Asian space was to emerge. From here, Sugiura deductively explains why the Japanese have an almost religious feeling towards Mt. Fuji: the idea of Asian Cosmos has partly flown into the Japanese mentality via China, Thailand and other Asian countries over time, and has formed this deep-rooted feeling towards the highest mountain in the country.

Asia as the World of ‘Multiple Subjects’ and ‘Anonymity’

One of his significant findings about Asia is that he regards it as the world of ‘multiple subjects’. In the Western discourse, the subject is decisive and grammatically secures its place at the beginning of the sentence. However, in Japanese this is not so and he feels that when he talks about something he is not just simply referring to ‘I’ as the only subject, but to everything in the world.
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vaguely connected with himself, even including numerous things that had existed before him in the past (Sugiura, 2010, 268). The idea that everything links and forms a network, and that every knot of the network is the subject, and such networks overlaps with one another... This is the opposite way of understanding the world where always ‘I’ stands out like in the Western countries. Since its re-opening to the world in the Meiji Era, Japan has imported this ‘I’-centered system as a part of modernization and rationalization, but Sugiura has come to criticize it as the ‘destructive Westernism’ (Sugiura, 2010, 269).

Another concept that characterizes Sugiura’s view on Asia is ‘anonymity’. Most of the forms or representations seen in the visual material are created by anonymous people. Great forms and decorations attached to festival cars, for example, are the mixture of people’s pious prayers and their belief in life. All the anonymous shapes and representations are being used in the traditional things and ceremonial goods for centuries. Here, Sugiura asks ‘why’ anonymity has never bothered Asia as far as decorative motifs are concerned. He has come up with one possible reason that, ‘these forms have been made by the anonymous people from the past to the present, who lived and died and reincarnate anonymously. The forms have been created by the hands of all these people, and by their hearts’. And another possible reason is that ‘these forms are not the fine art objects simply for decoration. These consist of people’s prayers for peaceful lives and rich harvests, and therefore these forms have spirits’ (Sugiura, 1994: 154). All the motifs lead to the representation of natural power of living creatures: the tree of life, the arabesque, the swirling motifs, etc. These forms are ‘beyond individuality’ and ‘beyond self’ (ibid). This, like the idea of ‘multiple subjects’, is opposite to the Western idea of individual expressiveness or originality in visual culture.

Sugiura’s idea of Asia with ‘multiple subjects’ and ‘anonymity’ rejects any fixed centralization in Asia. That is why neither oriental-orientalism nor self-orientalism applies to his ideas. And it has led him to be open to the diversity of Asian design, which he has experienced in India at first hand.

Sugiura and India

Sugiura’s fascination and interest in Asian culture and design is evident in his collaboration with Kirti Trivedi, Professor of Design at the Industrial Design Centre, India Institute of Technology (IIT) in Mumbai, India. This collaboration took seed in 1981 when Sugiura was invited to form part of an expert consultation team at IIT facilitated by UNESCO and funded by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The objective of this UN project was ‘to improve the quality of industrial design through the improved training of designers’ (Industrial Design Centre, India Institute of Technology (IIT), 1985: 2). This could be achieved by ‘strengthening on-going courses’ and by ‘expanding and diversifying the existing training courses of the Industrial Design Centre, to meet and enable it to meet the industrial design needs of both public and private sectors’ (ibid). The existing curriculum had focused on industrial production and communication. The expansion of the curriculum involved the inclusion of specialist design training such as furniture and leather goods design, as well as visual communication (ibid). Providing consultancy services and staff training were two of the main implementation
strategies, both of which Sugiura contributed to. IDC had been established in 1968 by the Indian Government's Ministry of Education. Its purpose was to enable the study of environmental design problems in industrial production and communication. The need to expand training facilities in industrial design and visual communication was subsequently identified in the late-1970s. This expansion was seen as a crucial aspect of industrial development by UNESCO and UNDP.

The ideology underpinning this development linked Indian tradition with technical modernity and Sugiura was identified as one of the eighteen experts to be invited to provide consultancy on this project. Sugiura's work echoed this projected ideological position in the mission statement. Since the 1960s, he was concerned with traditional forms of design from Japan, China and India, adapted for modern forms of visual communication (books, magazines, posters). He visited IDC in 1981 and 1983, delivered lectures on 'Process of Development in Drawing' and 'Unique Examples of Japanese Picture Books for Children', which were accompanied by displays of Japanese children's books. He conducted a seminar 'Designing for Children', workshops on publishing for children and one on 'Paper as a Microcosmos', which also included a demonstration of origami (ibid, 29). These activities with IDC staff and students highlight his contribution to Visual Communication at the institution during these years, which has left a legacy in design thinking. His distinct emphasis on Japanese design introduced his Indian design audience to considering non-Western practices of visual communication. Similar to Sugiura, IIT's senior academic and founder of IDC Sudhakar Nadkarni studied at the Ulm School between 1962-66. Ulm philosophy had formed the basis for education in the early days at the IDC, but this changed in the early 1980s when design research and pedagogy at the Institute increasingly looked to Indian forms and design traditions for inspiration.

Between March and December 1981, Trivedi undertook the UNESCO Fellowship under the mentorship of Sugiura. He visited his Design office in Tokyo, as well as museums, art galleries and universities. He also visited Hong Kong and Seoul on this trip and observed Product Design and Design Education in the two cities. The Fellowship resulted in one key recommendation: that the curriculum at IDC provide a 'complete design approach' and 'disciplines of Environmental Design, as well as inputs in Cultural Anthropology, Bio-Sciences, Management and Behavioural Sciences should be added' (ibid, 54). This step towards diversifying the curriculum from Product Design highlights Trivedi's input in the development of design pedagogy in India, formulated through site visits and his collaboration with Sugiura. The UNESCO/UNDP development project's outcomes included changes in curriculum, commencement of research projects in design solutions, launching publications, employing new staff, forging industry links and purchasing technological resources. All of these were formulated through links with national and international experts in design. Responding to Indian design problems by considering Indian design traditions and modern technologies did form the design ethos at IDC during these years. Examples of research and pedagogic projects during the early 1980s include: studies of Indian product design tradition; the Devanagari typeface design and development of a bicycle for rural transportation. The shared ideology and approach to design, however, linked Trivedi and Sugiura beyond the UNESCO project. It was during these years of collaboration that each studied design through the lens of cultural practices and histories – both
their own and the other’s. While the purpose of this collaboration for Trivedi was primarily driven by the agendas set by IDC’s stakeholders: the funder, the Indian Government and the academy, these meetings would formulate the idea of ‘Asian’ design for him. Sugiura had a profound influence on Trivedi’s thinking on Asian design: its shared philosophies, visual symbolism and design forms.

Sugiura and Trivedi’s collaboration in recent years shows a maturing of their shared interest in Asian design. Trivedi planned and organized the exhibition *The Way of Asian Design* for the Singapore Design Festival 2007 [Fig. 2]. Singapore, for Sugiura is a ‘multinational city state’, a melting pot of Asian culture: Chinese, Indian, Malay, Islamic, Indian and western, and was the appropriate location for this exhibition, which showcased his books and magazines (Trivedi, 2015: 23). The philosophy he cites in relation to this body of work ‘two in one, one in two’ alludes to Yin and Yang’s polarized opposites and their unification (ibid). It is this philosophy, he argues, is where Asian cultures overlap. He sees the form of the book as a medium that can draw upon this principle, formulating a distinct, non-western form of design. Similarly, Trivedi sees concept-driven Asian design as the future of modern design, particularly, in the digital sphere, ‘revitalizing it and giving it a much needed depth’ (Trivedi, 2007: 171). He adds that in the western design tradition, the object evolves from an exploration of the physical, the material possibilities and its function. Whereas in the eastern tradition, this is driven by ideas and form is given to a concept (ibid). Trivedi hosted another exhibition of Sugiura’s work at the Tao Art Gallery in Mumbai in 2015 titled *Kohei Sugiura: Graphic Design Methodology and Philosophy*, highlighting Sugiura’s return to India and long-standing relationship with Trivedi.

**Collaboration: Institutionalizing Asian Art and Design**

The collaboration between the designers has impacted on thinking in design pedagogy in recent years. Sugiura established the Research Institute of Asian Design at Kobe Design University, Japan. The institute ‘aims to rediscover vital formative arts in Asia, where rich and traditional cultures, which are different from Western culture, are still rooted in daily life, and to establish “Asian Design” based on its unique usage’. They maintain that ‘(T)hrough research on such projects as “Asian headgear,” “Asian plants and trees,” “Asian spirals” as well as the already launched study on “Asian floats,” we will reaffirm the values and meaning of the vast number of formative arts embraced by Asian cultures to use them in modern art’ (Kobe Design University, 2007).
University Research Institute of Asian Design). Supported by Sugiura’s enthusiasm on the subject it has held a number of significant events and published the outcome of the discussions that took place there, covering as wide a topic as Asian symbols (birds and snakes), Asian festival cars, the tree of life symbols, Asian traditional ceremonies, architectural columns in Asian culture and crowns in Asia.

In India, Trivedi introduced modules such as Indian Design Tradition and Indian Thoughts and Traditions to the IDC curriculum and helped establish the Centre for Asian Art & Design at the School of Art, Design and Media at the Nanyang Technological University in Singapore in 2011. He calls for a rethink of design education, where a ‘preoccupation with physical and the superficial; and the structured, curriculum-based, fragmented teaching...are just too constraining for any real learning and understanding to occur’ (ibid, 177). He proclaims:

A New School of Asian Design in required: a place where one would learn by living with the Masters and the Monks, the Philosophers and the Practitioners, the Planners and the Programmers. It will be a community where the ancient wisdom and the future possibilities will co-exist, in an atmosphere of creative excellence (ibid).

This vision of a new design school shows its rootedness in an identity that, for Trivedi, in the 1980s was Indian (in his quest for a suitable Indian design education) but has translated to one that is pan-Asian. This expansion of a meta-geography shows an ongoing search for new ways of teaching design.

Grasping Pan-Asian Visual Culture in Four Dimensions

Sugiura’s interest in Asian tradition and design should be read within the context of Japan’s longstanding relationship with Asia (particularly, India) and the West. Indian and Japanese cultural collaboration dates to the early twentieth century, amid the escalation of anti-imperialist sentiment and the rise in swadeshi ideology (indigenous-ness) in India. Several Indian cultural figures such as Rabindranath Tagore, artist and poet, and philosopher Swami Vivekananda had close links with Japanese art critic and educationist Okakura Kakuzo Tenshin. The Tagores and Tenshin shared the same political views on Western art education, which had been introduced in British India as well as in Japan during the Meiji Period. They both saw it as devoid of the spiritual, as materialist and commercial, that had trampled upon Indian and Japanese forms of art (Mitter, 1994, 262-3). This formed the basis of a new pan-Asian identity, rooted in anti-imperial and nationalist politics. Asia was posited by both: the European imperial powers and the Asian thinkers, as the opposite of the materialist West. For the Europeans, this meant non-rational and an emotional Asia. For the Asians, the polar opposite of the rational West meant a spiritual Asia. A revisiting and re-envisioning of design education with Asian spirituality at its core, formed a key part of the anti-Western position assumed by the Tagores and Tenshin.

These civilizational differences and a process of self-orientalization have continued to be formulated by our designers Trivedi and Sugiura, highlighting an ongoing interest in a pan-Asian identity. And yet, their pan-Asian value is something beyond Okakura’s assertion of ‘Asia as one’ in the pre-war years or oriental-orientalist view of ‘Japan in but above Asia’ of the post-
war years. Instead of putting Japan at the centre of Asia, like Japan as responsible for or entitled to establishing ‘a museum of Asiatic civilization’ (Okakura) because it has never been invaded from foreign nations, Sugiura’s emphasis is on the ‘lineage’ of historical, material and cultural communication accumulated in and around Asia.

This roughly coincided with the emergence of Asianism in Japan in the 1990s that aligns with an attention to Asian markets, against a backdrop of other regional formations: the European Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement. The process of globalization and a recognition of a modernizing Asia, Koichi Iwabuchi has argued, has led Japan to enter a transnational relationship with a new Asia, no longer backward, highlighted by the 1990s slogan ‘Datsuō nyūa’, ‘Escape the West, enter Asia’ (Iwabuchi, 2002: 14).

Likewise, India’s increasing outreach to Asian markets and in particular, strategic partnership with Japan since 2009, indicates diplomatic agreements fostered by both nation states (Mancheri, 2005). The formation of transnational relationships at the behest of economic and cultural relations, certainly have repercussions in design advocacy and policy. The vision for design pedagogy, as imagined by Trivedi, proposes a balancing act between ‘Indian’ ‘Asian’ and ‘Western’ values, in order to design a new way of teaching design in a global world within Asia, and thus avoiding the danger of falling into the simple ‘brand nationalism’.

Conclusion

In the 21st century, Sugiura’s attempt is beyond imperial nostalgia, just as Trivedi’s is beyond brand nationalism. Sugiura researches diachronic histories of visual symbols. His synchronic collaboration with Trivedi are intellectual and practical attempts to liaise Asian localities beyond boundaries and to recall and reactivate an Asian mentality in modern design. Helped by his collaboration with Trivedi, his argument that ‘time’ and ‘past’ are together with the present visual culture, could be described as transnationality of Asia in four dimensions. The two institutions in Japan and India, dedicated to this Asian transnationalism and their practice of looking at the past as well as the future, means they will never be static ‘museums’ in Okakura’s sense. Instead, they provide concrete milestones towards understanding Asia as synchronic as well as diachronic accumulation of transnational and translocal cultures.
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Abstract

“Modern” design histories in the Sinophone context began developing in the late nineteenth century through the cultural translation of Western cultures. The term “design” itself has raised intricate questions that are currently under investigation, reflecting an interest in cultural translation of design and transnational studies within postcolonial studies. In this background, the author articulates the complexity of “national” identity and global influences in the development of design education from the 1950s onward in the Sinophone region, which includes the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao. Taking historical and transnational perspectives, this paper reviews what design educators in the region have struggled to learn from the “foreign barbarians” while establishing a “national” identity for political and pragmatic purposes as well as cultural and ethnic security needs. In the context of Sinophone design education, this paper aims to reveal the conflicting love-hate relationship between the notion of nationalism and the condition of Sinophone modernity. The author concludes this paper by illuminating conflicts and contradictions that arise in attitudes toward such embodiment in order to underline the role of design education in the construction of national design identities, our understanding of Sinophone modernity, and the cultural translation of design.
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Introduction

“Modern” design histories in the Sinophone context began developing in the late nineteenth century through the cultural translation of Western cultures. The term “design” itself has raised intricate questions that are currently under investigation, reflecting an interest in cultural translation of design and transnational studies within postcolonial studies. Questions on topics such as the modernization of China in modern history, debates about modernity in China (Valentine, 2006) and colonial modernity in East Asia (Barlow, 2012) pose a fundamental, conceptual framework for grand narration and inquiry. Design education provides excellent material for the inquiry of such questions. Due to a lack of space in my presentation for a full inquiry, I am borrowing a straightforward definition for “modernization” from the Oxford Dictionary—“the process of adapting something to modern needs or habits” (Modernization, n.d.)—to question the pragmatic and emotional complexity of design education history under the influence of Western cultural translation in the Sinophone speaking region.

This paper argues that the development of design education in the region is a process of choosing between national identity and global influences for the modern needs of the country building. As the smallest player in the region, Macao is regrettably omitted from this investigation due to its short design education history, and its near invisibility in research publications. Greatly influenced by Hong Kong, Macao’s first post-secondary design education program started in 1993, and I hope that this paper will peak the interest of Macanese educators to establish a history of the city’s design education for the future.

Within this limitation, my paper debates that the three locales that comprise the Sinophone region in East Asia—China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan—experienced different love-hate relationships with national identity and global influence in their design education histories in a period stretching from the Second World War and until today. Despite a shared cultural heritage, the three places took divergent development paths. In China, political campaigns between the 1950s and the 1970s meant that design education repeated itself. As for Hong Kong, the government employed a strategy of encouraging people to forget their past memories to keep the colony going, and working hard for the future. In Taiwan, the Sinophone region’s only democracy, the construction of a national identity in design education is determinedly emerging, and has become a global conversation tool.

Design cultures scholar Javier Gaimeno-Martinez cites a quote on national identity from geographer Jan Penrose: “the concept of nation is the product of three elements: a distinctive group of people, the territory which they occupy, and the bonding over time (of historical experience) which melds people and land” (Penrose, 1995, p. 406, cited in Gaimeno-Martinez, 2016, p. 15). This paper testifies to three national identities by reviewing a brief history of design education, which represents different experiences of Sinophone modernity for transnational studies and cultural translation.
The circle game of design education: China

In the ancient Chinese context, *gongyi* (工藝) is the general term equivalent to the word “design” in English. Design scholars in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) refer to a “design” heritage that dates to the Neolithic Yangshao culture, around 5000 to 3000 B.C., while hesitating to accept the foisted Western definition of design in the Chinese context. However, the government can’t deny that modern design genres entered the Chinese context with the introduction of Western technology and practices between 1839 and 1911. Hong Kong design scholars Kwok and So (2007) acknowledge that the birth of Chinese modern design history dates to 1842, the year when the Qing Court signed the Treaty of Nanking with the British Empire after it defeated China in the First Opium War (1839-1842).

The Self-Strengthening Movement (1861-1895)—the reforms carried out by the Qing Court with the principles of *zhongti xiyong* (中體西用, Chinese learning for fundamental principles and Western learning for practical applications)—has always served as the guiding proposition for China’s modernization. Education for and practices of Western arts, crafts, technical training, and modern manufacturing industries has continuously flowed into China since 1842. In 1864, for example, the Tushanwan Art and Craft Center was established in the outskirts of Shanghai to provide vocational training in Western art and craft to children at the orphanage (Pan, 2008).

Despite the efforts of pioneer artists and intellectuals, general people found Chinese traditional art and craft less desirable than Western products in the early twentieth century. Feng Zikai (豐子愷 1898-1975), an important artist and essayist in the Republican period (1912-1949), advocated for the aesthetic values of traditional handicrafts (工藝實用品與美感) and voiced his discontent over mass-produced imitation products during the 1920s (Feng, 1926). Similarly, Lei Guiyuan (雷圭元 1906-1988), one of the three most important early modern designers in China’s design history, also wrote of Chinese designers imitating Western art and craft and the associated disinterest in studying the national style and content in industrial and commercial arts in China (Lei, 1937).

In this new phase of Chinese modernity between 1912 and 1949, the New Culture Movement (新文化運動) with intellectuals calling for the ideology of new nationalism; the concept of a nation and national identity was emerging in China. The Movement’s impetus derived from desires of national self-strengthening based on the social, cultural, and economic conditions of the period. For its followers, it represented traditional national salvation, democracy, and science, and could be considered as a self-defined modernity within the Chinese context for the first time.

Mao Zedong’s (毛澤東 1893-1976) famous 1942 speech, *Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art*, set the tone and developmental direction for the nation’s creative media and education after the Chinese Communist Party gained control of the country in 1949. The speech stated that all arts should serve the working class and promote the advancement of socialism and the Party. This background and China’s close diplomatic relationship with Soviet Union meant that the Soviet skill-based curriculum and the political ideology of Marxism-Leninism
and Maoism shaped the art and craft education in the PRC. In resisting against Western ideologies, handicraft (手工藝), traditional gongyi (傳統工藝) and folk gongyi (民間工藝) became the three key foundations of yishu sheji (藝術設計 art and design) education in the newly established People’s Republic of China.

Between 1949 and 1963, the Chinese government opened thirty-three art education units and seven art academies. Among them emerged three key institutions that were directly administered by the central government: China Central Academy of Fine Arts (中央美術學院 1950), Central Academy of Arts and Design (中央工藝美術學院 1956, now under Tsinghua University 清華大學), and Zhejiang Academy of Fine Art (浙江美術學院 1958, now the China Academy of Art 中國美術學院). In tandem with other arts academies, these three institutions led the development of design education for the service of the working class, with the political goal of advancing folk decorative art (民間裝飾藝術) and national art (民族藝術). Except for Soviet arts, commercial work deemed Western art and design to be evil. In contrast, gongyi meishu (工藝美術) was viewed as handicraft and as an applied art throughout this period until the reevaluation of design education after 1979 (Tsinghua University, 2010).

In March 1998, the Ministry of Education officially adopted the term yishu sheji (藝術設計) as the replacement term for gongyi meishu. This adaptation implied the abandonment of the pro-socialism and pro-tradition approach for design education. It also represented a search for new possible directions in modern design education for a nation that started all over again with basic definitions of design in the 1980s. Between 1995 and 2005, design education in China experienced a rapid expansion. By 2004, China had more than 30 specialized art academies and the government had established more than 600 yishu sheji programs (Tsinghua University, 2010). One statistic indicates that about 1.1 million students were studying design or enrolled in a design related program in 2007 (Xu, 2009). With such a rapid expansion, the standard for design education was criticized for a lack of quality assurance in programs, inferior teaching quality, and poor facilities as well as an overlap of programming within the same institutions (Yuan, 2003).

Moreover, in the era of globalization, Chinese youth and designers have gradually encountered American and Japanese contemporary cultures, including hip-hop culture and the idea of being “cool.” The designers of the generation from the 1980s believed in the cultivation of Chinese national design identity, as reflected in a poster designed by Chen Shaohua (陳紹華 b. 1954) for Graphic Design in China (平面設計在中國) design competition in 1992 [fig. 1]. Unlike the previous generation, contemporary young

Fig.1 Graphic Design in China. Designer: Chen Shaohua, 1992.
designers have ventured to break away from the expectation of upholding national identity in their works. The Chinese government does not, however, allow its culture to become Americanized, Westernized or Japanized, and its officials consider the Chinese design identity as a symbol of the nation. For cultural security reasons, China instills nationalism in all aspects of culture and design education.

The government’s efforts to develop design professions that uphold Chinese national identity have motivated designers and design students to redefine the contemporary Chinese design identity in their work at school as well as through nationwide design competitions and events. Research findings by Tsinghua University scholars recognize the importance of establishing a vernacular design style as part of national design identity for effective two-way communication with the global design community (Tsinghua University, 2010). While we can observe a yearning for China’s own national design identity, some Chinese design educators have developed joint programs or other forms of engagement with foreign design institutions and educators to attract students and to stand out from the competition. For example, the College of Design and Innovation of Tongji University in Shanghai began collaborating with Aalto University in Finland and the resulting cooperation led in 2010 to the establishment of the Tongji-Aalto Design Factory as well as the Tongji University Sino-Finnish Center. The College is also proud of its International Advisory Board that consists of renowned designers and educators from all over the world, including Nigel Cross, Ezio Manzini, Ken Friedman, Richard Buchanan, Don Norman, and Kun-Pyo Lee.

On another occasion in 2011, the Hangzhou City Government contributed about 55 million euros towards the purchase of German Torsten Brohan’s collections of 7,010 pieces of early European modern design work, including classic pieces from the Bauhaus—a German art school that played an important role in design education history of the world. With the collection, the China Academy of Art in Hangzhou set up the Bauhaus Institute in May 2011 with city government support (China Academy of Art, 2016). Over 300 pieces from the collection were displayed at the newly built China International Design Museum (中國國際設計博物館) in 2014 for design education purposes (Design for Enlightenment, 2014). City officials and the academy justified allocating their public funding to this purchase for the study of Bauhaus’ contribution to the enlightenment and the formation of modern design and modern lifestyle.

Although Lin Fengmian (林風眠 1900-1991), pioneer artist and the first president of the China Academy of Art, advocated in the 1930s for the necessity of balancing Chinese and Western art for the rebirth of contemporary oriental art, Western design, once introduced to China in the early twentieth century, was ironically abandoned under the national political ideology guideline. This purchase of Bauhaus work is, however, reflecting the value of Western design in a recent context despite a thirst for the continued development of a Chinese national design identity. Or, maybe it is still too much of a political taboo at this stage to engage in historical and critical investigations of modern design development between 1949 and 1990 for the benefit of design education in China.
Forget the past and work hard for the future: Hong Kong

Compared to China’s struggle to develop its own modern design and design education, the British colony of Hong Kong faced fewer challenges in the development of its design identity. Despite its shared heritage with mainland China, Hong Kong saw the growing bonds of people living in the colony and sharing common experiences over time, particularly since the end of the Second World War. With changes in the political regime in mainland China, migrants came to build a new life in Hong Kong. The Hong Kong colonial government adopted a laissez faire policy with little interference over the population’s lifestyle choices. It encouraged newcomers to leave their pasts behind in the mainland and work hard for their future in Hong Kong. Here, the government created policies to promote the development of a Western lifestyle and education in a subtle way.

In terms of art and design education, Hong Kong was always an alternative place for artists who received their training in mainland China to make their living. Before the outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War (1837-1945), art activities and education were not professionalized. For example, we can find only limited examples of private art academies run by Chinese artists that provided both Western and Chinese art training during this period: the Hong Kong Fine Arts School (香港美術學校, 1928), the Hong Kong International Academy of Fine Arts (香港萬國函授美術專科學院, 1932), and the Kowloon Academy of Fine Arts (九龍美專, 1937) (Lai, 2015). As some of these academies engaged with renowned artists from the mainland or those who were educated overseas, Hong Kong was a place with freedom of creative expression and a refuge from the political pressure of the mainland.

After the Second World War, Hong Kong once again provided shelter from the civil war between 1946 and 1949 for both pro-Nationalist and pro-Communist artists. Following the establishment of the PRC in late 1949, some artists remained in Hong Kong and ran private fine art academies. Among the prominent institutions was the Hong Kong Academy of Fine Arts (香港美術專科學校), which was founded in 1952 by Chan Hoi Ying (陳海鷹 1918-2010), a renowned artist of the period (Lai, 2015). To establish a private education institution in the colony, proprietors were required to register with the government. This can be considered as a colonial government strategy to monitor the nature of the academies and to prevent pro-communist activities. In the post-war era, however, the government became more committed to setting up its own public art and design education at the post-secondary level; it recognized graduates from public institutions but not from privately owned academies.

With such an official policy, students obviously chose to study at public institutes. In 1951, the Grantham College of Education, a training institute for teachers, was the earliest public academy to offer fine art courses. Six years later, New Asia College (later the Chinese University of Hong Kong after merging with Chung Chi College and United College in 1963) started a two-year fine arts specialized training program, which became a four-year program in 1959. Hong Kong University and the Chinese University of Hong Kong were the only two universities to offer part-time study opportunities; art and design programs at certificate and diploma levels as extramural studies began in 1956 and 1965 respectively. Graduates of these
courses and programs had no difficulties in breaking away from Chinese traditions and searching for a new language that reflected their own life experiences in Hong Kong where the East and the West meet.

As for specialized design training institutions, Hong Kong Technical College (now the Hong Kong Polytechnic University) was established in 1955 and started offering a three-year full-time higher diploma program in industrial design in 1968 under its Department of Industrial and Commercial Design (renamed the Swire School of Design in 1981). It is safe to say that students in the 1960s had a strong preference for Western style design. The posters designed by students for their graduation show between 1971 and 1974 (fig. 2), for example, reflect the world design styles of the time. Indeed, students found it more crucial to master Western style design as a hireable skill, though graduation catalogues from this period contained Chinese design style.

One of the most influential design educators in the 1970s was the chief lecturer at Hong Kong Polytechnic, Wucius Wong (王無邪 b. 1936). His two books were first published in English and later became available in Chinese and for PRC readers after a visit of Hong Kong design educators and designers to the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts in late 1978. This visit not only updated local instructors and students on latest designs outside China, but also re-introduced Bauhaus design approaches to the PRC design education through Wong’s two books: Principles of two-dimensional design and Principles of three-dimensional design (Wong, 2001).

With the expansion of design education in the 1990s, we can observe a surge in the proclivity for establishing associations and connections with international design education bodies and professional design communities. Victor Chung-wing Lo (羅仲榮 b. 1950) —a businessman, an alumnus of the Institute of Design at the Illinois Institute of Technology, and a key member of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University since 2004—has played a crucial role in promoting design industry and education of Hong Kong abroad. With a design education history of about 60 years, Hong Kong does not necessarily cling to what it has learnt. Under its new status as a Special Administrative Region of the PRC since 1997, the design education of Hong Kong must continue to conduct the strategy of forgetting the past, the British colonial history, and working hard for the future on constructing its Chinese colonial identity of being a frontier of the global design education network to mainland China.

Construction and education of national design identity: Taiwan

Historically known as Formosa to the West, Taiwan has a colourful colonial history with various nations and groups of people: colonizers from Spain (1626-1642) and the Netherlands (1642-1662) were followed by initial migrations of Minnan and Hakka ethnic groups from
China, the Qing Court (1683-1895), Japanese occupation (1895-1945), and the retreat of the Kuomintang (KMT, Nationalist Party of China) to Taiwan after 1945. This eclectic mix, along with the aboriginal tribes who have inhabited these islands for millennia, formed a complicated racial and cultural setting for Taiwan. To understand the love-hate relationship between foreign influence over and vernacular cultures of Taiwan from a design education perspective, we have to grasp Taiwan as a “nation” of the islands with conflict and negotiation within its local identity.

The majority of Taiwanese design historians would agree that the Japanese colonial government played an important role in introducing modern design and education to the islands. Japanese officials developed the modern design education system in Taiwan by relying on its own experiences in adapting design education from the West, such as the Bauhaus Art School. This introduction of modern design education, for example, resulted in the establishment of the School of Industrial Instruction (工業講習所, now known as National Taipei University of Technology 國立臺北科技大學, Taipei Tech) in 1912 as one of the earliest programs of industrial design. Apart from setting up vocational training and educational institutes in Taiwan, the Japanese government provided opportunities to study in Japan for native Taiwanese, including Yen Shui-long (顔水龍 1903-1997), an essential figure in the history of the Taiwanese art and craft movement. He studied at the Western Painting Division of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1922, and returned to Taiwan in 1929. He was influenced by Yanagi Soetsu (1889-1961), a Japanese philosopher and founder of mingei (folk craft) movement in the late 1920s and 1930s. Yen also drew inspiration from and engaged with the vernacular elements of Taiwanese art, craft, and design, including those of indigenous tribes.

After 1945 when the KMT became the new ruler of the islands, Yen and other art and design educators who received training during the colonial period, continued to advocate for vernacular Taiwanese style in design and the possibilities that existed for economic growth through industrial development. Yen taught at a few post-secondary level art and craft institutes throughout his life and spread his influence by promoting Taiwan art and craft identity and style. With the increasing pressures caused by Taiwan’s role in the Cold War, the KMT government sought and received American aid starting in 1951. It ranged from financial assistance to design education with the goal of boosting Taiwan’s economic growth. Key American designers of the period, including industrial designer Russell Wright (1904-1976) visited Taiwan in 1955. During his second visit in 1958, Wright suggested that the government should establish design education degree programs at the university level. Another advisor, Alfred B. Girardy (1916-2004), an industrial design consultant, recommended courses based on the Bauhaus fundamental design principles to the National College of Arts (國立臺灣藝術專科學校), today’s National Taiwan University of Arts (國立臺灣藝術大學) in 1961 (Lai, 2013).

Apart from American advisers, designers and educators from former colonizer Japan stepped in to advance the development of Taiwanese design education. Shinji Koike (1901-1981), and Michitaka Yoshioka (1924-1995), Kaoru Otamaru (b. 1921), and Mutsuo Oka-bayashi (b. 1931) were, for example, instructors for summer design workshops directed at local designers and educators between 1963 and 1965. German industrial designer Jörg Glasenapp (1933-1990) similarly conducted summer workshops in 1967 and 1968.
shops received praise from locals for contributing to the foundation for modern design education in Taiwan (Lai, 2013). With the end of the *mei yuan* (美援), which literally means aid from the United States, in 1965, the economy of Taiwan finally took off. Its manufacturing industry flourished in the late 1960s, but the promotion of design education quieted down. It was not until the late 1980s that manufacturers finally realized the importance of design and design education for their success in the global marketplace (Wong, 2005).

In the 1990s, design education experienced a rapid expansion: more institutes started offering design related degree programs. Graduate level degrees at the Masters level were introduced and culminated in the launch of a doctoral degree program in 2000 at the Industrial Design Department, National Cheng Kung University. Popular research topics at the graduate level include Hakka and aboriginal elements for design and the development of the cultural industry of Taiwan. With a growing public interest in the revival of forgotten Taiwanese vernacular identities, including indigenous cultures and the Minnan and Hakka ethnic heritages, government and private organizations started providing strong support for a revival movement. Designers are also eager to explore vernacular identity and to incorporate such vernacular Taiwanese symbols from local history and quotidian experiences into their design objects [fig 3]. This design trend is highly visible in the current context of Taiwan. While its future is unclear, design education in Taiwan is certainly heading towards an integration of its post-war experience into the passion of local designers for constructing a national design identity for Taiwan for the global marketplace.

**Conclusion**

This paper identified the Sinophone region’s different paths and experiences in the development of design education in the constructions of national identity, and the love-hate relationship with global influence. In this brief review of the three cases, we can recognize an abundance of conflicts and contradictions in the case of China due to the direction of its politically and ideologically driven design education and its ethnic security need for nationalism. Although the government is cautious about “negative” influences from the outside, the deep affection between expatriate design educators and local design institutions, as well as their connections with schools in the West, is prevalent.

Now part of the PRC, Hong Kong people are striking for survival at the local level against the failing “one country two systems” agreement promised by the Beijing government. With declining liberty and growing dissatisfaction with the pro-Beijing SAR Hong Kong government, people and establishments in Hong Kong have no choice but to continue to adopt the
policy of forgetting the past and working hard for the future with no hope.

Among the three places reviewed in this paper, the design education in Taiwan may be the most promising as the only place with democracy where individual freedom of speech and thoughts can be guaranteed as design education evolves. Taiwan has then unsurprisingly engaged in the construction of its own Taiwanese national identity in order not only to disassociate itself from PRC but also to communicate globally.

These three case studies reflect the development of modernity itself with the concept of national identity. Although China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan have a shared heritage, they have experienced different growth rates with their physical, geographic separation after 1945 and undergone different paths in the formation of their national identities (Gaimeno-Martinez, 2016). In the conflux of shared and varying factors in their development of design education systems, these three locales can shed light on the necessity of further nuanced distinctions among individual entities in the Sinophone region in order to facilitate transnational and Sinophone modernity studies. Certainly, future research on Macao’s design education will contribute to our understanding of design education in the region.
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Abstract

Chen Zhifo (1896-1962) was one of pioneers and founders of China’s modern design education. From the 1910s to the end of the 1940s, as a learner and educator on modern design, his experience and activities reflected the conditions and features of China’s design education during that period, and the correlation between the design education and the social environment of China then. This paper divides Chen Zhifo’s activities into two parts: One is his experience in design learning as a student, and the other is his teaching activities as a teacher. His design learning experience as a student and design teaching experience as a teacher reflected the conditions of the first stage (industrial art education stage) and the second stage (pattern education stage) in the course of the development of China’s modern design education. The industrial arts education in the late Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China formed an important part in China’s emerging industrial education. And the industrial education represented the historic trend of China to be stronger through reformation. The industrial arts education was regarded as the beginning of China’s modern design education. And pattern education became the representative topic of design education and the prevailing of such education in the Republic of China (1912-1949) was closely related to the intense competition of the national industrial and commercial commodities against foreign commodities. It can be drawn that the generation and development of China’s modern design education bears close correlation with the overall social and historical development as well as the actual demands of the social, economic and production development. The industrial arts education and pattern education was the foundations and historic fortunes for the modern design education in China nowadays. Researches on the pioneers of modern design represented by Chen Zhifo are of great necessity to summarize the historical experience of the development of China’s modern design education and provide historic references for present design education. This paper mainly applies document research approaches.
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Introduction

Chen Zhifo (1896-1962), as one of pioneers and founders of China’s modern design education, has made many breakthroughs in the field: He was among the first batch of graduates majoring in graphic design and of the graphic teachers (1916) in Chinese modern times, and the first student who studied design abroad (Tokyo Fine Art School, and Tokyo University of the Arts at present, 1918-1923). He published the first graphic textbook *Lectures on Graphics* (1917) in China and the first book on graphic theory *ABC for Design Pattern Methods* (1930). He had been working on design education for over 40 years and was of great influence on the development of China’s modern design education. From the 1910s to the end of the 1940s, as a learner and educator on modern design, his experience and activities reflected the conditions and features of China’s design education during that period. This paper attempts to understand and comprehend China’s modern design education in the first half of the 20th century from Chen Zhifo’s learning and teaching practices.

Chen Zhifo was a person with comprehensive development and wide interests. More than a design educator, he was also a designer and an ink painter with great attainments. In the design education and artistic creation in the Republic of China, Chen Zhifo was a quite important figure. Presently, more researches on Chen Zhifo are focused on his creation on bird-and-flower painting, and few of the researches on his design education focus on the correlation between his design education and the design education in China in that period, or the correlation between the design education and the social environment of China then. This paper divides Chen Zhifo’s activities into two parts: One is his experience in design learning as a student, and the other is his teaching activities as a teacher. This paper puts his activities into specific historical background in hope of understanding the development of modern design education in China in the first half of the 20th century.

Chen Zhifo as A Student and Industrial Arts Education in the Late Qing Dynasty and the Beginning of the Republic of China

Chen Zhifo is one of the first batch of the Chinese students learning design at home and abroad. His learning experience on design can reflect the conditions of the design education in China in the Late Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China.

Chen Zhifo was born in 1896, the late Qing Dynasty in the feudal society of China. He had shown his great interests in painting in his childhood. When he was admitted in Zhejiang Industrial College in 1912 at the age 16, China had stepped into the era of the Republic of China as a modern national country. After entering Zhejiang Industrial College, he selected the Weaving Department. “He began to learning courses such as painting and pattern, such courses were taught by Japanese teachers, of which Mr. Guan Zhengxiong kept in close touch with him.

---

1) According to retrieving on CNKI (http://www.cnki.net/), there’re 352 researches related to Chen Zhifo from 2006 to 2017, of which 276 are researches on his painting creation, a proportion of about 76%.
and often offered him guidance after class\textsuperscript{2}.” In 1916, Chen Zhifo graduated from the College and was recruited by the College with excellent achievements. He was in charge of teaching on courses such as dyeing and weaving pattern, weaving method and pencil drawing. He “learned photographing and weaving technologies from Japanese teacher Guan Zhenghong and compiled \textit{Lecture Notes on Patterns} based on the teaching practices, which was the first teaching material on pattern in China\textsuperscript{3}.” In 1918, Chen Zhifo took part in the government-supported student examination for overseas students in Japan. Later on, he went eastwards to Japan and was admitted by the Industrial Pattern Department of Tokyo Fine Art School (now Tokyo University of the Arts). Professor Daotianjiayi was the Director of the Industrial Pattern Department. Chen Zhifo was the first overseas student in the Department as well as the first one who studied in Japan specifically for industrial pattern. In 1923, Chen Zhifo was graduated from Tokyo Fine Art School and returned to Shanghai as Professor and Director of Pattern Department of Shanghai Oriental Fine Arts Vocational School.

Chen Zhifo’s curriculum vitae is somewhat the reflection of the conditions of design education in the late Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China. First, at that time, there were no specific design colleges in China and design education was mainly offered in the industrial schools and art schools. Chen Zhifo was just a graduate of such emerging industrial education. Various types of industrial schools aiming to serve the industries and vocational trainings occurred in the late 19th century, which represented the historical trend of reformation and improvement in China. After the Opium War in 1840, the ancient agriculture-based China was forced to open the gateway of the country and gradually descended to a semi-feudal and semi-colony nation. The process of modernization was started in quite a passive manner. Facing the imperialism with fierce guns and boats and the meager and weak late Qing Dynasty, far-sighted personages of China proposed the initiative of “saving the nation by engaging in industry”, to be specific, making “self-redemption” by toughening up the own strength through military industries and civil industries. In the late 19th Century and early 20th Century, some practical industrial arts schools and fine arts schools emerged. Such schools offered courses such as machinery, metalworking, carpentry, glass, textile and drawing and covered areas such as military, construction, electric appliance, railway, machine manufacturing and shipbuilding. Such education is called industrial arts education. The expression “industrial arts” has two layers of meanings, of which one is the general reference of various types of handicraft arts and the other refers to the procedures, approaches and technologies to process raw materials into finished products. However, “industrial arts” does not necessarily mean “design”, only the part making the product appearance more attractive by certain artistic methods in the industrial arts activities belongs to design activities. According to the actual conditions of industrial arts education, the contents and scopes of industrial arts education are greater than those of design education. Many contents belong to engineering technology and craftsmanship. However, some of contents, such as dyeing and weaving, ceramics, metalworking and laquering, are bearing close correlation with design. In addition, some emerging professional educations

\textsuperscript{2,3} \textsuperscript{2,3} Chen Xiufan, Li Youguang, \textit{Chronology of Chen Zhifo}, [J]. Journal of Nanjing University of the Arts (Fine Arts and Design Edition), 2006,(2).
such as machinery and shipbuilding also contain contents related to industrial design. Especially, the “Artwork Drawing Department” in industrial arts education represented the feature of separation of design and manufacturing in modernized production. In 1913, the Ministry of Education of the Republic of China issued the Order on Industrial Schools to further boost the integration between industrial education and ordinary education. By 1922, there’re already 1,209 vocational schools all across the country. The industrial art design in the late Qing Dynasty and beginning of the Republic of China was regarded as the beginning and stages in germination of China’s modern design education.

Second, Chen Zhifo’s learning experience reflected the influence of Japan on China’s design education at that time, which represented in two aspects — Chinese students studying in design in Japan and Japanese teachers in lecturing design courses in China. On one hand, the overseas Chinese students in Japan formed the major part of early stage design education in China. According to related information, in the early 20th century, Chinese students abroad studying fine arts had more than three hundred people, roughly half went to Japan, the other half went to Europe and the United States. During the period of Beiyang government, the number of Chinese students studying in Japan is twenty thousand or so, on the top of the students abroad all over the world. Since the 1920s the number of students studying in Europe and the United States became more than the number of students in Japan. There’re also many other people studying design or fine arts in Japan and working on design and fine arts education after returning to China like Chen Zhifo. For example, the Beijing Fine Arts School (now the Central Academy of Fine Arts) established in 1918 was the first national fine arts school establishing design major in China. Among the Chinese tutors available to apply for in the 1920s and 1930s, one (Jiao Zengming) was graduated from Kyoto Higher Polytechnic School, and four (Xu Jin, Han Dong, Huang Rui and Ding Ruwei) were graduated from the Design Department of Tokyo National Technology College. Among such overseas students, there’re pioneers and founders for China’s modern design education. They were of significant influence on China’s modern design education. Chen Zhifo was just a typical figure of such persons. On the other hand, among the design teachers in China, there’re also many Japanese teachers. As recorded in Chen Zhifo’s Chronology, when Chen Zhifo was studying in Zhejiang Industrial College, the Japanese teacher Guan Zhengxiong was teaching in the College. Chen Zhifo established close relationship with him. The Japanese tutor Kashima Eiji had been working as Guest Professor of Beijing Fine Arts School from the 1920s. In 1929-1930 at the invitation of the Republic of China, a visiting professor Zhaitengjiasan was recommended by the Tokyo Art School which was commissioned by the culture department of Japan’s Foreign Ministry as the director of design department in National Art College of Hangzhou. Such information reflected the influ-

4) Zhao Shuai, Bao Mengruo, Evolution and Transcendence — Preliminary Study on Thoughts of Industrial Arts Education in Early Republic of China, [J]. Heilongjiang Social Sciences, 2016 (4).


ence of overseas students in Japan and Japanese teachers in China on the formation and development of early stage design education in China.

Chen Zhifo as A Teacher and Pattern Education in the Republic of China

In 1923, Chen Zhifo graduated from Tokyo Fine Arts School and returned to China, he had taught in various types of arts colleges on pattern courses. His pattern teaching activities reflected the development conditions of the design education in China in the Republic of China to some extent.

From Chen Zhifo's return to China from Japan to the end of the 1940s, he had been teaching in several arts schools, including Shanghai Oriental Special Arts College, Shanghai Fine Arts Vocational College, Guangzhou Fine Arts Vocational College, National School of Fine Arts, National Central University, etc. He taught several courses such as pattern, color, perspective science, art history and human anatomy. Among such courses, pattern education is the center of his teaching. As early as in 1916 when he was retained by Zhejiang Industrial College as tutor, he worked on teaching of dyeing and weaving patterns. After his return to China from Japan, he once worked as Director of Pattern Department in Shanghai Oriental Special Arts College and Guangzhou Fine Arts Vocational School. During his teaching, he had compiled several teaching materials on Pattern, of which ABC for Design Pattern Methods is the representative one (World Book, 1930). The book offered clear and vivid introduction on concepts on patterns. The main content of the book was introduced in the notes on the use of the book: “The book contains the general knowledge and approaches on design patterns.” “The book focuses on the plane design as well as the colors applied on the design, and it only outlines the general knowledge about three-dimensional design.” Chen Zhifo pointed out that the basic characteristics of design patterns was “the beautiful and practical” in the book, he thought that it may constitute a design pattern unless it has the condition with “the beauty and practical”. The book elaborates on the three elements of pattern composition: shape, color and decoration; the three aesthetic principles of pattern constituting: rhythm, balance and harmony; the function of the pattern: used safely, easily, adaptively, pleasantly, stimulating the desire to use. Illustrations are provided to explain each approach contained in the book. There’re totally 79 illustrations in the book. And the book contains 136 pages.

After returning to China, Chen Zhifo had been working on pattern education for a long period. One reason was that he had specifically studied pattern in Japan. And another important reason was that the pattern education was in line with the actual demands of China’s society in that period. In the period of the Republic of China, design education was included in the pattern education and handicraft education in various types of schools, of which pattern education was the most prevailing. At that period, pattern education mainly focused on decorative patterns. The popularity of pattern education was mainly due to the demands of market and product manufacturing. In the Republic of China era, the industry and commerce circle of China’s national capitalism in the process of growing faced great hardships. At that time,

the markets were occupied by quite a number of products from western countries and Japan. The civilians in China just called them "Western Goods" and "Japanese Goods". And the local products in China were called "National Goods". Compared with local goods of similar types, such foreign goods were often more refined in manufacturing processes and their prices were cheaper. The product quality was inaccessible for the national industry and commerce in China which was just at the beginning to some extent. China’s national industry and commerce had no advantage on production-related factors such as new material, new technology and new production methods. With this regard, novel and decorative features of the product forms became important factors for national industry and commerce to take part in market competitions. At that time, “some of the pillar business of national industry, such as cotton textiles, consumer goods manufacturing, etc., in the competition with foreign enterprises increased the demand for graphic design,” for example, pattern design of textile, product trademark design and product advertising design, etc. The actual demands of economic manufacturing was an important reason for the development of pattern education.

The pattern education in the Republic of China was the second development stage of China’s modern education after industrial arts education in late Qing Dynasty. The Chinese expression “图案” was derived from Japanese expression “デザイン” which was translated from the English word “design”. Chen Zhifo had made explanation on this in the 1930s: “图案 in English means “design” or ‘artistic conception’ (The artistic conception is the process of ideological creation, and design is the outcome of artistic conception). And the expression ‘图案’ was the liberal translation by the Japanese and now it is commonly adopted in China”11. The patterns education in China emerged in late Qing dynasty, in the period of the Republic of China got larger development. Zhang Zhidong set up Sanjiang School in Nanjing in 1902, the pattern course as one of the main courses in the school. In 1918 the Beijing Fine Arts School set up the pattern department, divided into two units: the industrial arts pattern, the building decoration pattern, National Art College of Hangzhou set up the pattern department in 1928. The pattern course was taught in all the art academy in 1928-193712.

In the pattern education in the Republic of China the pattern course was divided into basic pattern and the industrial arts pattern. Basic design refers to the universal pattern design, the foundation training of pattern design, having no specific practical function. The contents in Chen Zhifo’s ABC for Design Pattern Methods belonged to basic pattern. The industrial arts pattern was the pattern design according to the need of production and the specific material, process and use. As a result of the need of the patterns education all kinds of pattern books published in the Republic of China. In addition to ABC for Design Pattern Methods, Chen Zhifo’s other pattern books: Symbol Pattern (1934), Pattern Textbook (1935), Pattern composition method (1937) were also published in the Republic of China. Other than Chen Zhifo’s works,


Gong Xiaofan
there’re also a great number of books on design published in the Republic of China era, for example, Yu Jianhua’s *Latest Design Methods* (1921), Zhao Minquan’s *Design* (1939), Lei Guiyuan’s *New Design Studies* (1947) and Fu Baoshi’s *Basic Design Studies* (1947). In addition, there’re also lecture notes on design printed and distributed by the school themselves. This shows one spot about the pattern writing during the period of the Republic of China.

It should be noted that many teaching materials on pattern in the Republic of China were influenced by western countries and Japan. As pointed out in Zhou Bo’s *The Beginning of Beijing Fine Arts School and China’s Design Education, Research on Knowledge Focused on Lecture Notes of Design Approaches of Beijing Fine Arts School*, by comparison of the four *Lecture Notes on Design Methods* by Beijing Fine Arts School from 1918 to 1922 and Xiaoshixincang’s *General Design Methods* (1909), except the fourth volume specifically on “design patterns” and “printing”, the remaining three were all influenced by Xiaoshixincang’s *General Design Methods* to some extent. Certainly there’re also some books on design relatively greatly influenced by western thoughts, for example, Zhao Minquan’s *Design*. Among the four references listed in the book, three were English books, and the remaining one is Xiaoshixincang’s *General Design Methods*.

In the development of Chinese modern design education, forming the two connotation of the word “pattern”: the generalized connotation is the “design”, in a narrow sense, it is planar pattern in line with aesthetic runes. The main contents of pattern education in the Republic of China were planar pattern. And nowadays in China, the term of “pattern” used by the people is mainly in a narrow sense. The design education in the Republic of China was an important development stage of China’s modern design education. Pattern educators, as represented by Chen Zhifo, were the receivers and spreaders of modern design. And their teaching practices and works on patterns formed an important part in the research on China’s modern design education.

**Conclusion**

As one of the pioneers and founders for China’s modern design education, Chen Zhifo had been working on design education for over 40 years for his lifetime and was of significant influence on China’s modern design education. His design learning experience as a student and design teaching experience as a teacher reflected the conditions of the first stage (industrial art education stage) and the second stage (pattern education stage) in the course of the development of China’s modern design education.

The industrial arts education in the late Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China formed an important part in China’s emerging industrial education. And the industrial education represented the historic trend of China to be stronger through reformation. The contents and scopes of industrial arts education were both greater than those of design of education nowadays. The industrial arts education was regarded as the beginning of China’s mod-

---

ern design education. In China's design education in the Republic of China, pattern education had been widely focused and become the representative topic of this period. The prevailing of pattern education in the Republic of China was closely related to the intense competition of the national industrial and commercial commodities and foreign commodities. The main contents of pattern education in the Republic of China are domestic planar patterns, which was a narrow sense in terms of generalized and narrow senses. The contents and scopes were narrower than nowadays design education and should be a part of present planar design education. From the industrial arts education and pattern education, it can be drawn that the generation and development of China's modern design education bears close correlation with the overall social and historical development as well as the actual demands of the social, economic and production development.

After the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949; China's modern design education also experienced the arts and crafts education stage (after the 1950s) and the modern design education stage (from the 1980s up to present). The industrial art education and pattern education in the first half of the 20th century was the foundations and historic fortunes for China's modern design education in China nowadays. Researches on the pioneers of modern design represented by Chen Zhifo are of great necessity to summarize the historical experience of the development of China's modern design education and provide historic references for present design education.
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Abstract

As the essential component of Chinese culture, Chinese mythology is the manifestation of ethnic heritage and epitome of 5000 years of history, which offers great resources and inspirations for animation creation and production. The design education is the base for the design of original animation. The educational model from traditional resources can not only exploit the innovative thinking but also dig deeply the core connotation of traditional culture aiming at aesthetic experience of the public, which can target the teaching practice integrating with art creation and market demand. Firstly, the study creates an animation mythological character design model according to the literature review to provide the operational theory for animation design education, which consists of three main parts: central idea, research method and conceptual model. Secondly, the research sums up the animation character creative process framework through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas of creative design. Four steps are used to design a mythological Character: set a scenario (Illustration), tell a story (Interpretation), write a script (Reaction), and design a character (Reflection). It has analyzed how to integrate the information about the mythology and stimulate the designers’ creative imagination in the animation character design in order to create the artworks with unique oriental charm.

Keywords: animation character design, Chinese mythology, design education
Introduction

As the essential component of Chinese culture, Chinese mythology is the manifestation of ethnic heritage and epitome of 5000 years of history, which offers great resources and inspirations for animation creation and production. Meanwhile, Chinese mythology with its profound cultural assert and the unconstrained imagination is an indispensable factor in animation creation. Chinese animation had a brilliant moment for Chinese myths and legends, which have deep impact on the development of the domestic animation industry, and being widely used in the creation of animation. Therefore, we can believe that nationalization is the correct development path of the domestic animation industry. *Princess Iron Fan* of Wan brothers, a new chapter in Chinese animation, the animation character combined with cultural traits and social style at the time, wrote an innovative design concept and provided guidance for contemporary Chinese animation creation. Since 1960s, *The Monkey King, Nezha Nao Hai, The Legend of Sealed Book* and *The Nine-Colored Deer* with artistic means of clay sculpture, paper cutting, ink, etc., adapted from Chinese mythology, had a spectacular success and presented profound cultural connotation with exquisite action designs and elegant colors, which makes unique Chinese charm. The rich resources of myth in ancient China provided a broad space for the creation of animation film and inherited a long ethnic culture. From 1990 to 2000, the once-grand Shanghai Animation Film Studio nearly didn’t have magnum opus. During this period, *Lotus Lantern*, Chinese mythological theme inherited the national style, with the basic story about Chen xiang who save his mother from God Erh-lang. But in reality, this film applied elements of Hollywood and Japanese animation which had unavoidable flaws in character design. In theory, with the using of mythology, Chinese animation makes us realize consciously that predecessors have made various attempts in building the myth animation character, but how can we make the ancient Chinese myth image deeply integrate into creation, to create a successful animated image of the myth, has become an important subject we need to explore.

In recent years, Europe, America and Japan are constantly trying to make their animation films to show profound cultural connotations and cultural spirit, and there are some remarkable products. For example, *Song of the Sea* (2014) was adapted from Irish mythology; *Nausicaa of the Valley of the Wind* (1984), *Princess Mononoke* (1999), *Laputa Castle in the Sky* (1986), *Spirited Away* (2002), directed by Hayao Miyazaki, were adapted from Japanese mythology; *The Tale of Princess Kaguya* (2013) was adapted from the mythological story of *Taketori Monogatari*, which revealed the cultural identity of different regions and nations. It has been becoming a trend that Hollywood use Chinese elements to make films, such as *Hua Mulan* (1998) and *Kung Fu Panda* (2008), but ultimately reflect the American cultural values. Since 2015, the popular Chinese animation films such as *Monkey King: Hero Is Back* (2015), *Monster Hunt* (2015) and *Big Fish & Begonia* (2016) are all inspired by Shan Hai Jing, the first fantastic book in China. The characters, e.g. the demon king named Huba and faceless villain named Hun Dun, all can find the construction rules from that book. Specifically, the elements of the films show the traditional Chinese culture and deliver the cultural quintessence and endless imagination from the adaptation of mythology, which also confirm that myths and legends have...
brought infinite creative inspiration and artistic resources for Chinese animation. Marx (Elster, 1986) points out that all mythology masters and dominates and sharps the focus of nature in and through the imagination; hence it disappears as soon as man gains mastery over the focus of nature. Theoretically, the connotation is that myth comes from the nature, the will of human and the beautiful imagination of wisdom, and the mythology will be the creative source of animation creation.

In theory, Chinese mythology is the source of Chinese culture including the unique understanding of life by primitive ancestors, which is the most representative of the national spirit. It shows a relatively broad characteristic of the time comparing the pure religious mythology, as it contains a more active ideological component (Xie, 1997). Nietzsche (1994) acknowledges that the idea that myth in turn is the indispensable condition of a culture's "healthy, creative natural power". Human culture can't be separated from the return and reflection of the myth, which contains culture, art and science. The Chinese myth is decentralized, so it should be put into a system firstly during the progress of integrate into original animation, to show the complete feature of Chinese myths and related sequence of events. For if a comparison of the mythical form with other cultural forms is taken in a purely objective sense, i.e. based on purely objective parallels and connections, it may well lead to a leveling of the intrinsic form of myth (Cassirer, 1965). Langer (1957) provided art is the creation of forms symbolic of human feeling. The concept of mythological images vividly showed by the fictitious animation, which follows traditional and creative imagination, is the transition of emotion. Consequently, combining with mythology and animation will develop a distinctive aesthetic form; the elements of animation such as rhythm, lens, color, etc., can show the depth of myth diversely and produce a new audio-visual and aesthetic experience by contemporary ideation.

With the development of contemporary culture, it is observed that the creation of animation character with Chinese classical mythology, has provided the basic lesson for innovation in animation design education. At present, Chinese animation design education can't meet the market demand, and the conservative concept of education has formed a barrier for the cultivation of animation talents. Wu (2011) considered that to solve the problem of animation industry, it should start from education, and educators must change the current orientation of animation education, educational methods and educational content. The educational model from traditional resources can not only exploit the innovative thinking but also dig deeply the core connotation of traditional culture aiming at the aesthetic experience of the public, which can target the teaching practice integrating with art creation and market demand. Therefore, the animation design education in colleges needs to improve the traditional modeling ability from the spirit of Chinese culture and enhance designers' artistic accomplishment.

The purpose of this research includes: firstly, the study will create an animation mythical character design model to provide the operational theory for animation design education. Secondly, it will analyze how to integrate the information about the myth art and stimulate the artists' creative imagination in the animation character design in order to create the artistic works with unique oriental charm. Thirdly, the research will sum up the animation character creative process framework through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas of creative design. Designers and artists are the center in the past artistic creation, ignoring the aesthetic experi-
ence of the audience, and this article explores the mental model of viewers through the mythological character design, which will help designers to express more acceptable ideas. At last, the research will sum up the experience to innovate in teaching through the analysis of the work of the character design.

**Animation Mythological Character Design Model**

How to transfer Chinese mythology into character design has become a critical issue in animation design education in this study. An animation mythological character design model facilitating understanding of design creative process is proposed in Figure 1. Animation mythological character design model consists of three main parts: central idea, research method and conceptual model to systematically analyze the education problems of animation mythological character design, reproducing the most basic creative ideas of character design. The central idea focuses on how to abstract mythological figure from Chinese mythology and then transfer it to a design transformation model to design character creations. The research method consists of three steps: identification, translation and implementation, to abstract mythological figure from Chinese mythology (identification), transfer them to design information and design elements (translation), and eventually design a mythological Character (implementation).

![Fig.1 Animation Mythological Character Design Model](image)

Conceptual model has shown the process by the designers’ creation artwork, and expresses the thoughts of artwork to audiences, and audiences proceed the aesthetic experience. It consists of four main parts: design level, mythology level, design features and aesthetic level, which systematically analyze the creative ideas of the mythical character design and the final effect.
1. Communication Level:

For the communication study, three levels of problems are identified in the study of communication: technical, semantic, and effectiveness (Craig 1999; Fiske 2010; Jakobson 1987). The technical level requires getting the audience’s attraction for the recognition through his/her senses, to achieve the image of artistic beauty. The semantic level requires the audience accurately realize the meaning of the message through his/her realization, to achieve the impression of artistic beauty. The effectiveness level concerns the ways in which the audience is made to take the right reflection through his/her affecting, to achieve the idea of artistic beauty.

2. Mythology Level:

The translation of mythological text requires three aspects, literal level, meaning level and intangible level. Literal Level requires designers to find out creative material about Chinese mythological theory research including the recordation of texts and plastic arts, and summarizes the focus of mythological stories following the historical culture and extracts the core role of myth. Meaning level requires designers to dig essence of connotation and the cream of national culture, and analyzes the mythological quality of roles and modeling features from cultural background, ornamental features, facial features and character features. Intangible level requires to get the understanding of the text and provide an imagination for the following design to achieve the originality and innovation.

3. Design Features:

For emotional design, Norman (2005) proposed three levels of design processing—visceral, behavioral, and reflective design, which represents three kinds of audience’s experience that is image, impression, and idea as shown in figure 2. The visceral design is the most basic feature. Hogarth (1753) explores the six principles as guiding our eyes toward true beauty: fitness, variety, regularity, simplicity, intricacy, and quantity. Six factors can be used as measures of the beauty reflecting the artistic charm in composition, color, rhythm, etc. The behavioral requires designers to attempt in various ways, such as ink painting, single-outline, flat-color image, com-

![Fig.2 Animation Character Design Features](image-url)
puter graphics, etc., to enrich the visual beauty of animation and make impressive works. For reflective design, Hegel (1981) points out the beauty is characterized as the pure appearance of the idea to sense. Overall, the essence of design is to reach the resonance of the beauty, and designers transform traditional cultures to character design forming special art symbols.

4. Aesthetic Level:

Three levels are identified in the cognitive aesthetics: the image of artistic beauty, the impression of artistic beauty, the idea of artistic beauty. The image: classicalism holds that beauty is in the form of objects; the animation works that intend to achieve the audio-visual beauty for audience must satisfy the image of artistic beauty. Only one answer seems possible - significant form. In each, lines and colors combined in a particular way, certain forms and relations of forms, stir our aesthetic emotions (Bell, 1989). The impression: every simple idea has a simple impression, which resembles it, and every simple impression has a correspondent idea (Hume, 1996). Overall, it can be seen that the mind perception of human can be divided into two parts, i.e. the impression and the concept. The idea: an idea of the way of feelings, emotions, and all other subjective experiences come and go (Langer, 1977). Plotinus (1962) affirmed that it is now time, leaving every object of sense far behind, to contemplate, by a certain ascent, a beauty of a much higher order; a beauty not visible to the corporeal eye, but alone manifest to the brighter eye of the soul, independent of all corporeal aid. Essentially, the beauty of art is the process through the nature to the body and then to the soul of human.

Animation Mythological Character Design — Shisa

The mythological figure: Shisa is a research object in this article to explore the theoretical construction, creativity implement, aesthetic experience, etc. Specifically, in a practical design process, four steps are used to design a mythological character, e.g., set a scenario (Illustration), tell a story (Interpretation), write a script (Reaction), and design a character (Reflection) as shown in Figure 3.

![Fig.3 Animation Character Design Process](image_url)
Set a scenario/ Illustration

Based on the investigation data of Chinese antiquity literature, designers must make a systematic analysis of mythology, in terms of extracting the most distinctive features of characters from myth. To clarify the development of the mythology of Shisa and explain the literature connotations, designers deeply explore the origin and the process of historical development. Shisa, also named Tile General, is the embodiment of Chi You (蚩尤) who is a vigorous opponent of the Emperor, and he can control the forces of the nature with brave and fierce. Later generations have been regarded as mars to worship, and folk sculpture stone statue on the roof to exorcise evil spirits (Xie, 2004). Lian (1920) in History of Taiwan wrote about there is a clay image on the roof, who rides horse and shoots an arrow from a bow with fierce expression, named Chi You. It is recorded in New Golden Gate that pottery beast on someone’s roof, opening his mouth like a lion, looks like as a general, called Chi You (Xu, 1959). According to Longyu Hetu, it records that the Emperor acts as regent, and Chi You and his brothers, who have feral bodies and kill the people cruelly, but Emperor can’t forbid him with righteousness, and then subdue Chi You with runes. The world hasn’t been stable when Chi You died, and Emperor paints the image of Chi You to shock people (Anonymity, 1994). Another legend says that Shisa has evolved from Shen Gongbao or Huang Feihu in FengShen Yanyi which is written that Primus orders Shen Gongbao to block the spring of the North Sea with futon (Xu, 2012). In theory, it means that Shen Gongbao may change into Shisa. According to the legend, Shisa is transformed from the wind god, also named Feng Bo or Feng Ye (Xie, 2004).

Tell a story/ Interpretation

Through the above analysis of the text, collecting the pictures of Shisa in southern Fujian, eastern Guangdong, Taiwan Anping, Ryukyu Islands and other places, table 1 summarizes the characteristic of Shisa from outside to inside and sums up the basic characteristics of artistic image from mythological feature, mythology function, exterior character, facial shape, facial expression, decorative feature, posture feature and color style.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribution</th>
<th>Basic Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Mythological Feature</td>
<td>the incarnation of Chi You, brave and fierce, control the forces of nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mythology Function</td>
<td>exorcise evil spirits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Exterior character</td>
<td>standing posture and squatting posture, the limbs appear small in the proportion if they stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Facial Shape</td>
<td>protruding eyes, wide nose, big mouth, exposed teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Facial Expression</td>
<td>fierce, ferocious, laddish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Decorative Feature</td>
<td>Neat mane, tail on the volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Posture Feature</td>
<td>roar to the sky, rush forward, turn round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Color Style</td>
<td>red cloth, emerald green, Rich Huang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Basic Characteristics of Shisa
Write a script/ Reaction

In terms of the selection of style, it is important to choose the creative expression that is suitable for the character’s shape. To produce different aesthetic effects, there are different interpretations about different styles in lines, contours, colors, etc. Indeed, to express the performance of mythology with different design style, it not only conforms with the spiritual needs of viewers, but also can achieve emotional resonance about the interpretation of myth. For artistic style, three styles are attempted in this study: Single-outline Flat-color image, ink painting and vector style. For different style setting, the sketch has been drawn by designer as research objects. The inspiration of characters comes from the literature analysis, and the creative process follows mythological characteristics. Drawing the draft, essentially, is the process in which designers visualize the memory and the imagination, and is the interpretation of the two previous steps and the abstract generalization of characters as shown in figure 4.

Create a character/ Reflection

Theoretically, three different artistic styles have been formed with different symbolic appearance, which means that imagination is eventually created as artworks that brings audience deeply artistic experience. Firstly, Single-outline Flat-color image is the most commonly used in animation design. The initial exploration of animation reflects how the vivid form is conveyed by the flowing lines, hence complex changing lines can create a harmonious animation style. In reality, the Shisa is endowed with flexible and exquisite characteristics by the exaggerated deformation of lines, as shown in figure 4. Secondly, ink painting is a kind of traditional art forms in China that integrates with the exaggerated characteristics of animation, which has formed an innovative animation language. More precisely, the ink Shisa, an innovative attempt, expresses his texture by the diversified lines as shown in figure 5. Finally, the color of the vector style of Shisa is mainly red as shown in figure 6. Adding the modern elements in the original design, such as ties, skateboards, etc., reinvests Shisa with a lively character; adding the cultural elements of cloud pattern conforms to the traditional aesthetic principles.
Results and Discussions

Combining with animation mythological character design model, the study constructs the animation character creative process framework through the case of Shisa with the specific ideas of creative design. This framework can be used in animation teaching practice from the arrangement of the mythological connotation to the formation of final works, providing a logical creative process, and help designers to carry out innovative research and design as shown in figure 7.

For evaluating artworks, the artist involves three key stages to express significance through his or her artworks: performance (inspiration), process (ideation), and product (implementation). Performance is the inspiration to produce a kind of significance that the artist’s intentions can be expressed through the artwork. Process represents the artist’s ideation that through the artwork, the artist’s imagination, thoughts, and feelings can be reproduced. Product is the implementation of signification and expression which can then be transmitted to the viewer while the artist’s and the viewer’s thoughts are identical (Lin et al. 2009, 2015, 2016). We need a better understanding of artist-audience communication not just for taking part in the social context, but also for developing the interactive experience between artist and audience (Goldman 2004; Trivedi 2004). For the audience, there are three key stages to feel the beauty of de-
sign works: image (attracting), impression (accuracy), and idea (affecting). Accordingly, for creating design works, the framework explains how designers pass the artistic beauty of the animated works to audiences, including design level, mythology level, design features and character design, and finally achieve the code of artworks by designers and the decoding of artworks by audiences.

Heidegger (2011) profoundly demonstrates the relationship of art, artist and artwork and explains the essence of art in terms of the concepts of being and truth in *The Origin of the Work of Art*. If the animation design education can be considered as a whole system, the Chinese mythology is its essence and the designers are the core, which conveys the concept of education in the system and integrates the spirit of national culture as shown in figure 8. In the creative design process, designers transfer imagination, ideas and emotions to audiences, and audiences produce the understanding of artworks through the deep aesthetic experience, and then audiences will give the feedback to designers. It means that the construction of the model can help educators promote the development of animation education and can change the original educational model, i.e. out of the audience and the market, while designers cannot get the recognition of artworks by audiences if they design behind closed doors. In short, design education is ultimately from designers to audiences, and then audiences respond to designers. Creative process is a design medium involving cultural thinking, and aesthetic experience is an emotional medium producing cultural understanding. More precisely, design education is the base for the design of original animation.

*Fig.7 Animation Character Creative Process Framework*
Conclusion

For the research of the animation character design based on mythology, it not only helps animation creation enrich the cultural implication, disjointing from superficial expression, but also makes the content of animation infused with national emotion. Meanwhile, Chinese culture and value can be spread incrementally by animation films that possess exaggerated and imaginative expression. As a matter of fact, the inspiration of animation is brought gradually based on the practical creations. To create the classic mythological animation image with the vitality and the artistic value, which is recognized by audience and accepted by market, it requires to have the appropriate creative principles and systematic methodologies to form a mature creative practice. After that, the process of creation will inevitably form the law of artistic creation; systematizing the law can provide theoretical support, comprehensive and effective, for animation design education.

But in actuality, the study of Shisa is just the preliminary attempt to create the animation character based on Chinese mythology, which generalizes the animation character creative process framework and then analyzes the process that designers design the artwork and audience appreciate the artwork. Surely, this theory is conducive to help designers design animation character with oriental charm, adapting to market conditions, and spread the cultural value and also provides a theoretical exploration for the development of animation education. Therefore, the design education based on mythology can cultivate the design talent who can integrate the mythological elements and has fertile imagination and multiple creativity to promote the development of domestic animation industry.
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Abstract

In today’s competitive market, “innovation” serves as a competitive advantage allowing companies to dominate particular market segments. Service design has increased attention in the academic and business communities over the past decade. Based on the “Taiwan experience”, the purpose of this study is to explore the development of design education by integrating the difference between technological product design and the service innovation design. Two cases are expounded for the development of Taiwan design education in this article. One is the cover design of industrial design magazine which reflected the change of product design education from function, friendly, fun, fancy to feeling. The other case is the development of The National Taiwan University of Arts which being used as an example to illustrate how to link the service innovation design and cultural and creative industries through Our Museum, Our Studio and Our Factory respectively. The results showed that the development of Taiwan design education along with the economic development from OEM, ODM, to OBM that joins design, culture, creativities and economy, and further illustrates some implications through the cultural perspective.

*Keywords: design education, service innovation design, cultural and creative industries*
Introduction

The trend of global economy transforming into service economy today has put the design to new arena, and it is also similar to the Bauhaus era of 100 years ago, which indicates the coming of new design era through the development of service innovation. The traditional industrial concept and creative thinking have faced huge challenges in the new economic and social situation, and the development of new design concept, design method and design tool will be inevitably transformed as well. In today’s competitive market, “innovation” serves as a competitive advantage allowing companies to dominate particular market segments. The global design community thinks about design issues for user-centric, and the designers begin to be required to have the ideas, the methods and the skills that must have been beyond the traditional design because of the demand of information technology, network society and industry. Therefore, the design must return to the view of humanistic aesthetics, while technology is only a technical support tool that can’t be used to lead the direction of product design. The future design trend, the integration of art, culture and science, is to solve the social problems and to reposit the form of life (Lin, 2009b). Mager & Sung (2011) proposed there was a continuous shift from the design of the tangible world to the world of interactions, moving from interaction to experience and then from experience to services. User-oriented principles make not only the manufacturing process but also the business process be taken into account in design thinking, and the trend of service innovation design is increasingly apparent.

The Taiwan design has been developed more than 50 years and the Taiwan design education has always been related to social needs, political and economic development, and science and technology situation. In the 21st century of digital technologies, it is more important that the design is based on humanity and culture, i.e., cultural and creative design. It is the task of future design education that how to transform “culture” into “creative” added into product design; i.e., how does “cultural creative” convert into “value-added design”. Due to the economic transformation, nowadays, Taiwan is a service-oriented society, and industrial development is gradually changed from the “manufacturing-oriented” to “service-oriented” (Lin, 2010). The development of the design industry in Taiwan is currently in the process of enhancing design value, which steps towards the perceptual technology design of aesthetic experience (Lin, 2009a). The goals of design education are in accordance with the essence of design, but the design comply with the changes in science and technology in terms of design education that will conform to the development of times from technological design to service innovation.

Based on the development of Taiwan design education, therefore, the purpose of this study is to discuss the issue that a service innovation design approach is proposed by integrating the difference between product design and cultural and creative industries into the service innovation design of current development practice. Two cases are expounded for the development of Taiwan design education in this article. Firstly, this article will discuss the process of educational reform in Taiwan reflecting by the cover design change of “Industrial Design Magazine.” Secondly, the National Taiwan University of Arts (NTUA) used as an example to illustrate how is the link between service innovation design and cultural and creative indus-
tries through Our Museum, Our Studio and Our Factory respectively. It is the service innovation design approach that joins design, culture, creativities and economy, and further illustrates some implications through the cultural perspective. Finally, there is a shift from technological innovation to service innovation that is based on discovering new opportunities in the marketplace. Companies are more focused on adapting new technologies and combining them in ways that create new experiences and value for customers. Service design has received increasing attention in the academic and business communities over the past decade. Therefore, this article is intended to give a general public idea of the chain effects expected for society by the development of the cultural and creative industries based on Taiwan design education.

Literature review

Taiwan’s Economy and Design Development
From OEM to OBM – Technological Design

The development of Taiwan design is accompanied by its economic development. Taiwan’s companies have seen a recent transformation from technological design to service innovation design based on discovering new opportunities in the global marketplace. Taiwan’s economic development was identified as progressing from OEM (Original Equipment Manufacture) to ODM (Original Design Manufacture) to OBM (Original Brand Manufacture) and represented as a smile curve, proposed by the former ACER president Shi as shown in figure 1 (Hsu et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2013; Lin, 2012). Lin (2009a) suggested the idea that it eventually formed aesthetics and the experience economic, which corresponds to emotional technology, humanity design and the development of cultural and creative industry.

Fig.1 Taiwan’s Economy and Design Development (Lin, 2012)
Before 1980, OEM vendors in Taiwan reduced costs to produce “cheap and fine” products to be successful in the global market. Those depended upon hard-working patterns from the OEM pattern became obstacles in developing their own designs. These vendors were extremely busy on producing products to meet manufacturing deadlines; there was no time to develop design capabilities so that design talents couldn’t be natured (Hsu et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2013; Lin, 2012).

After 1980, Taiwan enterprises began to develop ODM patterns to extend their advantages in OEM manufacturing. Taiwan’s government promoted a series of policies to stimulate the nation’s economic growth including the “Production Automation Skill Guidance Plan”, and the “Assisting Domestic Traditional Industrial Skill Plan” (IDB, 2012). The design students worked with the enterprises on specific projects to set up a working pattern of industrial design based on enterprises’ real needs. This model led the development of design education accordingly. Especially starting from 1989, adapting the local marketing concept of “One Town One Product (OTOP)” had started to integrate local culture with innovations and to explore the development of distinctive local industry (Rana, 2008; Scott, 2004).

The Taiwan product design has stepped into the OBM era in recent years. In addition, cultural and creative industries have already been incorporated into the “National Development Grand Plan”, demonstrating the government’s eagerness to transform Taiwan’s economic development by “Branding Taiwan” with “Taiwan Design” based on Taiwanese culture (MOEA, 2012).

Cultural and Creative Industry — Service Innovation Design

Design is now about strategies and structures, processes and interactions – also about services (Mager, 2011). Service design has become a very popular issue today (Morelli, 2009), but the most critical part of service design is to follow the principle of user-centered. Both academics and practitioners had emphasized that the role of service design in innovative product development relates not only to aesthetics, but also to the aspects such as ergonomics, user-friendliness, efficient use of materials, functional performance, and so on (Gemser & Leenders, 2001).

Owing to the development of new ICTs, the globalization of services and the disappearance of liberalization and control, the service industry is constantly facing the pressure of innovation (Institute, 2008). In Taiwan, some domestic companies have adjusted their business strategy from product-orientation to service-orientation, e.g., ASUS and TSMC (Liu, 2012). Taiwan’s industry is in the transformation period, and the center of gravity of the economy gradually has shifted the traditional manufacturing industry to the service industry, then consumers buy the commodity instead of the entity itself, which extends to the invisible meaning and identity of goods. It’s difficult to attract consumers’ attention with meaningless products. Service innovation combines goods with “style” and “aesthetics”, i.e., the so-called “taste” of goods; since design and aesthetics have gradually become the important elements of the commodity itself, which add the quality and the brand elements, thus it will progressively focus on building “qualia” (Lin, 2011). Essentially, through the combination of design, taste of aesthetic, quality of manufacture and the brand of marketing, it is the direction that the future service innovation design will develop continuously, which creates the goods being cheerful, unique and
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The Impact of International Design Education on Taiwan

By the opening of the nineteenth century, as long as the guilds had controlled production and the training of new craftsmen, there was a sufficient supply of trained artisans, since design education was an integral part of training in a craft (Arthur, 1990). How to educate modern designers, until 1919, the German Bauhaus was the first design school to incorporate design into formal education and had solved education problems. One of the most famous slogans for which the Bauhaus is renowned is Gropius's catch phrase used for the 1923 international exhibition held in Weimar: “Art and Technology: A New Unity (Findeli, 2001).” Bauhaus, essentially, was a new thinking design school, which not only opened an innovational design education but also established a design philosophy of people-oriented, and it stressed that the purpose of the design was people instead of products and they would design the practical life products with the cooperation of local business. Bauhaus combined with handicrafts and industrial technology to cultivate the future social builders, pursuing rational design thinking and guiding a new direction for modern design. Bauhaus design ideal, driving the modern design movement, has created a twentieth century modern style (Lin & Wang, 2008).

The development of early Taiwan design was deeply influenced by the educational concept of Bauhaus, therefore, it also followed the education concepts of Bauhaus. The earliest concept of Taiwan design was from Council for United States (CUSA) to plan how to promote Taiwan's industrialization, and civil institutions set up the organization promoting handicrafts and industry (Industrial Design Magazine, 1971). In 1957, the National Taiwan University of Arts established art and craft department, the first design department in Taiwan, which upheld the educational spirit of Bauhaus and opened Taiwan design education. The process of Taiwan design education is the reaction of the spirit of Bauhaus and the design education ideal based on practice. Mingchi Institute of Technology firstly established industrial design department in 1964, and then many technical colleges and vocational schools set up the design departments afterwards. In 2000, many universities including National Cheng Kung University, National Chiao Tung University, National Yunlin University, National Taiwan Technological University, etc., set up Ph. D. Program, which open up a higher design education status in Taiwan. If Taiwan's economic miracle is due to the thrift habits, Taiwan's design miracle is due to pragmatic design education. Overall, the Taiwan design education originated from the technical education system of pragmatic practice, which corroborated Bauhaus' the design education concept of the combination of theory and practice, and now create a Taiwan economic and design miracle.

Recently, most of the design schools such as National Taiwan University of Arts began to rethink the new unity between art and technology, and to reorient the technology and humanities in design education, to explore how to adapt to social changes and technological development, and enhanced the value of modern design education to reproduce the design education ideal of Bauhaus (Lin, 2010).
Research Framework

Based on the previous studies, a research framework was proposed as Figure 2. There are two aspects in this study including the development of “Industrial Design Magazine” and The National Taiwan University of Arts. More precisely, one is to discuss the design education process from function to feeling, including five stages such as functional valuation, usability valuation, aesthetic valuation, identity valuation and emotional valuation, and final aim is to achieve service valuation. Then, another one is to discuss a case study of The National Taiwan University of Arts through Our Factory, Our Studio and Our Museum in order to demonstrate that a shift from technological design to service innovation in Taiwan design education.

Results and Discussions

A case study of “Industrial Design Magazine”

Industrial Design magazine is the first Chinese industrial design magazine of the world, founded in December 15, 1967, which recorded nearly half a century of Taiwan’s design evolution and the process of Taiwan’s industrial design education. The magazine was funded by Wang Yung-Ching who set up industrial design department of Mingchi Institute of Technology, which presented the history of Taiwan’s design education.

Nowadays as we put a high value on culture and creativity, the Industrial Design magazine is undoubtedly the most important cultural assets of the design industry, which recorded the transformation of Taiwan’s design. As shown on Figure 3, the cover of early magazines was made up of simple dotted lines and white ground, then emphasized the visual effects of the cover with photography techniques, afterwards published by a work for each issue, for instance, some of these works focus on design, some emphasis on shape, some centered on interesting and some focus on semantics, etc., which vividly described the diverse design works and indi-
individual style. With the progress of science and technology, there were a great deal of 3D works. This process identifies the progress of Taiwan’s industrial technology, thus can summarize the transformation of product design from function to feeling.

From the history of the development of modern product design, we could use five “Fs” to describe the change from designing “function” for the user’s need to servicing “feeling” for the user’s pleasure as shown in Figure 3. These five F’s are: (1) 1930’s – design for “Function”, (2) 1950’s – design for “Friendly”, (3) 1970’s - design for “Fun”, (4) 1990’s – design for “Fancy”, and (5) 2001’s – design for “Feeling” (Hsu et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2013; Lin, 2012; Lin, 2012). These five “Fs” also reflect the process of Taiwan design development from Industrial Design Magazine. The development of Taiwan design industry is also generally follow this trajectory, and the core value of its design basically transform the needs for functional and physiological into the needs for aesthetic and psychological, to put it simply, which is from function to feeling.
In the era of digital technology in the 21st century, the design of human nature is more important, i.e., form follows feeling, which emphasizes aesthetic experience, i.e., the pleasant design. Through reviewing the development of industrial design magazines, we have found that design has returned to the level of human nature, which is to emphasize the creative life of the aesthetic (Lin, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c).

A case study of The National Taiwan University of Arts
Design Education Function of Cultural Creative Industry Park

National Taiwan University of Arts (NTUA) established an art museum, known as “Our Museum”, in 2007 for the purpose of linking professional teaching with the museum’s research, education, and display functions while presenting cultural and aesthetic ideas about art and artifacts to the public. Developing craftsmanship and creativity as well as competences related to the arts are important strategies to NTUA. Therefore, a design studio, known as “Our Studio”, was set up at the college of design in NTUA, following the “Our Museum” for providing innovative products. NTUA is located in the Taipei metropolitan area, one of the most competitive regions in Taiwan. This area contains a significant concentration of craftsmanship and research establishments, linked by various formal and informal networks. Due to the challenging nature of cultural and creative industries, NTUA is devoted to developing its regional and international networks by operating a cultural and creative industry park, known as “Our Factory.” NTUA has established the link between “Art” and “Business”, and combined “Creativity” and “Design” through Our Museum, Our Studio and Our Factory respectively.

New Service Concept: Our Museum. The purpose of Our Museum is to achieve the “Creative Learning” through “Digital Archive.” On the technical level, Our Museum has the symbolic meaning of “Digital Archive”, meanwhile, and achieve the purpose of creative learning education, which can play an efficient role in Digital Museum. The key concept of Digital Museums comes from the knowledge, which means that museum can be shown by teachers, students etc. who want to visit the museum without limits. The cultural and creative industries are the combination of art and technology, thus “Digital Archive” of Our Museum is to remind students the idea of “technology can’t be buried”, which achieves the educational function of “craftsmanship can’t be lost”, i.e., new service concept.

New Service Organization: Our Studio. The purpose of Our Studio is to achieve “knowledge economy” and “aesthetic economy” through “culture creativity”. Our Studio, with the transformation of Taiwan’s economic development, is based on the National Taiwan University of Arts whose specialty is the education of art, culture and design, which has formed cultural and creative industry chain that integrate the cultural creativity, design innovation and marketing. Our Studio works with the relevant industry to facilitate the operation with each other, which has established the models of market analysis, economic benefit assessment. Specifically, Our Studio has created regional creative industries through the development of “creative value-added products” and “localization industry”, which is considered to be new service connections.

New Service Connection: Our Factory. The purposes of Our Factory are to achieve the
promotion of cultural creative industry and make the artistic craftsmanship into business. To follow the concept of national cultural park, the paper factory near NTUA was converted to Cultural Creative Industry Park, which was a pioneering work for the development of design education. NTUA also launched a series of plans of cultural and creative industries including ceramic craft workshop, glass craft workshop, comprehensive craft workshop etc. Our Factory transforms art, design, performance, dissemination etc. into ceramic crafts, glass crafts, and integrated crafts to achieve the innovation art, which is new service connections between art and business.

The Successful Operation of “Mufun Design Studio”

“Mufun Design Studio”, based on its own design philosophy, has achieved success from art to industry by finding Taiwan cultural material, and created creative design work to build wooden doll brand, as shown in figure 5. This Studio is focus on the design and development of wood-working products so that wood is no longer just furniture, containers or building blocks, whereas they are cultural, fun and creative. “Mufun Design Studio” embodies the teaching theories of the Taiwan University of Arts, which has transferred from cultural creativity to the design according to the cultural characteristics of Taiwan. As a result, it is a successful case of Cultural Creative Industry Park, which achieves the goals combining skills, creativity and business.

Our Museum: The students of “Mufun Design Studio” created works with culture and creativity, and the works were mostly on the extension of traditional culture and were to achieve the concept of local conservation. Our Museum provided students with material about skill study and inspiration of creativity.

Our Studio: “Our Studio” helps students of “Mufun Design Studio” realize an advanced application of their skills and improve the design process, and provides a space for starting a business with the assistance of The National Culture and Arts Foundation and professional guidance. Students design creative products through the course of learning to explore different creative business models through practical research, and then achieve the educational purposes combining practice and theory.

![Fig 5 Design Education of The National Taiwan University of Arts](image)
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Our Factory: “Mufun Design Studio” establishes a win-win cooperation between designers and manufacturers with the shared concept to solve problems of quality and production, which sets up own brand and successful business model. NTUA has established the link between “Art” and “Business.”

Conclusion

Based on the previous studies and Taiwan experience, this paper researched the process from technological design to service innovation which were merged into design thinking to explore Taiwan design education development. Firstly, this paper explored the relationship between Taiwan’s economy and design development, and then identified the three stages of OEM, ODM and OBM for illustrating how to transform “local culture” into “global market” through a process of design evolution in Taiwan design development. Afterwards, the article explained the concepts of service innovation design. Secondly, according to the impact of international design education on Taiwan, this study elaborated the process of design education that was deeply influenced by the educational concept of Bauhaus.

As a result, “Industrial Design Magazine” is the first study case to explore the development of Taiwan design education, which identified technological progress has shifted dramatically and provides platforms for completely new forms of “design” and “service” delivery. National Taiwan University of Arts, a typical example of Taiwan creative industry design education, has solved the problems of art education and provided a new direction for the development of design education. The goal of the cultural and creative park is to combine artistic craftsmanship and economy with service design, and ultimately establish NTUA as a distinctive trademark associated with the park. To accomplish this goal, NTUA aims to combine artistic craftsmanship from “Our Museum” with cultural creativities from “Our Studio” in order to result in aesthetics in business for “Our Factory”. Creativity and business are the elements for reaching an aesthetic economy. It is the concept of “Think Globally - Act Locally” to process the “Digital Archive” of Our Museum through the cultural creativities of Our Studio, and to produce cultural products in Our Factory in order to establish a local industry by making aesthetic and economical products (Ko, Lin & Lin, 2009). Meanwhile, NTUA, with the transformation of service innovation, has enriched the connotation of cultural and creative products through culture and creative, innovative value-added, R&D design, etc., which cooperates with the relevant industry to facilitate the operation through market analysis, economic benefit assessment and business model.
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